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ALCANDRE 2.26 I-4.
ALCANDRE 2 261 4.

ter a full stud season in 2.19%,—together
with ultra fashionable breeding. His
Alcandre 2.26%, although not a sensa sire was the immortal Alcyone 2.27, per
tional turf performer, from the fact that haps the most uniform extreme speed
he has never had but light training, just progenitor of the royal George Wilkes’
enough to keep alive the trotting instinct- line, having from a total of one hundred
which he inherits from a long line of ill foals, forty eight with records from 2.08
ustrious ancestors, is, through the use of to 2.30, among them Martha Wilkes 2.08,
judicious and persistent advertising, one !' Harrietta 2.09%, Alcyo 2.11, McKenney
of the best known stallions in the country 2.11%, and all noted for extreme speed
to day. Individually, he is a black horse and tenacious courage, eighteen having
full 16 hands high and of very handsome records better than 2.20. Forty eight
form and stylish carriage, making him percent of the get of a horse to reach the
pre-eminently a show horse in whijh 2.30 list, is greater than iB credited to
soundness, size and beauty are combined any horse now before the public, whose
with great natural speed—for he has short stud service was brought to a close
trotted a trial over a half-mile track, af by an untimely death as long ago as 1887.

Alcandre’s dam was Lady Carr, a
strikingly handsome black mare, 1(J
hands high and foaled in 1868. She was
the most prolific daughter of American
Clay, backed up by the best trottingthoroughbred blood.
American Clay
was by Strader’s Cassius M. Clay J; ,
and bis dam was by the thoroughbw
horse imp. Tranby. Lady Carr has pro
duced speed by ten different sires, and is
the dam of four in the 2.30 list, among
them Ambassador 2.21%, one of the
greatest young sires in the country, with
forty one in the 2.30 list including the
sensational Dancourt 2.16%. American
Clay is the sire of Granville 2.26, Ella
Clay 2.27% and Maggie Briggs 2.27, also

the sire of Magic am
Clemmie G. 2.15%, e*
is the most profit*
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, There is no better known horseman
Maine, and probably not one as wt
,known in Eastern Maine, as E. H. Gree
of
You can find artists in all lines and < Ellsworth. As a race driver, as
what is more delightful than to see an 1breeder, as a starting judge and as Vic
of the Eastern State Fair, 1
expert “play well his part” no matter President
I
what that part may be if he is only clear- 1has filled nearly every position from tl
floor up, and always filled the
ly its master.
When we hear a true ground
g
lover of a horse praise the performance with ability, and besides he is one of tl
genial and companionable men 1
of his pet animal we want him to talk so most
r
interesting and eloquent that the very rmeet. At Ellsworth recently, the repr
of the Turf, Farm and Homj
air will be filled with live horse hairs sentative
s
and our ears will be filled with the merry ccalled upon Mr. Greely and took a loo
clatter of horse shoes on the pavement, at
a the horses in his city stable, althoug
When that man is talking we want to tthere were many others at his farm aboi
not only see and hear horses but we want five
fl miles out. Mr. Greely campaigne
even to feel sort of “horsey” and then tthe brown Btallion Hambletonian Kno
years ago, and still owns him, an
we know that we are listening to an ar- 2.28,
2
at
23
years of age he is still as frisky ?
tist.
a
a colt. This horse is not to beconfoum
So it is in all lines.
We were most ed
e with the Hambletonian Knox forme
agreeably entertained the other day in a ly
L owned by Charles B. Wellington <
railway car by—well who do you sup- Albion, and the sire of Combinatio
Freeman 2.29X an^ Joker 2.29*4
pose? Of course you will smile when 2.29X,
2
That
horse
Was got by Gideon, whil
we confess it was a newsboy, yes a news- *
boy but an artist all the same. There Greely’s Hambletonian Knox 2.28, wa
are newsboys and newsboys you know by Gilbreth Knox 2.26%; dam by Gideoi
and this was an artist newsboy. We got aand promises to perpetuate his nam
as a brood-mare sire, as many c
his name and shall follow his career and chiefly
c
t] speedy horses about Ellsworth wer
if he doesn’t “get there” in the near fu- the
ture then we are greatly mistaken. He out
0 of mares by him.
Ellsworth (p) 2.19%, black horse b
was not the stupid, blundering newsboy
Dictator
Chief 2.21%; dam Lady Dorli
who drops wafers and figs in the lap of a
by Gray Dan, is a well known Main
fretful child that is just dropping off to ham,
11
horse, and it is said that he coul
sleep and yells and slams doors. No he race
n
a sleigh the past winter, like a livin
was not that sort at all. He had a splen- pull
P
streak. Mr. Greely feels that he woul
did face and he studied every face in that s<
been “in it” with the best on Silve
car until he had sized ’em all up. He have
11
street
could he have had the opportuni
didn’t sling his wares right and left into
the laps of the travellers promiscously. ty. Ellsworth is a black horse 16 hand
will weigh 1200 pounds and wa
Oh no, that is not artistic and our hero high,
3
in 1888.
was an artist every inch of him. He foaled
f
A
seal
brown horse with tan muzzl
treated the passengers as a shrewd drum
and flanks, standing 16% hands high, wa
mer would a customer.
ai
foaled in 1890, by Nelson’s Wilkes; dai
Lady Dorkham (dam of Ellsworth 2.19%
On one arm he would carry for in- by Gray Dan, is a fine looking, clean cul
stance a few books which he retained in big horse, very handsome and stylisi
his possession while he discoursed in a a]
and nice gaited. He looks well enougl
most charming manner upon their de- to have a name, and Mr. Greely though
lightful contents. His voice was always be had one, but at present is in doubi
carefully modulated so as not to distress ai
as he made the attempt to have him reg
any one and his manner was so courtly istered, and has as yet, been unable t
that you could not but like to watch and S(
select a name acceptable to the Trottin
listen to him. After he had exhausted Register
r
Association. TbiB horse will b
his works of fiction he would take up heard from if nothing befalls him.
the current magazines and you would
The pride of the stable, and a col
think to hear him discourse on the con- w
worth a long journey to see, is the ba
tentB of each and every one of them, c<
colt Bingen, lately purchased by Mi
stopping to comment on leading articles Greely,
g
and selected in Kentucky b
of more than usual merit, that he had q
George W. Leavitt. Bingen is a dar'
read every word in all of them. Every fo.
bay colt without white, foaled May 4
question that was asked him in regard 1893, and he now stands 15 hands big]
to any of his literature was answered over the withers and 15 hands 1% inche
with the greatest deference and cheer- jjj
high over the loin. He is a grand mad
fulness. He never was in a hurry and up
u colt, strong and clean at every point
was always more than willing to go to q
Good head, nice ears, short back and ele
his trunk and procure any book or paper gant feet, and limbs that show no indica
a traveller wished to see. If they pur- ti
tion of hard usage. He was handled
chased it was “thank you,” if they did ]j
little by John F. Payne, an expert traine
not it was “am pleased to serve you. Is o
ofj Lexington, Ky., last season, andcouli
there not some other book you would sshow
}
close to a 2.29 gait, and Mr. Payn
like to see?”
tlthinks he could easily have put him int
—o----tl
the 2.30 list as a yearling. Bingen wa
The same tact and patience that boy bi
bred by Dr. David Bennett of Lexington
displayed is worth a fortune in various K
Ky., ar.d was got by May King, he b,
walks of life and he is just as sure to be E
Electioneer, out of May Queen 2.20, b;
“somebody” as the sun is to rise and A
Alexander’s Norman (sire of Lulu 2.15)
set. He certainly dignified his calling ai
and the dam of Bingen was by Younj
and you might say magnified bis office, Jim,
Ji son of George Wilkes; 2d' dam b;
to a degree we never before supposed Ri
Red Wilkes, son of George Wilkes; 3<
was possible. It all goes to show how di
dam by Alaric, son of Almont; 4th dan
much can be made of a very ordinary bj
by Clark Chief. No better breeding ii
position if we only put life and snap into sp
speed lines could be devised than this
it, tempered with good judgment and a ar
and if reports can be relied upon, Bingei
determination to please. Lots of smart ca
can show speed commensurate with hii
boys without the knack of adapting rich
ri< breeding. He will be started in :
themselves to their customer would fe
few races this season; has already beei
ride on that same train and starve while er
entered in the $2,000 stake at Fleetwood
our hero, the artist m ikes more money ar
and will be entered in the New Englant
every day of his life than half of the pro- Bi
Breeders’ Stakes and at the Maine Stat
fessional men in Maine and he does it all F;
Fair. We were much pleased wTith Bin
with that all convincing smile and well g<
gen as an individual, and his breeding
modulated voice.
He fairly compelled ai
and reputation speaks for itself.
fortune to smile upon him and one of
Pocahontas, hay mare with stripe ii
these days is liable to own the road he fa
face and four white ankles, was nex
now sells knicknacks upon.
si
shown. She is a blocky, low built mar
EDITORIAL CHIT CHAT.
------------

Fainting Spells
Caused by heart failure, sleeplessness and that
dreadful tired feeling, and piles, made my
life misery. Captain Clark urged me to take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and it has built up my whole
system. The piles are gone and I am able to
work hard and sleep soundly at night. I shall
ever praise Hood’s Sarsaparilla, Mrs. J. Q.
Clark, Ash Point, Maine.
Bemembei

This Remedy
has helped more
Old Chronic Cases
and has made a
greater percent
age of actual
cures than all

other remedies
combined.
Cases that
have resisted all
kinds of treatinn C'TTDCD
ment for years have been
CURED bv
RHEUMATIC CURE. During
years, in all kinds of

Rheumatism, Rheumatic Fever,
Lumbago and Gout,
the failures average not over one in fifty.
Where it fails, money is refunded.
Home Testimonials

and

Treatise Free.

DANISH RHEUMATIC CURE CO.,

*

l’ORJTLAM), MAJLNB,

•

JONAS
EDWARDS,
AUBURN, MK.,

Importer of Strictly Canada Horses,

Used to deep snows, cold weather, and hard
work. Also dealer in harnesses and carriages.
Will have a car load of horses every Wednesday,
and be at home the last four days of each week.
Telephone 53-3.

F. W. HUNTINGON D. V. S.,
VETERINARY SUGEON.
Special attention given to the shoeing of gentle
men’s driving and trotting horses.
Office and shoeing forge.

” AND

37 UNION ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.

554-3.
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ELLSWORTH NOTES,

weighing 1000 pounds and standing only
15 hands, was foaled in 1889, and is as
q pretty as a picture. She was got by
1 Nelson 2.09; dam by Hambletonian Knox
2.28; 2d dam a mare brought from Kena tucky several years ago and said to be
by Lexington, dam by Glencoe. This
mare was undoubtedly a thoroughbred,
as every indication pointed to that fact;
i the clean cut head, full eye and fluted
legs, are still to be seen in her descendents. This mare was also an elegant
saddle mare, and was in much demandat
Bar Harbor during the summer season,
’ often commanding $30 a week solely for
that purpose. Pocahontas is a mare of
t great intelligence, and Mr. Greely said
the man in charge of her had learned her
many tricks, and allhough she had not
been tried for over a year he had no doubt
she would remember many of them yet.
Accordingly a stool was placed in the
middle of the floor, and the mare was
turned loose and not a word was spoken,
when she approached it, sprang upon it
with her forward feet, and looked around
’ immediately for her reward of a handful
of oats. She is a speedy mare and a great
roadster, and has produced one foal by
’ Merry Bird 2.16%.
A nice bay gelding three years old,
with
star and two white ankles behind,
!
is by a son of Cuyler Clay; dam by Ham
bletonian Knox. He is very nicely gaited.
Cecil, a bay gelding foaled in 1893, by
Ellsworth 2.19%; dam by Gray Dan, is a
clean looking fellow.
Lasca, bay filly with small star, foaled
in 1892, is by Wilkes; dam Lady Dork
ham, by Gray Dan. She is a full sifter
to the brown un-named stallion spoken
of early in this article, and is a racy look
ing filly with piomise of great speed.
Whitelegs, bay mare with star and four
white ankles, is nine years old. She is
by Hambletonian Knox 2.28, and out of
the Lexington mare spoken of above, and
is the dam of Pocahontas. She has pro
duced five foals, and was never trained,
but broken and put to breeding when
three years old. She has a chestnut colt
by Dictator Chief 2.21%.
Trilby is a bay filly with star, foaled in
1893, by Merry Bird 2.16X1 dam Poca
hontas by Nelson; 2d dam by Hambleto
nian Knox 2.28; 3d dam the Lexington
mare spoken of above.
A brown colt by Dawn R. 2.20, son of
Alcantara 2.23; dam Lady Dorkham, was
foaled in 1893, and is good gaited. He
stands 15 hands and weighs 1000 lbs.
A bay colt foaled in 1893, by Ellsworth
(p) 2.19%; dam by Hambletonian Knox
2.28, can pace fast.
Eva B. 2.52% as a two-year-old, is a
fine and fast filly by Dawn R 2.20; dam
by Hambletonian Knox 2.28; 2d dam by
Mambrino Star.
Ti e roads were bad and a snow storm
was ,n, and we did not visit the farm;
this * »mplet€8 the list of those shown in
the stable.
Mr. Greely iB a man having many and
varied interests to occupy his attention,
and ve were fort, jate in finding him at
homo, with a little time, which he cheer
fully devoted to showing us his stock.
$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages and
that is Catarrh. H til’s Catarrh Cure is
the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
a constitutional disease, requires a con
stitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system, thereby destroying the
foundation of the disease, and giving
the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in do
ing its work. The proprietors have
so much faith in its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
any case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of Testimonials.
F. J. Ciieney & Co., Props.,
Toledo, O,
J^’Sold by druggists, price 75c,
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few races in 1893, as a stallion, but took
no record. In 1894 he was castrated,
and did not start, but he ought to be
Frenchman’s bay is delightful in sum
good this season. He was got by Nelson
mer, but in a howling March gale the
’ 2.09; dam Princess by Hambletonian
trip of ten miles from Mt. Desert Ferry Knox 2.28; 2d dam Queen the of Drows
to Bar Harbor, has but little attractions1 by the Old Drew Horse.
for a landsman.
A bay mare with stripe in face and one
Bar Harbor needB no comment; the' white heel behind was in Mr. Roberts
names of Vanderbilt, Pulitzer, Fred May stable to be bred to Dawn R. She is b>
etc. etc., are as familiar, and well known
Whips (sire of Azote 2 08% and Cob .vebs
here as in prominent circles in New 2.12).
,
She is owned by a gentleman in
York City.
another state, and was bought at one of
But we came to see the horses, and the
.
Kellogg sales. Mr. J. E. Clarke has
found some of excellent quality. Dawn in
• his stable a nice brown colt with little
R. 2.20 and his get, overshadow all white
.
on off hind heel, foaled in 1893, by
others and we took a good look at the
Dawn R. 2.20, and he is very handsome
horse and some of his colts, the property ,
with nice, straight hindlegs, like all
of Mr. W. M. Roberts the owner of the the get of that horse.
horse, ind some owned by other par
Mr. John Prescott also has a handsome
ties.
,
and good gaited bay colt foaled in 1893,
Dawn Ift is a brown horse with tan by
j Dawn R.
muzzle and flanks, and two white ankles
We could not well fail to be impressed
behind He stands 15% hands high, and with the quality shown by the get of
is a clean cut gamey looking horse, one tthis horse. He has been campaigned
of the George Wilkes— Dictator stamp, rnow for two seasons, and has done but
and well he may be for he is by Alcantara little
]
in the stud, and there is another
2.23 and he by George Wilkes 2.22, out handicap
j
under which he lias been
of Alma Mater by Mambrino Patchen, placed, and that is in the fact that all
and the dam of Dawn R. 2.20 is Dainty rmares sent to him must be shipped
2.26% by Dictator; 2d dam Vic, (dam of aacross on the boat, and some have dis
Dainty 2.26%, Mattie Graham 2.21%, liked
j
to send a favorite mare that way,
and grandam of Etelka 2 26%, Sally *but no accident has ever resulted, and
Graham 2.29%, and Trousseau 2.28%) the
t objection is more fancied than real.
by Mambrino Chief. No better pedigree
rich in producing and performing blood,
Mr. E. E. Wentworth of Springvale, jand honorable treatment to all, his busi
can well be found in one individual than
ST. JOHN, N. B. NOTES.
A
Me., whose likeness we present above, is ]ness is increasing every year.
can be found in Dawn R. and besides he
known to all our patrons and readers I' Mr. Wentworth has always taken great
Mr. E. D. Jewett’s lleety mare, Ava, well
?
is a game and consistent race horse.
in
York
county as a successful business iinterest in the trotting horse, and for the
In 1893 we saw him in many races, by Harry Wilkes, which was disabled at 11
man
and starting judge. Mr. Wentworth ]past few years has acted as starting judge
the
first
of
the
winter
is
able
to
be
out
n
and September 7th we saw him win a t
Mr. Len. Jewett is giving her was born in 1861, in Rochester, N. H. iat nearly all the races held in his section
2.40 race, for a purse of $600, at the old again.
a
- at Springvale, Sanford, Action, New
slow work on the road this week. For 10 years he traveled in Maine and —
Franklin Park Saugus, in 2.28,2.26%, some
8
New Hampshire as salesman for Henry field
1
and No. Berwick. lie is one of the
Horsemen coming to this city should
2.25, after losing the first heat to Elsie
Brooks & Co. of Boston, Mass., whole-1 (directors of the Springvale and Acton
Harris.
Dnever go away without paying a visit to J
celebrated Victoria Stables owned sale dealers in hardware. He left that ttracks, and president of the Sanford
At the Rhode Island Stats Fair, at the
t
to go into the livery business and buying ’ (Coach Horse association. Mr. Went
Narragansett Park, Providence we saw by
11 Mr. D. W. McCormick of the Victoria (
where th*y will see not only the aand selling horses; his first venture be- 5worth is one of the best posted men in
him fight another race. Losing the first Hotel
1
finished and most comfortable ing two car-loads of horses which he pur- 1Maine on the National Rules, and as
heat to Nero in 2.25%, he won the sec- best
b
chased in Montreal and sold in Rochester sstarting judge gives perfect satisfaction
in the province, but such valuaond and third in 2.25% and 2.22%, when stables
8
five years ago. He opened a livery and aas he knows no friends when in the
the race had to go over on account of bble horseflesh as Rose L. with a race re- g<
of 2.27%, Rocket with a four year" sale st ible in the rear of the Springvale sstand, but uses all impartially, an ! any
darkness. The next day the horses cord
c
House, Springvale, Me., which he has of
c our Maine tracks who desire the ser
came out for the finish, and Frank Jones old
o mark of 2.34; Little Rocket who has
v
of a first-class man as starter dur
in but one race, this time shut- successfully conducted ever since. He ’vices
went away and won the next heat in started
8
deals in all kinds of horses, but his piin- iing the coming season, will do well to
seven horses out in the second heat
2.22%, when Dawn R. finished up the ting
ti
cipal business is matched pairs of work- ccorrespond with Mr. Wentworth.
winning the race as he liked in
race by winning the fifth heat in 2.25. and
a
ers; and by strict attention to business
Dirigo.
heats. Little Rocket will be
Last November his record was lowered straight
si
sent
to Moosepath the first day of June
to 2.20 at Kirkwood Park Delaware.
8<
01 noted as a sire for speed but is him- ccan be seen, his face wreathed in smiles
We predict however, that Dawn R. is aand placed in the hands of Prof. C. W. only
for training. Another inmate of self
se without doubt one of the fastest aas his wonderfully speedy youngster
bound to be at his best as a sire, the Bell
B
colts which we saw by him being all of this
tl stable is Nellie R. She is a full stallions down east. He has started in ccomes down the road leading some of
W. II. M.
to Little Rocket being sired by but one race, viz: the three minute class tthe 2.40 horses.
superior quality, with nice, ’ straight, sister
si
and out of Nellie Backman at
at Bangor which he won dead easy in SSt. John, N. B.
fluted legs, and so far his most success- Olympus
0
by Charles Backman. This mare 2.33%. John Sprague is as before
ful cross seems to be on mares by Ham- 2.32,
2.
not three years old shows great stated by Mac F. and is probably the fast The Boston Daily and Sunday Globe
bletonian Knox 2.2«. This cross pro- although
a]
* only one of the big New England
of speed and is without a doubt est
es colt of his age in this city. He is the
duced the fillies Ida M. and Island Maid signs
si
out
of
a
mare
by
Barney
Wilkes
who
has
ddaily papers that pays the light harness
who won prizes in the show ring, both one
oi of the most handsome horses in this 01
compliment of a special depart
h
Besides these Mj. McCormick the credit of being the sire of three per- horse
single and double at the Madison Square province.
p
ment
in
its interest, has been favored
formers
with
records
of
2.08
or
better.
n
is the owner of others equally as gool.
Garden and Baltimore Horse Shows.
Mr. A. C. Etter the well known Nova These two horses make a well mated and with a continuance of the exclusive adBesides those owned at Bar Harbor,
horseman is attending the Kel- very
v€ fast team and although not being vvertisidg of the local dealers. As Bos
several bred the same way were b<?en at Scotia
S<
logg sale at New York. It is Mr. Etter’s driven mu)h together, can pull their ton is the distributing point for all that
Ellsworth, and are to be found uieluded lc
section, it means a great deal in evidence
owner over the ground at a forty 81
intenti m to bring back a breeding stal- proud
P1
in our notes from that place.
ir
oof the popularity of the paper. The
0clip.
Barnacle is a bay colt foaled in 1894, lion
li for the Maritime Provinces.
Globe is a valuable adjunct to the horse
Mr. John McCoy is in receipt of a G
Larry Berryman intends breeding his
with a little white on one hind heel. He
from Mr. E. H. Turn bull who is interests of the country and especially
Lottie by Harry Wilkes and out of letter
le1
was got by Dawn R ? 20; dam by iam- mare
m
Robin 2.35 to Edgardo this season. now
nc in England with three horses from to NewEugland.
e bletonian Knox. This colt is a full Belle
B
It is rumored about this city that the provinces. Mr. Turnbull writes he
brother to the prize winner Island Maid,
Your horse will look better and travel
safely but Topsy’s baby who
Mr. Hugh Boyle of Fredericton intends arrived
ar
and is a nice individual.
M
better and will keep in better health if
y,
hi* mare Helena B. by Harry starts in a race at Liverpool this week you
will only use German Peat Moss for
Seaside is a brown gelding with two giving
gi
to the veteran trainer C. W. Bell, is
18 suffering from a severe cold. He also bbedding. If you do not believe it, write
white ankles behind, foaled in 1892. He Wilkes
W
that there are a number of horse- to C. B. Barrett, importer, Boston, for
8^:
is a pacer, not large but standing 15 for
fo the coming season. Helena B. has states
men
after
Fannie Lambert and that the circular.
c’
hands high and regarded as very prom is- the
th credit of going a full mile at the m<
Rodolf’s Specifics Cure Colds, Bron
ing for speed. He was got by Dawn R.; oj
opening of the Eastport tra:k last sea- third horse Midget (p) is going like a
bullet.
c}
chitis, Asthma, Catarrh, La Grippe, and
dam Princess by Ilambletonian Knox son
so in 2.27.
Mr. Thomas Clarke is the proud owner prevent
pj
Pneumonia. For sale by all
2.2^; 2d dam a famous mare of local re
Mary Mac, Mr. J. Fred Watson’s fast
pute by the Old Drew Horse, and known mare
m
is still laid up from injuries re- of a two-year-old colt by Mac F. out of. druggists at 25 cents or by mail. Rodolf
by Flying Dutchman. Mr. Clarke Medicine Co., Belfast, Me.
as Queen of the Drews.
ce
ceived on the Mahogany road about one aa mare
1
A full brother was foaled in 1894. The month
m
ago.
~
dam died on giving him birth, and he
One of the speediest colts driven on
waB brought up by hand, and he is as th
the road this winter is Spec. Jr. by
familiar and mischievious as a pet pup- Sp
Speculation. This colt is rising four
Handsome, smoothly turned, and beautifully coaled bay <vrse with black points;
years old and shows signs of great 75% of same blood as Ralph Wilkes 2.06%. Red VV Ikes, the sire of Passenger, is
pyA brown gelding by Dawn R. was foal- sp
speed having a long powerful stride like tr)
transmitting a higher rate of speed than any other son of George Wilkes.
his veteran sire.
ed in 1892. He stands 15% hands high hi
Mambrino Patchen. sire of the dam of I trotter is by Ked Wilkes, sire of Passefiger.
is the greatest brood mare sire The get of . * issengt r are ro^nd, smoothly
Mr. John McCoy holds the strings be- Passenger,
P
and is a clean made good looking young
that ever lived. His daughters have al- turned, hai». isom<-in conformation, mostster.
hi
hind one of the nicest match teams in ready produced 113 with records from ly dark ba,a n color, and he is proving a
to 2.30. The Wilkes blood -'ie’s most sucee^ !ul dreofstvlish and fast trot
Cadilac, is a bay gelding, 15% hands the
th provinces. The team is composed of 2.06%
2.
with Mambrino patch°n. The fa d,eat t.crs.
Season ex plres July L
high, with star and was foaled in 1889. Mac
M F. by Governor Sprague and John well
trotter in the Wilkes family is out of a Correspondence and pat ronage soV< ited.
He is a fast gelding, and was started in a Sj
Sprague a son of Mac F, Mac F. is not daughter
d
of Mambrino Patchen. That | C. I. HOOD, Lowell, Mass.
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the low fee of $25 by the season withi
-----------usual return privilege, while the Son off
jless we have official information to the
Red Wilkes will stay in Kentucky this
ie Wilkes will stand at the low fee of $15.
(
ig For further particulars see the ad. in thisb season.
contrary.
“In conclusion, after citing
io issue.
several instances of rejections by the
Axtell 2.12, now stands at a service fee
3;
* * * *
Register Association, Mr. Morse says:
of $100.
“I find that |8 exactly how wee
-------Hancock county has not in years pastt
{stand in regard to these rejected records,
0
Ed Ireland will drive for F. W. Hill
8
)
been
recognized
as
a
breeding
center
to
j
for we do not know why they are reject the st me extent that Kennebec and somee again this season.
<ed, so consequently, haye them credited
other of her sister counties have been.
Fleetwood Park, N. Y., is all ready to
with the records the Year Book rejects.” When Mr. E. H. Greely of Ellsworth
work
horses over.
Here is a want of harmony which should bought and stood Hambletonian KnoxK
_____
1
not
exist. A horse makes a record, so
J0 2.28, bv Gilbreth Knox 2.26%; dam byy
The old-time trotter Wilson 2.16%, by
jthe National Association says, and it is Gideon, 2d dam the Gifford mare by Old1 George Wilkes, is dead.
in
-------18 ’ Drew, he found but few good mares, a
1 a contested race, and all the conditions
The Boston sales indicate that the turn
are
in compliance with the rules for takk- prime necessity in making a reputationa
<
ing
i records. Rule No. 43. Sec 1 provides
?s for any horse. Yet today the impress8 toward higher prices is well underway.
that:
“A record can be made only in a of the horse is seen and felt on all hands8
1
It is probable that Nancy Rice 2 25, by
st by the horsemen of Hancock Co. Al-‘ Alcantar i, will be put to pacing this
1public race, or in a performan:e against
1time, the horse to trot or pace a full mile most without an exception, the get of year.
iaccording to rule; and the time must be
------—
>e Hambletonion Knox are ni:e gentlemens8
S. H. Haskell was at Farmington last
1taken by at least two Timers selected for
)r horses and good sellers, and a long listt
1the purpose,” yet with all these condi of those of his get which have broughtt Friday and bought three horses, paying
ttions complied with the Register Asso prices from $500 to $1000 might be0 fair prices.
(ciation rejects the record. What can be
>e named. He promises however, to shine
The stallion Broom al 2.15 by Stranger;
(done about it? A horse gets a record
’d brightests in the records as a brood maree
iwhich may effect the standing of aa sire, where as at present indicated, he dam by Jay Gould, will make the season
iwhole family. He makes it honestly inn will take high rank in the years to come. in Maine.
£a race. The National Trotting Associa
# *
Johnny Coakley, who drove Rockaway
ttion recognizes it. His owner, relying
The Legislature of the Commonwealthi in 2.17%, last year, will have PuBBy Cat
(on that fact, presents his stock for reg of Mrssachusetts, has felt the force off 2.19, this season.
iistration, and finds to his intense disgust,’ the “reform” wave, and the solong are0
-------that
to suit some whim, the Register As3 now wrestling with a bill, which if passed1
1
E. S. Prescott of Farmington, shipped
esociation has rejected the record. This
18 without amendment will virtually put aa three very fine hor«es from that place to
iis a crying evil that calls for a remedy.
stop to harness races within their juris Boston, last week.
* * * *
diction. We do not believe, however, in1
Bucksport captalists are considering
Col. Walter G. Morrill of Pittsfield, has
18 this enlightened age, that a bill, so near1 the advisability of building a half-mile
1been gradually coming to be recognized in its scope and in its character to the
£as one of the ablest track managers inn famous “blue laws” of a past age, canea track this season.___ _
1Maine. Last year he held five meetings,
Martha Wilkes 2.08, is not in foal and
8’ ever pass through an intelligent Legisla-r
<consisting of eleven days in all, over bis
1S ture. We shall rely upon the good com-- Mr. France will drive her on the road in
1home track, and wdiile we have heardd mon sense of any body of intelligent Newv New York this season.
1many words of commendation, we have
'e England gentlemen, among whom are to
iyet to hear one of condemnation, either
No money asked to enter, pay when
51 be found a liberal sprinkling of sons 01i
iin regard to the management of the
Le the Pine Tree State, to oppose any such you start, are the conditions named in
iraces, or in the treatment of horsemen.
some of the races out West.
a’ fanatical legislation.
Although
it wra8 impossible for all to
<
*
Jock Bowen will have Tomah 2.12%,
iwin, all went away feeling that they hadd
Jaybel, by Jaybird, and a descendantt
1had fair treatment. This year Col. Mor of both George Wilkes and Alexander’sg Merry Bird 2.16%, and Jesse Hanson
irill will enlarge his operations, and be0_ Abdallah, two of the best sons of Ilam- 2.13%, again this season.
esides his track at Pittsfield, he has leased
d bletonian 10, will make the season of
J. O. Gray of .Franklin Park, Saugus,
tthe track at Fairfield of Alex. Yates,
8’ 1895 at Farmington. Jaybel is a jich1 is negotiating for a five-year lease of the
5who is going away for the season, and mahogany bay in color, stands 16 hands
8 Nashua, N. FT. driving park.
tthere he will give three races during£ high and will weigh 1100 lbs. He is aa
-------11895. He has also had the lease of thee horse of substance and finish and it is8
It is reported that C. H. Nelson will
1Maine State Fair grounds at Lewiston inn thought he will take a fast record this8 campaign on the half mile tracks this
imind, and has conducted some corress‘ season. Two of his get will go into train-_ season, and thus save fast records.
jpondence in the matter, but no deal Las
18 ing this year. Mrs. Crosby, the lady
W. L. Pushor of Pittsfield has purIbeen concluded, and ac present it looks
kS trainer who will train horses at Rigby
ais though it was more than doubtful if Park, has a two-year-old filly which will1 chased C. M. P. 2.26% and Charlie Rolfe
aanything further is done in regard to thee be handled for speed by Jaybel All his 2.29% of Dr. Pickering of Gardiner.
imatter. The Colonel, * noting the ten- colts, even when out of pacing mares,
’
There are about two hundred and fifty
ciency of the times toward stake races,3’ show nothing but trot.
horses
at the Lexington, Ky., track, and
Ibas arranged a series of races on this
is
* * * *
training operations will begin at once.
plan,
which
are
roost
liberal
in
their
con
j
1
The bay horse Action, by Onward
ciitions, as may be seen by referring to° 2.25%, son of George Wilkes, out off
Crete 2.27%, by Dictator Chief, will be
tffie card published in our advertising Nubia, by Harold, sire of Maud S. 2 08%, campaigned the coming season by Fred
ccolumns. One per cent, to enter; en1_ is bred exactly like the great tliree-year-. Pickle. She is regarded as a fast mare.
ttrance to close May 1st, and horse to bee old filly Beuzetta 2.12%, the greatest race3
Dr. W. F. Galbreath of Lexington, Ky.,
rlamed July 1st, in a stake for $500, ought winner of 1894, her winnings amountingr
tto be just such conditions as Maine horse-i_ to $22,880. Beuzetta was by Onward;. the breeder of Ralph Wilkes 2.06%, has
brother to that horse.
rnen are looking after. And then thee dam Beulah (dam of Eirly Bird 2.12^),• a two-year old full_____
airrangement of dates, conflicting as littlee by Harold. The blood which produces
The trotting stakes which have closed
ais possible with any of the fixed events,3’ such great results in one case, can hardly
'
in
different parts of the country, have
nich
as
the
county
fairs
and
Maine
State
s
e fail to produce more than ordinary reIFair, ought to be satisfactory all around, suits in any case. Action was purchased~ filled remarkably well, although it is yet
•
1rhe offer, $25 to the fifth horse and free0 the past winter by W. T. Hinds of Phil- early.
1lay, straw and stabling, is no small item.L lips, and bis card may be found in this3
If Ellard 2.09%, lowers his record
SSuch liberal terms of payments and issue.
much, as he is supposed to be able to do,
* * * *
c;onditions, merit and should receive a
he will be the fastest stallion ever bred
ggenerous patronage.
Capt. Henry J. Joy of Ellsworth, owns3 in New England.
* * * *
a nice looking gray mare, foaled in 1886.
Pine Grove Stock Farm, Hallowell1 She is registered as Lady Teazle, andI
II. C. Burleigh of Vassalboro has pur(furrier & Nelson proprietors, comes outit was got by Hambletonian Knox 2.28;; chased the bay mare Lady Echo 2.30%
vvith a strong stallion card for this seai- dam by Young Morrill; 2d dam by the3 of F. W. Hill of Exeter, and she will go
sion, consisting of the stallions Dictatorr Merrow Horse. From this mare he has3 into Hiram Toziers hands.
CJhief 2;21}^, Brown Rolfe, sire of Lewiss a nice, large, brown filly foaled in 1893,
Six horses at five jears of age have
21.28%, Son of Nelson and Son of Wilkes.i. with white on both hind heels; got by’
I;t will be a suiprise to many to know that-t Dawn R. 2.20, son of Alcantara. This is* been the sires of 2.30 performers, and
IDictator Chief will leave Sunnyside evenn an elegant looking filly and ought to be3 one of them (Woodline) was the sire of
Ella Woodline 2.29%, at four years of
f'or the season, as this horse has made ann a good one.
age.
* * * *
emduring reputation in the stud, and is8
hmown as a popular sire. Brown Rolfee
Today, (Wednesday Apr. 3d) nenry S.
Brooch (dam of Broomal 2.15), by Jay
hlas begun also to show his quality by boJ- Harris of Boston sells five car-loads off Gould,
has dropped, at Parkville Farm, a
iing the sire of Lewis 2.28%, and B also a horses at auction. In the lot are 19
1
bay
colt
by Stranger, and a full brother
sIre of nice, sizeable gentlemen’s road-I- head of Maine horses consigned by
J
to
Broomal
’
siters. The Son of Nelson, is by Nelsonn Alton Richardson of Clinton. On Thurs21.09, and his dam is a fashionably bred day L. H. Brockway sells 16 head off
A prominent horseman and good judge,
nnare. All these stallions will stand att Maine horses at his auction stable.
predicts that there will be from one-quar-
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■ --- --------Many years ago, probably in the early
years of the present century, a wealthy
gentleman known as Col. Black, settled
in Ellsworth. His home was a large,
two-story brick house, about one-fourth
of a mile from the street, and approached
by a drive-way bordered with trees. The
grounds are handsomely laid out and the
stabling is situated well in the rear. This
estate is known as the Col. Black place
and has descended from sire to son for
several generations, and is still owned in
the family, the present proprietor being
Mr. George Black of Boston, who spends
a portion of the summer season here,
There is quite a farm connected with the
estate, and quite a large quantity of hay
is cut, and stock in the way of Jersey
cows and a few horses make up the stock
which is in charge of Mr. Fred Osgood,
who is a capable and careful man. As
time passed by a mare called Fanny, got
by Hambletonian Knox 2.28, was bred
and owned on the place, and when Nelson 2.09, came into prominence as a wonderfully speedy horse, this mare Fanny,
was bred to him, and the result was in
1889, a bay colt with two white ankles
behind. This colt had the usual care of
a colt on a farm, was broken and driven,
° and chose the pacing gait. Mr. Osgood,
with no experience as a trainer or driver
of fast horse®, educated him the best he
knew, and in 1893, as a four-year-old, he
exhibited him a mile in 2.23 at Ellsworth. Although his owner never indulges in racing horses, it occurred to
him that he would like to give the colt a
record, and accordingly he was sent to
Rigby Park, to the opening meeting in
October 1893. There as Selim, he started to beat 2.30, driven by Mr. Osgood,
who never rode anything like so fast a
mile before, and took a mark, on the
first attempt, of 2.19. Mr. Black’s ambition was satisfied and the horse has
never appeared since. Probably no horse
ever flashed like a meteor before the
public, shining with such brilliancy and
disappearing so quickly, as Selim. He
is a nice bay in color, stands 15% hands
high, and is a clean cut, nice looking
horse, and is retired from no fault of his
own but simply because it is the will of
his owner.
* * * *
We have had occasion to remark that
there was something mysterious in the
fact that records made in contested races,
and apparently in good faith and with all
the conditions regular, are in some cases
rejected by the Trotting Register Asso
ciation. This was the case at the Haver
hill meeting in November, 1893, where
Pilot Maid paced in 2.29%, and at the
meeting at Skowhegan in 1894, where
Sancho trotted in a race in 2.29 auq Ned
H. paced in 2.25. All these are reckon
ed in the Year Book as rejected records,
besides many others all over the country,
for reasons which the public, at least,
failed to understand. It seems that the
matter has bothered newspaper men as
well, for Mr. Chester of the Turf^ Field
and Farm of -New York, wrote M. M.
Morse, Secy. of the National Trotting Association for the status of these rejected
records in the office of the N. T. A. and
in reply Mr. Morse says; “We consider
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The Augusta Driving Park Associationi
ter to one-third more horses in training
in Maine the coming season, than last; held their annual meeting Monday after-■
noon. Officers were elected and it wasj
year.
decided to hold a trotting meeting Julyr
•
The way the editor of one horse paper 4th, and possibly meetings will be ar-keeps an eye on the “other fellow” and ranged for June and August.
takes advantage of their slightest mis
-------take, reminds us of driving a close heat'
Lew Davis who gave Ezra L. 2.21%, ai
in hot company.
mark will have Riley Medium in hisj
Charles Dustin of Pittsfield, has bought; stable this year, remarks the Westernt
a fast green horse of Alton RichardsonL Horseman. The only Ezra L. in the>
T
of Clinton. He is by Nelson’s Wilkes. 2.30 list is the Maine bred gelding by
[
Gideon,
who
made
his
record
at
Hart

He is a bay five-year-old gelding and
ford in 1883, and he was in Tom Mereckoned as a good one.
Aloon’s hands, where he has Jbeen everr
Hon. E. P. Walker of Vinalhaven, died[ since.
recently. He was a prominent business
’
Mr. Seth Griffin the noted track build-.
man in Eastern Maine, and was a great
" er is quoted as saying to a Louisville,
lover of a good horse, and had been quite
Ky., Courier-Journal reporter, with r
prominent as a breeder.
whom he was speaking about the newj
We wish every trainer in Maine wouldI track at Louisville, “The nearest off
send us the names, ages and pedigrees oi: what I expect this track to be is the Rig-_
the horses which they will have in train• by track which 1 built at Portland, Me.,
ing this season. Send them in and let; and which I think is now the fastest off
all the tracks.”
your friends know what you are doing.
■■■■I ■ II ■■■
»
Mr. Fred Osgood the superintendent off
The name of no horse has appeared so•
persistently in the pedigree of the cham• the Black Farm at Ellsworth owns a 16i
pions as that of Harold. Robert J. hand nice bay horse with star, spot onL
2.01%, Alix 2.03%, Kremlin 2.07% and. nose and two white ankles behind. He3
Maud S. 2.08% are conspicuous exam calls him Philip and he made a recordI
of 2.36 last season. He was foaled in!
ples.
1890, by Nelson’s Wilkes; dam by IlamWe spoke recently of the four in-hand, bletonian Knox 2.28, and it is thought;
tandem and double-team being trained no trick to beat 2.80 with him this year.
by A. J. Libby of Pine Tree Stock Farm,
The West Penobscot Agricultural So-"
Gardiner. They have been shipped to>
New Jersey parties for whom they werei ciety had a meeting Apr. 1st and claimedI
dates for trotting—June 18th, July 4th1
trained.
and August 29th—and for their threea
M. W. Sampson and E. W. Bartlett oi■ days’ fair, Sept. 24, 25 and 26. Five3
Norway, have purchased of K. P. Bow stake races for September meeting were3
ker, West Sumner, a very promising fillyr arranged and will be announced in due3
which they will call Trilby Wilkes. She• time in the Turf, Farm and Home.
-------------is by Abbott Wilkes (p) 2.12%; dam byr
Just think of the old veteran, and1
Robinson D. 2.17%.
game race horse Glenarm 2.23%, sire off
The Thayer Bros., who lately lost; Glenarma 2.28% and Glendale (p) 2.26%,>
Ralph Wilkes 2.06%, have bought Allan-• and grandsire of Cephas 2.14%, standing>
dorf 2.19%, and at last we hope the horse,i at the low fee of $15 by the season,•
whose future has been so uncertain, will Glenarm’s colts are a uniform lot, almostt
have a good chance, and we predict that'• invariably bays, up-headed roadsters,j
he will be a popular sire.
and have a turn of speed.
Where can1
you do better than to patronize Glenarm1
Lark, by Abdallah Mambrino, son of
at the price of service fee.
Almont, is the only mare that had five
of her produce to beat 2.20, with an aver
The statement going the rounds thatb
age of 2.16 3-5. She has another with a Grover Cleveland 2.18%. and Carl Red
record of 2.28 and one with a record oi wood 2.20%, the fast geldings lately soldI
2.36, and three that have never been1 by Maj. F. W. Haskell of Waterville, are'
trained.
full brothers, is untrue, as any one can1
see by referring to the Year Book. The5
Probably no driver of trotters ever had dam of Grover Cleveland was by Sher■
such valuable horses entrusted to his wood 2.31, son of Tom Patchen, while
5
care, at so young an age, as Richard the dam of Carl Redwood, was by De•
Curtis. In hiB string he has David B. tective Patchen, son of Star Patchen.
2.10%, Miss Nelson 2.12%, Margrave
-------2.15%, Red Bird 2.17 etc.
Seventeen
Knox Girl, dam of Aubine 2.18, Mehead in al).
dora2.20%, Westland 2.29%, and grandCol. Taylor owner of Joe Patchen 2.04 dam of Dora May 2.27%, is now at Pine'I.
Grove Stock Farm Hallowell, and at 24
and Col. Parsons owner of Hal pillard
years of age is thought to be safely inl
2.04%, both seem anxious to make a
’ foal to Red Ilawk 2.28% by Red Wilkes.,
series of match races. If the owner of
,
John R. Gentry 3.03% could be induced Knox Girl is one of the last of Gen.>
Knox’s get in Maine and her dam is the
to take a hand, what an attraction it
great brood mare Gretchen(dam of Nel-■
would be for Rigby.
son 2.09) by Gideon.
------Dr. T. N. Drake of Pittsfield, ecently
The black gelding Highland Boy who>
lost by death, a nice roan filly, two years
made a record of 2.29% at Hudson, Mass.
old, by Early Bird 2.12%; dam Nosegay
2.16%. The loss was a severe one, as a in Sept. 1894, was bred by Sherman Hapgood of No. Anson; got by Escort, son of■
good individual with that breeding,
Young Rolfe, and the gray gelding Ar-■
ought to be worth a barn-yard full of or
thur M. 2.24% is traced back to Oxford
dinary ones.
Co., where he was sired by Albrino.
“Grattan” of the Horst Review calls Here are two Maine bred horses whichL
the Breeders Gazette a “mutton-taller” made their records in 1894, which didn’t>
paper, and the B. G. gets back at him appear in our 2.30 list for 1894, and
by speaking of his “one-idead, single- doubtless there are others.
-------barreled view,” only possible to a man
Farmers who have the misfortune to>
with a pin-headed brain” etc., etc. and
own inferior, ill shaped or unsound[
so the war (of words) goes merrily on.
mares should dispose of them as best;
No less than a thousand horses have they can. If they cannot sell or tradei
been sold in the Blue Grass since the be or give them away put them to work at;
ginning of the present year, either pri something, but on no account perpetuate>
vately or publicly, and the aggregate their infirmities by breeding them again.
amount of the purchase money will reach There never was a time when the breed-•
a sum of over $200,000. This seems to ing of an unsound or inferior mare wasi
us as very good business for these hard justifiable; there is no possible excusei
times.—Kentucky Stock Farm.
even for doing so now.—Breeders Gazette.

HOME.

5
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The editor of the “Horse Department”
<of the Breeders'' Gazette contemplates retiring
—at least that is the only inference
t
“
‘ drawable” from the closing sentence of
ia long, dreary and wearied editorial tiirade against the trotting horse papers of
tthe country in last week’s issue. His
parting
salute is “meanwhile the shoej
maker
should stick to his last,” and
i
from
this we infer that he has tendered
i
his
1 resignation as “hoss editor.”—West<ern Horsewan.
The Rider <$• Driver of New York says
that the Coaching Club of New York
(cityj through Dr. W. S. Webb, C. Fred
Bronson and Col. Delaney Kane have secured
“twenty seven head of the highest
(
class
of coach horses ever tooled before
(
5 a road coach in this city or elsewhere,
they
say. Every one of them is speedy
1
and
a great actor.” We might add that
5
the
lot includes the horses lately pur1
chased
of the Pompilly Bros, and Will
(
Millevin
Auburn.
“What will Directum be able to do this
year?
” we asked the other day of a prac;
tical
horseman who had just seen Jas.
1
Dustin working the black demon at the
Oakland
track during the past two weeks.
*
His reply was: “Well, Dustin has been
going
very easy with him, and I have
I
never
seen him move the horse faster
1
than
a
2.20 gait, but Directum is going
1
square,
looks and seems to feel in the
{
very pink of condition, and it is my
,opinion if he keeps that way that he will
] able to eat up Alix or any other horse
be
jthat starts against him.—California Turf.
_____
Mr. W. F. Brownell of Boston, owns a
stallion
colt foaled in 1891, by the French
{
Coach
horse Gemare; dam by Glenarm
1
2.23%, which is black in color, stands 15
]hands 2% inches high, and weighs 1080
pounds with white ankles behind. He
jis a show horse, and nice gaited, and Ash
<
Savage,
always maintained that he would
j
make
a trotter. If a Horse Show is held
j Boston next spring, and Mr. Sanborn
in
(
decides
to show his stock, this colt will
] shown with it. He lias two fine colts
be
j
in
southern Massachusetts where he
{
stands,
coming one year old.

Mr. George Wescott of Bar Harbor lost
a< valuable brood mare last Thursday
]
night
in an unusual manner. She was
.about due to foal, and a box stall liber£ally littered with straw, was prepared
j her in the basement of his stable.
for
jIn a short time smoke was seen issuing
j
from
her stall, and the straw was found
ito be all ablaze. An alarm was given
j
and
no further damage was done except
t destroy the mare, whose legs were
to
1
found
to be literally burned to a crisp.
jIt is supposed that there must have been
a£ match in the straw which she ignited
byJ stepping
° on it._____

There is some curiosity expressed
among
horsemen as to which is the fast£
er,
c the two-year-old colt by Nelson 2.09,
cowned by A. B. Darling of the Sth
iAvenue Hotel, New York City, and now
at
s Sunnyside Farm, or the bay colt Bing
en,
lately purchased in Kentucky by
c
(
George
Leavitt, for E. II. Greeley of
]
Ellsworth.
If Mr. Nelson entered his
]
horses
at the Maine State Fair, they
5would have a fair chance to come to*
getlier, and the Maine record for the age
((2.29%, by Emma Westland), would stand
ga fair show to be beaten, but as it is,
t
there
is no prospect of a race unless they
2 matched.
are
“Eight sons of Ilambletonian 10 have
8sired 2.10 trotters. This is nearly equal
led
1 by George Wilkes who has seven
8sons that have contributed to this extreme
speed list,” says an Exchange. As
t
we
5 figure it Ralph Wilkes 2.06% by Red
)Wilkes, Martha Wilkes 2.08, by Alcyone
Trevillian
2.08% by Young Jim, Ilulda
r.
2.08%
by Guy Wilkes, Phoebe Wilkes
2
2.08%
by Hambletonian Wilkes. Allerton
2
22.09% by Jay Bird, Don Cupid 2.09% by
Barney
Wilkes, and Moquette 2.10 by
1
Wilton, make eight sons of George

Wilkes with 2.10 trotters, while we find
V
oonly Happy Medium, Electioneer, Jay
Gould, Harold, Squire Talmage and
G
Dictator—six in all—of the sons of HamD
bbletonian 10, with their get in the 2.10
list.
li

At an auction sale in New York Wed
nesday
a consignment of Maine horses
n
from
John C. Horne of Waterville, sold
1
follows.
as
a
CCarlotta, 2.37%, b m, 7, by Harbin
ger; W. F. Farrier.......................... $310
Advocate Maid, ro m, by Judge Ad
vocate; II. II. Abernethy................. 335
jHarry
Drew, ch g, by Broadway; M.
Flint................................................... 215
CChestnut Boy, ch g, by Nelson’s
Wilkes; M. Marshall........................ 425
Actress, bl m, 7, by Winthrop Mor
rill Jr; M. White.............................. 265
pBlack Bell, bl m, by Echo; J. Binghart................................................... 275
Black Sam, bl g, by Harbinger; M.
Johnson............................................ 400
jBay
Jim, b g, by Winthrop Morrill,
Jr.; Martin Brown............................ 285
IBrown Knox, br g, by Hinds’ Knox;
Dr. Hitchcock, Boston.................... 330
CGeorge W., ch g, by Dictator Chief;
Dr. Hitchcock, Boston.....................215
Anna Knox, ch m, by Somerset
Knox; S. L. Jackson....................... 210
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Camden.—Would you kindly tell me
how many trotters and pacers in the
United States have gone in 2.10 or better,
a how many have gone in 2.14 or bet
also
j.ter.
Answer.—Presuming our correspond
ent means records, as they stand in the
Year
Book, we find that the 2.10 list
J
consists
of 31 trotters and 57 pacers, and
c
tthe 2.15 list of 269 trotters and 399 pac
eers.
Deering.—Please give the age, pedi
ggree and registered number of Wedge
vwood 2.19.
Answer.—Wedgewood 2.19 was foaled
in 1871, got by Belmont; dam Woodbine
,
(dam
of Woodford Mambrino 2.21%) by
Woodford. nis registered number is
692.
Exeter.—When and where did Gold
smith Maid 2.14 make her record.
Answer.—Goldsmith Maid made her
rrecord of 2.14, then the world’s record,
aat Mystic Park, Boston, on Sept. 2, 1874.
Wolcott, Vt.—Please give me through
the columns of the Turf, Farm and
IIOMft the breeding of the dam of Busy
rBoy by Howes’ Bismarck, also the
same of the dam of Howes’ Bismarck,
&and the dam of Venture Boone by Daniel
Boone. I shall be grateful if you can
.help me in this matter.
Answer.—We cannot give the sire of
the dam of Busy Boy but believe she was
aa Brandywine mare. Can some reader
help us? The pedigree of the dam of
Howes’ Bismarck is a matter of contro
vversy, but our information states that
g;she was by Pollard Morgan.
The dam
oof Venture Boone was the Page mare,
bby Winthrop Morrill; 2d dam by Withere
ell.
No. Freeman.—Can a colt be registered
aand numbered if the horse is a registered
horse? If so let me know whereto send,
through the paper.
Answer.—A colt cannot be registered
and numbered unless he is standard bred,
and this requires a standard dam as well
as a standard sire. Also that the dam
should be registered as standard before
the colt can be.

NAME CLAIMED.

Birth I;ay.— Golden chestnut filly
without marks, foaled May 21, 1894; got
by Action 2861; dam Duchess Fear
naught,
by Young Fear naught 2.36%,
n
son of Fearnaugiit 2.23%; 2d dam Nellie
s<
Grant,
by Gen. Grant, sire of the dams
G
0of I hornburg 2.21%, Ervin M. 2.20%,
Winslow 2.26. Birth Day is an own sis
ter to Berdan four-year-old record 2.30%.
Bred and owned by
Chas. B. Dobk,
Levant, Me.
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made with a shake of the head, “No, the
bottom will drop out some day.” It was
expected, it was prophesied, and it came,
and from the wreck the debris is being
cleared away, and place will be made for
a structure on a firmer foundation, more
enduring and permanent than the old,
for the simple reason that it-will be a
legitimate attempt, shorn of its boom
methods, to intelligently supply a demand that will be uniform and steady as
long as the earth endures.
-----------------------NEW ENGLAND BREEDERS.
-----------The action of the New England Association of Trotting Horse Breeders, at
their late annual meeting at the American House in Boston, whereby they voted
without a dissenting voice to become a
corporation, was a very important one
and was largely attended. The association will doubtless vote to build a newT
mile track at some suitable point, at an
early day.
The importance of this step is better
realized when, as was explained by Lawyer Manchester under existing conditions
and as at present constituted, each member was personally liable for all the indebtedness of the association, and he had
nothing to show for his liability except
possibly an annual membership ticket,
while under acts of corporation each
member would not only have the liability
proportioned to the extent of his interest, but would have something tangible
as evidence of his rights in the association.
The following is the motion as it was
put and passed without opposition, and
even the formality of a ballot was unnecessary:
Resolved, That whereas it is believed
that all the interests of the New England
trotting-horse breeders’ association can
be better served and promoted under a
corporate charter, and each member have
some tangible evidence of his ownership
in the assets of the association, it is hereby voted that the executive committee
of the association be and hereby is authorized and directed to employ counsel
to secure a charter under the general
laws of Massachusetts for incorporation
as a stock company, under the name of
the New England trotting-horse breeders’
association, and that when said charter
is granted the president, secretary and
treasurer shall be and hereby are empowered, duly authorized and instructed
to sell, transfer, assign and turn over to
said corporation, in consideration of two
shares of the capital stock of the corporation to each member of said association, all property of whatever name or
nature, all stakes, purses, moneys and
accounts, all rights, titles and interests
of every name and nature now owned
and held by the New England trottinghorse breeders’ association.
Treasurer Graham then read the
amount to be divided. The cash assets
are: United States bonds, $11,734.35;
certificate of deposit, $2500; cash in hand,
$6850; total, $21,084.35. In addition to
this the association has stables at Mystic
park, valued at $500. There will be two
shares of stock issued to the 600 members at a par value of $10 each, making
$12,000 paid-in capital. The balance of
the money would be needed in the payment of stakes, or as a reserve fund to
guarantee arrangements already made.

PITTSFIELD NOTES.

There is no doubt but the market foir
J. F. Connor & Son of Pittsfield, have
t
good horses is on the up grade, causedd
some
good horses in their stable, among
1
partly perhaps by the improved businesss
them
two pairs which are sold and are
1
prospects, and partly by the fact thatt
left
with Hiram Connor to be cared for
iuntil the roads are settled, and to judge
breeding, during the past few years, hass
1 their looks they could not be left in
been practically at a stand still. Al-
by
1
though this latter fact might not effectt
better
hands, for Hiram Connor can fit
i a team of gentlemen’s drivers, or fit
the present market for ready-to-usee
up
s
horses, directly, yet indirectly, with thee
and
drive a trotter for his life.
good prospect ahead of a scarcity oif
The first team we saw was Prince Har
1
desirable animals, it is not without itss
binger
2.30, and mate, bay geldings, each
effect. The Horseman in a recentt
with one white ankle behind, and they
editorial calls attention to a new aspectt
iare a dandy pair, with the Harbinger
of the causes of the continued cry of lowv
t
style
and gait, and both have speed.
r
prices not warranted by existing condi.-
These
horses are sold to a gentleman in
1
tions. It says: “A dealer has taken uss
Newton,
Mass.
to task for stating that the members otf
The n*xt pair consists of the chestnut
i
his craft were making the most of the cryy
mare
Cozette, and mate by Claremont.
that there are too many horses, or rather,•,
They stand 15% hands high and make a
to use his own words, that the “dealerss
nice
team, and are looking fine. This
i
had the people on the run,” and weree
1
team
is sold to a gentleman in Lockport,
paying them prices for horses reallyy
Pa.,
and have been boarded about six
1
smaller than were warranted by the statee
iweeks, but will be shipped away soon.
of the market. We see no reason whyy
Diana 2.24%, by Harbinger; dam by
we should recede from our position.
Whalebone
Knox, is looking well. She
1
There is no doubt that of all men who3
is
i a big chestnut mare with star and one
make a living by buying and selling livei-
iwhite ankle behind, and stands over 16
stock, the sharpest in trade are proverb•-
hands
high. She has a world of speed
1
ially those who deal in horses. There iss
and
is as smooth as when foaled.
£
likewise no doubt that some few yearss
Pegasus, a chestnut gelding 16 hands
high,
with stripe in face and one white
ago, there were far too many horses off
1
all kinds, save the best, in the country..
£ankle behind, is a full brother to Diana,
The cry of over-production was raised,,
£and can go well.
Wendal, a bay gelding four years old,
and was so dinned into the ears of every-
15%
hands high, is by Harbinger, out of
one who had a horse to sell that it wass
1
a£ mare by Almont Ledo. This is a new
believed, and now that it is in manyp
cases no longer true, it is being kept upl>
ipurchase, and is called very promising.
Wilkesana is a bay filly foaled in Sep
with unabated vigor—for the dealers’
tember
1892. She is a bay with one
own especial purpose, to wit, to enableb
t
them to buy at their own price.
iwhite coronet behind, and stands plump
15
1 hands. She was got by Bayard
That the demand is now equal to theb
Wilkes 2.13%; dam Diana 2.24%, by Har
supply in all desirable lines is proven byF
binger,
and is the pride of the stable.
the fact that during the past few weekss
I
I
Hiram
thinks she has hauled him as fast
the largest receipts of horses ever known3
t a sleigh as ever Diana did. She is a
to
in Chicago have been disposed of with
out the prfce being lowered—in fact, ai
Ipacer and is looked upon as one of the
stars
of the Bayard Wilkes tribe.
s
small advance has been made, and thea
Besides the above the Messrs. Connor
rise in prices made tile week previousg
j.
have
several head at the farm outside,
has been not only maintained but in
which
we did not see, among them the
creased The reasons for this advance
v
dam
of Diana 2.24%, now 21 years old
d
are not hard to find, and it is probably/
aand in foal by Albert Wilkes, son of
that unless something happens far out off
/
Charley
Wilkes 2.21%. Also a chestnut
the ordinary, prices will continue on the5
geldiDg
two years old, 15% hands high, a
up-grade. It must be remembered thatt
8
full
f brother to Diana, and a good one.
it takes at least five years from the time3
In all they have about 20 head, a part
the mare is mated until her progeny canx
of them boarders for other parties, and
be placed on the general market. Forr
all
some time farmers and the other smallI
a are carefully looked after by Hiram B.
C
Connor
who is an expert at that kind of
breeders who breed the horses who find[
fabusiness.
their way to the great marts have cur
Dr. T. N. Drake, the former owner of
tailed their breeding operations very7
Early Bird 2.12%, and Nosegay 2.16%,
greatly, and the horses which are beingj
ii closing out his horses, and has several
is
bought and sold are of the youngest age3
Dnice youngsters for sale by Early Bird;
permissible.
a
also
a pair of brown mares by Greenfield,
Driven to realize money from almostt
a mare by Jay Bird, and several others.
anything that would bring a fair price,
Von Moltke is still owned at Pittsfield
man* a breeder has told the dealer to>
and
a is looking well considering his years.
go into his yard and pick his lot, the re.
sult of which policy is now that there»
f
are far too few good horses to supply the5
FRANKLIN
COUNTY HORSE BREEDERS.
general demand. Add to this that hun.
dreds of horses are being taken out of[
At the annual meeting which occurred
s
the country every week, and it will[
Saturday
the 23d ult., the following of
fl
be readily seen that only the poorestt
ficers
were elected for the ensuing year:
jPresident, N. P. Harris of Salem; Viceclasses are in anything like abundantt
I
supply.
Pres.,
H. D. Pike, Strong; 2d Vice-Pres ,
flGeo. H. Brown, New Sharon; Secretary,
Notwithstanding, the dealers are usingr
IR. S. Sampson, Temple; Treasurer, J. A.
the cry that we have too many horses to>
ASSOCIATION IBlake, Farmington; Auditor, J. C. Tar
induce holders to part with th eir stock: MAINE MILE TRACK
STAKES.
fl
cheaply, and they will continue to do so>
box,
Farmington; Executive Committee,
until the general condition is so apparent:
C
Geo.
H. Brown, John W. Oliver, Geo. M.
We give below a list of the Maine Mile Vose and Dr. C. A. Partridge. Made
as to refute their statement.
All along the line the advance must bej Track Association Stakes to be trotted cchoice of Dr. C. A. Partridge, R. S.
sSampson, Albert Jones and Dr. A. G.
noted, and while for inferior grades off and paced October 1-5, 1895.
all kinds figures are low, and always will1 No. 1, Two-year-old and under, trot- flHoward, for a board of censors.
be low, for anything of size and quality ting $1000.00; No. 2 Three-year-olds
A ch inge was made in the constitution
$1000.00; No. 3 2.40 class $2000.00, No.
a remunerative price may be obtained.•4 2 30 class $2000.00; No’. 5 2.23 class by striking out the words “two dollars,”
And the prospect was never so bright for? $2000.00; No. 6 2.19 class $2000.00; No. and
a inserting in their stead the words
the breeder who has good mares andI 7 2.13 class $2000.00; No. 8 Two-year- “one dollar;” so Article 4 of Section 2,
mates them properly. This is the gen old and under pacing, $1000.00; No. 9 will read: “An initiation fee of one dol
Three-year-old class $1000.00; No. 10
eral consensus of opinion by' the best in■ 2 34 class 2000 00; No. 11 2.29 class lar shall accompany said application,
formed authorities, and it stands to> $2000.00; No. 12 2.24 class $2000.00; which
v
shall cover the dues for one year. ’
reason that the inevitable result will be5 No. 13 2.19 class $2000.00; No. 14 2.13
At the meeting of the Ex. Committee it
class $2000.00.
better prices in a short time.
________________
v
was
voted to hold a trotting meeting on
[
_____________________________________
jFranklin Trotting Park, Aug. 21 and 22,
In the boom times it was the usual
If you want level feet use the Scienthing when breeders met to ask, “C?n1 tific Horse Foot Leveler. See page 18, 1895.
Voted to offer $550 in purses, di
1
this last?” and the reply was alwaysj I this issue.
v
vided
as follows: $40 for two year olds;

$60 for three year olds; $75 for four year
olds; $100 for 2.50 class; $125 for 2.35
class, and $150 for stallions eligible to
2.23 class. It was voted to open all the
races to trotters and pacers. Entries to
close Aug. 1st. All entries except to
the 2.35 class are confined to the limits
of the association. Due notice of the
meeting and all conditions will appear
in Turf, Ferm and Home.
R. S. S.
RIGBY PARK PROGRAMME.

The following letter will be self ex
planatory :
Dear Sir:—Yours of the 27th re
ceived. The following Circuit meetings
we^-e agreed upon by Mystic, Old Orch
ard and Rigby. Gray will hold a meeting
last week in June atd is awaiting close
of stakes as do others.
Mystic, June 17-21; Saugus, June 25-28;
Old Orchard, July 2-5; Rigby, July 9-12;
Mystic, July 16-19; Saugus or Dover,
doubtless, July 23-26; Old Orchard, July
30-2 Aug.; Rigby, Aug. 6-9.
The New England Fair trustees decid
ed to come to Rigby, Aug. 27-30, and we
are about advertising stakes for a meet
ing at Rigby, Oct. 1-4, the week follow
ing the New England Breeders.
Probably fall meetings will be as fol
lows: Mystic, Aug. 13-16; Old Orchard,
Aug. 20-21; Rigby, Aug. 27-30, N. E.
Fair; Saugus, Sept. 3-6; Mystic, Sept.
10-13; Old Orchard, Sept 17-20; New
England Breeders, Sept. 24-27; Rigby,
Oct. 1-4; Mystic, Oct. 8-11; Saugus, Oct.
15-16. Shall have some class races and
doubtless seme of the sensational trot
ters and pacers will appear the later part
of the season.
Yours truly,
H. F. Farnham.
Jackson Letter.
FROM THE POSTMASTER’S DAUGHTER.

To The Pub dig :—Some three years ago
a small scrofula bunch appeared under
my right ear which grew very rap dly
until last April. It was as large around
as a goose egg, expending down my neck
six inches, and so large that it forced my
head around to the left, with my chin
extended. I am fourteen years of age
and it mortified me very much for every
one noticed it, and I could not enjoy go
ing into company. I tried all kinds of
medicine without receiving any benefit.
I consulted a physician last April who
recommended Rodolf’s New Medical dis
covery, to be taken with Rodolf’s Cream
Emulsion. I commenced their use at
once, and at the end of the first month
could see that the bunch was a little
smaller. My mother measured my neck
every week and found after the first
month that it grew smaller very fast:
some weeks my neck would be half an
inch smaller in circumference than tfie
week befol^ I continued the use of the
medicine until about a month ago, when,
the bunch having been gone"some time,
I considered the humor thoroughly re
moved from my blood.. My health is ex
tra good and I feel very happy and grate
ful for the benefit I have received from
Rodolf’s New Medical Discovery. I will
gladly answer any questions or letters
which any one suffering as I was may be
pleased to ask, or write if they will en
close a stamp.
Gracie Warren.
Jackson, Me.
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TWO TYPES OF PERCHERON.
One Is an American Horse, the Other Is a
French One.

IMPROVED STALLION SHIELD.

American bred Percherons are no
slouches, as the beautiful creature in
the first illustration shows. In compaiison with the other, an imported animal,
he does not suffer in the least degree.
He belongs in an eastern state and is
now about 6 years old. He is a very
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GRAY PERCHERON STALLION,

heavy horse, but with such strong and
long legs that he does not seem un
wieldy, as heavy horses with short legs
are bound to be.
His beautiful dapple gray coat, his
graceful shape, his small, spirited head
and the mighty muscles that show in
rump, neck and shoulder make him al
together one of the finest specimens of
the Percheron family. He is such an
animal as the old Norman warhorses
were before the days of gunpowder.
In the second illustration is shown a
specimen of another Percheron family.
This horse was brought into tho coun
try from France when he was 2 years
old. He is as fine an animal in his way

I-

IN THE WORLD that is Humane and a Positive
Prevention to Self Abuse.
It is used by the leading trainers, drivers and owners of horses all over the United States ajjd
Canada. By the use of this shield Directum lowered his record nine seconds in six weeks, and won
the championship. We have testimonials from parties using them from Maine to California, who
commend them in the strongest terms.

Dr. W.S NORCROSS
THE CELEBRATED

SPECIALIST
Treats all Nervous, Chronic or Special Dis
eases, Men and Wonren, Consultation free

and confidential.

Our success is based upon facts.
FirstPractical experience. Second—Every case is
especially studied, thus starting right. ThirdMedicines are prepared in our laboratory exact
ly to suit each case, thus effecting cures without
injury.

---- • .1*
4>. I
BLACK PERCHERON STALLION.

••

as the dapple gray, but different He is
shorter in the leg and more blocky. He
is as solidly built as a draft horso could
be. This horse is owned in the west and
is a popular prize winner. The charac
teristic Percheron head and neck are
splendidly defined in this animal.
The Merino Fleece.

The fleece on a Merino ram should be
dense, well set and standing well up
under pressure, and if pressed down
should have sufficient elasticity to return
quickly to its upright position. It should
be dense rather than long in staple. It
should cover well all parts of the body,
head, legs and underneath tho belly.
It is desirable that this last should have
the wrinkles running down <.n to and
across it and be covered with as long
and thick wool as the sides. The face
should be covered with a heavy foretop
of wool, rimmed round broadly over tho
eyes. The inod< <’ ram does nc i pave the
wool running down verydose to the
end of the nose, but a ram with such a
face may bo very profitably used on a
flock if the ewos have poor faces. The
fleeces should be as even in length,
thickness and quality on all parts of the
body as possible. As to quality, a ram
having a coarser fleece than the ewes is
generally preferred, but we can see no
reason why a ram with fine fleece may
not be equally valuable, provided the
wool is well set, dense and stands well
up to the outer ends.—Exchange.
A Good Law.

There is a law in France in which
the various forms of unsoundness to
•which the horse is subject are described,
and which further provides that a pur
chaser of ahorse has nine days in which
to return him to tho seller should he be
found to be suffering from any of the
forms of unsoundness specified. Such a
law in this country would do much tc
proteot buyers, and it would also be
welcome to the reputable mon who are
engaged in selling horses.
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Dr. Norcross has had 25 years’experience as
a specialist and is able to tell you the causes and
condition of your complaint and prescribe proper
remedies to effect a cure. If your case is cura
ble lie will tell you so; if not, lie will tell you, for
he will not undertake a case unless confident of
effecting a cure.

Send for descriptive catalogue. Goods delivered bj Express C. 0. D.

In Japan Trimming $6. In Nickel Trimming $7
We will send the shield to any part of the United States when it can not be found with your dealer,
on receipt of Post office order for $6.25 for Japan; $7.25 for Nickel.

TENNEY SHIELD COMPANY, MANUFACTURERS,
FACTORY, NEWBURYPORT, MASS.

PROFESSOR DAVID ROBERGE’S

“ Text Book on the Foot of the Horse.”
IS USTO-W KEI.A.ID’Sr FOR DELIVERY.

The Effects of Early Vice
This Book is brimful of interest
ing matter to all horse-owners,
veterinary surgeons and horseshoers. The author tells how to
cure all lameness.
He is now giving a course of
Special Lectures in The New York
College of Veterinary Surgeons,
154 East 57th Stieet.
The author took pains to not
use I.aiin terms when the Engish would serve his purpose as
-veil.

are among the ills and weaknesses for which we
guarantee a certain and positive cure.
Private Blood and Skin Diseases

are speedily, completely and permanently cured.
Nervous Debility a^d Sexual Disorders

yield readily to skillful treatment.
Hydroc'le, Varicose Veins, Varicocle, Stric
ture, Files and Humor.

permanently and successfully cured in every
cate.

i

PRICE $5_
On receipt of same, the book
will be sent to any oart of the
I nited States free of charge

Spermatorrho’a, Seminal Weakness, Lost
Manhood,

weakness or impotency, decayed faculties, femah
weakness and all delicate diseases peculiar t<
either sex, positively cured,

REFERENCES
Robert Bonner, New York. C.
.J Hamlin, Buffalo, N. V.: H. C.
Jewett, Buffalo, N. Y.; Walter R.
Willetts, M aveily Lawn Farm, L.
I.,«N. Y.; and sufficient other in
dorsements to satisfy the most
doubtful as to its merits.
DAVII) ROBERGE,

DISEASES OF WOMEN.
All those suffering from nervous disorder
weaknesses, or any’disease peculiar to the sc
v\ ill find here a speedy and sure relief.

Dr. Norcross has bought and fitted up, with
106 W. 30th. St., New York.
care and great expense, a Sanitarium containing
30 rooms at Poland, Me., one-fourth mile from
<vh*n writing: to advertiser®, mention this paper,
railroad station, where he will receive patients Why do horses point in 'he eight directions )
ns chart shows? My book explains why. j
on very liberal terms, and give them the comforts
of home and special medical attention.
Persons Buffering from Tumor or dancer will
do well to consult the doctor or visit this home.
Hundreds of cases positively cured with medi
cine, without knife, caustic or loss of blood.
This Sanitarium is abundantly supplied with the
By STRANGER
f Gen. Washington, son of Lady Thorn 2.18 1-4.
purest and best mineral water in the United
SIRE OF
States.
18
in
2.3Q
■
’
Dr. Norcross will lie at his office, 169 Lisbon
5 in 2.20
I
street each day, except Sunday, from 12 to 5
at 12 years old. I Goldsmith Maid 2.14
114 heats in 2.20.
o’clo k p. m. The balance of time at Sanitarium,
Poland, Me. Call on or address
Cfbolla, isSeal Brown, 15.3 hands, foaled 1888. Sire Stranger, dam Catawba by Jay Gould 2.21X
Breeders will find this horse most desirable as he has the rich Morgan-Mambrino cross through the
sire, andHambletonian through the dam. Season closes June 1st.
Kor term s and information address

2.181-2

CEBOLLA

W«

W. S. NORCROSS, JI. D.

169 Lisbon Street, - - - Lewiston, Maine

E. C. LUQUES Saco Valiev Farm, Biddeford, Maine.

ZF’ilo't ZE’a'bclxezcL,
BY WINTHROP PILOT 2.27.
Dam by KING PATCHEN, sire of FOREST PATCHEN 2.19^.
Pilot Tatchen is a handsome tfour-jear-old mat ogany bay stallion, stands 15-3 hands high,
weighs 1025 lbs. He is a horse of good disposition, up headed, a fine roadster and can show fast.
Has trotted quarters without any fitting in 39 seconds, and with a season’s handling can no doubt
get a mark of 2.30 or belter. Will make the season at East Rochester, N. H.

TERMS $15. $5 at time of service, the balance when mare proves in foal.
For further partiaulars, address his owner,

HLAKVK1

E.st i<.o»U>»A.sr, JJ(»

tFARM AND
FANNY EVERETT.

We have received the following lette:r
from Mr. P. V. Everett, owner of Fannjy
Everett, the dam of S. X. Boy (p) 2.19%
and it settles conclusively the questioin
as to whether she is also the dam o:
Yellow Ash (p) 2.24%. How the fictioiQ
first came to be formulated we do not1
know, but it has been continued in thee
Year Book for 1893 and ’94, and in con sequence Fanny Everett has appeared iia
the Great Brood mare list, as the dam o:f
two pacers with records of 2.25 or better
As the following statement proves con
clusively that she is not, her name wil]1
have to be taken from that list. Facts3
are what we want, and we thank Mr..
Everett for kindly placing the matteir
before the public, through the Turf,
’
Farm and Home.
Hebron, Mar. 30, ’95.
Mr. Editor:—In reading the Turf,
Farm and Home, I saw you wanted in-foimation in regard to, Fanny Everett being the dam of Yellow Ash 2.24%. I[
will say I can give all information in re
gard to her as I was her last owner. I will.
first say that Yellow Ash is not one ofL
her foals. Her first foal was S. X. Boy7
2.19%. He next foal was the horse late-
ly sold by Jairus Hilborn of West Minot,,
to WiU Miller of Auburn, they both be.
ing by Charles M. I will now give you ab
history of Fanny Everett, dark brownt
mare foaled in 1877, dam thorough-bred.
Sired by Bonney’s Knox by GilbrethL
Knox. His dam, the dam of Shepard
Knapp Jr. 2.27%. She was sired by'
Royal Oak by Bush Messenger.
Fanny Everett was a mare of great
'
qualities being a great roadster, fastJ
walker and full of courage.
She has left only five foals, beside the*
two by Charles M. I then bred her to»
Hebron 2.27% by Princeps. She pro. I
duced a filly Susie M., that is now owned
by Ezra Marshall of Hebron. Her next.
is a bay filly two years the 20th of April
this year. Hebronette, now stands 15%
hands and is a fast pacer. Her last foal
is the black colt Orphan Wilkes by
Abbott Wilkes 2.12%. He is now ten
months old and stands 13% hands and
horsemen that have seen him say they
never saw a better one of his age.
He has been raised by hand and Fanny
Everett died when he was 12 days old.
There are quite a number of good bred
colts in this vicinity that need mention
in your paper, but I have not the time to
give their history.
Yours truly,
P. V. Everett.
A Soldier’s Experieece.

Gentlemen :—I wish to give you the
particulars of my case and inform you
and the public of the benefit 1 have re
ceived from your Cream Emulsion. I
was born in Bangor, Me., fifty-two years
ago. When the rebellion broke out, I
enlisted in the TT. S. Army and served
my country four and a quarter years,
and came out of the army a broken down
man. I have been gradually failing in
health and strength, my flesh had near
ly disappeared and although I was able
to be out around I was a walking skel
eton. My chief trouble se emed to be
with my lungs and bronchial tubes
which were badly diseased, and one year
ago I felt that my thread of life had
nearly run out.
My friends advised me to use Rodolf’s
Cream Emulsion. I commenced its use
and it has made a new man of me. It I
soothed and healed my inflamed luf gs I
and I have gained rapidly in flesh and I
feel like myself again. I would say to
every one suffering from disease that
Rodolf’s New Medical Discovery and
Cream Emulsion will certainly give you
a new lease of life.
Yours respectfully,
Augustus H. Curtis.
Brooks, Me., Jan. 15, 1895.

TRAINING A HORSE.
Tricks, Gaits and Signal That the Skilled
Rider May Teach.

To make the horse elevate the head
separate the reins, pressing the flanks.
Raise the hands with a light feeling on
the horse’s mouth, keeping its head
parallel to the ground.
The head will be brought back into
position by dropping the hands and
carrying them to the body with a light,
vibratory motion of the reins, slightly
pressing the flanks.
To make the horse lowor the head the
same directions should be followed, ex
cept that a steady tension is taken with
the hand held low. The least yielding of
the horse should be rewarded by relaxation of the tension before the head is
further depressed.
It makes the neck supplo to bend it
sidewise. To bend the head to the left
the rider will divide the reins close
against the flanks, the right leg a little
more strongly than left rein, and gently
draw the left rein, controlling with the
right. No more force than is necessary
is to be used. The head will be carried
back into position by the rider.
The hind legs should be carried under
the body occasionally by closing against
tho flanks and tapping lightly with the
whip on the rump, holding tho forehand
in place. In resuming a natural position
the horse should be made to advance the
fore legs. Tho movement may bo practiced on foot.
It is useful at this point to put on
the double bridle, with both snaffle and
curb bit, without curb chain directing
tho movement of tho forehand, and the
leg of tho rider inducing tho movements
of the outer leg of the horse.
The reverse pirouette is made by
carrying tho croup about the forohead,
the outer leg acting as a pivot. It prepares the horse for the gallop changes.
The horse is halted, the head bent to
one side, and with the other heel compel the croup to take one stop. The horse
is rewarded by relaxing before another
step is taken in the same manner. Light
vibrations of therein, if necessary whip
taps, will insure the proper changes of
the inner foro leg.
The low pirouette prepares for the
pirouette in action. In this movement
tho forehand is carried about the croup
at the walk, tho inner bind leg acting
as a pivot, the head of the horse being
slightly bent. The horse is collected,
the reins directing the movement of the
forehand, and tho leg of the rider induc
ing the movement of the outer leg of the
horse.
Frequent changes of direction should
be practiced in circles, figures like 8, etc.
The movement along two paths will
complete the horse’s snaffle bit educa
tion. The forehand moves along one
path, slightly in advance of the croup
on a parallel path, the head slightly
bent in the direction of progress. When
in changing direction tho forehand fol
lows the path of greater circumference,
we have the traverse. When the croup
does so we leave the renvorse.
The horses will be walking well col
lected, with a wall on, say, the loft
hand. The head will bond to the right,
and the rider’s heel will make the horse
move sidewise to the right, with its
body diagonally across the line of move
ment, the forehand advanced, the left
leg first. To make tho turn in traverse
tho croup will be retarded upon a small
circle, while the forehand is carried
about the larger circle. Ronverse is
taught in a very similar manner.
The curb chain is now adjusted,
greater or less power being obtained,
not by shortening or lengthening the
curb, but by using longer or shorter
branches. The snaffle assists the curb
when necessary.
Every horse should be taught united
action with the rider’s hand free. This
can be done by allowing increasing intervah to elapse between the tensions on
the reins.
The horse should be taught to boar
the spur without flinching. Its use is an
aid—not for punishment.
The horse may now be taught to come
to an immediate halt from a high rate
of speed with safety. The rider presses
in his heols, leans back in the saddle
and raises the bridle hand. The horso
receives the shock on the hind legs,
where best prepared.
Jumping can be taught easily by first

_________

leading tho horse over tho low bar, thon1
making him pass over in a lounging cir
cle, the bar being gradually raised. The9
snaffle reins should be used in jumping,’
and the horse should receive little sup'
port in alighting and should be allowed1
to chooso its own time for tho jump.
Should a fall occur tho rider must re
tain the reins—at least until assured
that his feet are not entangled.—Horse
man.
FEEDING HORSES.
The Right Kind of Ration and What Itt
Costs.

Profcsso/ Roberts of tho Cornell ex
periment station writes: For horsesi
heavily at work, either summer or win
ter, 15 pounds of grain and tho samei
amount of hay is a very fair day’s ra
tion. When tho animal is at rest, roduco the grain and hay to 12 poundsi
each, the grain ration to be composed of’
12 pounds of corn and 3 pounds of’
bran, oats or middlings. At these pricesi
a day’s rations for a horse at work
would cost—12 pounds of corn, 11 cents;
3 pounds of oats, 3 conts; 15 pounds of’
hay, 11 cents; total, 25 cents. If one of'
the other foods mentioned be used in
stead of oats, the cost would be one-half
cent less per day. When not at work,
the daily cost would bo 18 cents. Al
lowing an animal to be at rest four
months of the year and working the
other eight, the averago cost per month
would bo not far from $7.
Tho six university farm horses, weigh
ing on an averago 1,360 pounds, during
the winter draw upward of 6,000 tons
of coal and do the heavy farm and other
work during the summer. They work
about 290 days each year, often in the
snow and rain. They are now making
seven trips of two miles each per day,
and each loail exceeds two tons net. Each
animal receives on an average 17 pounds
if corn and oats and 17 to 19 pounds of
timothy hay, which frequently contains
a little clover. Four of these horses are
pet somewhat immature, yet all aro fat,
sleek and vigorous on this feed, as
night bo expected from the slightly
nore liberal diet that has been recomnended above.
Oats are the best of all grains for a
lorse, but are not economical. If I had
ill the feed to buy and corn were 50
jents per bushel, I would feed wheat
jran at $14 per ton most of tho time. It
vould prove cheapest and most health:ul, especially if straw or timothy hay
vere fed. At the same price I would

it will bo touncl good economy to feed a
mixed grain ration, say one-half bran,
tho other half corn or oats. Good,
bright corn fodder is the best of all rough
feed in winter for idle farm horses, but
it is not an economical feed to buy.
With timothy hay at $12 per ton, I
would buy good, bright clover hay at
$8, or even a little more if tho horses
were idle or if their work wore slow
work. They will eat more of it, but they
will requiro much less grain than if fed
timothy, and have less colic. Where
good, bright wheat or oat straw is
abundant, as here, idle horses may be
wintered well and cheaply on it and
bran. The straw causes constipation,
but if bran bo used as a grain ration it
will correct that. I have tried oilmeal
as a ration, but value it only as a tonic.
Tho greatest economy is in porfect
health. All food will then bo assimilated.
I would pay $20 per ton for bran to
feed work horses in winter to balance
corn and timothy hay. But why feed
much $12 hay? Wheat or -at straw can
generally be purchasd for $2 to $5 per
ton. This can bo fed in connection with
wheat bran, and horses will really do’
better than when fod on timothy hay
and corn. I would not bother to weigh
tho straw fed. Give what they want of
it and measure tho grain ration. For
horses at hard work give for a day’s
ration seven pounds of ear corn or coarso
cornmeal, seven founds of whoat bran,
two pounds of linseed meal. That may
be pretty carbonaceous for a balanced
ration. Yet in our country horses do
most of their work on pure corn and get
in a corn habit, as it were.
The Horses’ Friend.

The manufacturer of the Furbish
Worm Powder has made a thorough
study of worms in the horse, colt and
brood mare, so much so that lie has pre
pared a safe, sure and speedy remedy to
quickly cure andj regulate the stomach
so their feed will do them good. When
fed an occasional dose of these powders
your stock will always thrive, look well
and do well. It is one of the greatest
drawbacks to the young stock to be
troubled wfitli this pest. They sap his
vitality when left to ero on so. Worms
c vuse all kinds of weakness. An owner
often wonders whv his stock does not
thrive, get extra feed, but still do not do
well. It’s a sure sign of worms and a
weak stomach. These powders will
cure and correct the worst cases. In
this case, even were it true of no other,
the best is ihe ceeapest. It’s advertised
in this paper.

TURF,
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COST OF IMPROVED HIGHWAYS.

most advantageously made, ratner tnai
that by reason of a bad location a con
Btant tax be levied upon every travelci
Upon the road for all future time.
Farmers have been content to have
Roads once located and improved be
for alleged highways strips of mud, come to a degree permanent, and with
sometimes frozen, sometimes dried, every passing year become the more sc
Sometimes liquid and never good high by reason of residences and improve
way, and the rest of the world would ments that will certainly follow a good
pever disturb the serenity of the farm highway. Radical changes of large sec
ers if the farmers alone were abused tions of existing roads will seldom be
and injured by these strips of mud, says needed, and minor changes oan be effect
John M. Stahl in Good Roads.
ed without undue cost.
It is also true that farmers have to a
pertain extent rightfully asked for a
NOVEL ROAD MENDING.
Jigher plane of living, and it has been
|,iven to them to the extent to which Each Farmer Does IDs Share, and the Road
Are In Good Condition.
they asked. In the township in which I
lived 25 years ago—a very rich, purely
A farmer of Hamilton, Minn., sayi
agricultural region—there were only of the roads in his neighborhood:
two carriages, and when one of those
“About 15 years ago we began th<
carriages passed along the road I and improvement of the roads in this town
the other youngsters climbed on tho ship. The farmers turned out in tho fall
fence to gaze at it. Then we went to and we all worked nearly two weeks ii
church in two horse farm wagons, but grading them up and bridging the litth
bow if a resident of that neighborhood brooks and rivulots. We pledged on<
another to keep them in repair volnntari
ly. Next spring we made cheap scraperi
by inserting a pole to a slab, setting th<
slab at ^n angle. From that date to this
the farmers along our roads have kep‘
them up by dragging these scrapers ovei
them.
, “When Neighbor Jones, living at the
east end of the road, has occasion to gc
over it, he hitches a scraper behind bn
wagon and drags it tho distance ho goes
in such a way that it throws tho din
from, say, the south side of the road tc
the center, filling up ruts and bumps.
COUNTRY ROAD IN WET WEATHER,
Neighbor Smith, going in an opposite di
took his family to church in a farm wag rection, comos along with his wagon,
on the youngsters would certainly stop picks up tho scraper where Jones castii
to look at him. Practically every farmer off and drags it along the north side oi
in the township has a carriage.
the road, throwing the dirt to the cen
I do not think that there was an or ter. The straw, hay and other substances
gan in that township 25 years ago. mix with the dirt, and aro pressed dowr
Now half the farmhouses contain very in tho center, and the sun converts the
good organs indeed, and the organ is mass into adobe. We have as good roads
nardly good enough now. The talk is of as any in the country, and they aro kopi
pianos. It is within 25 years that the up in this way. No tax, no working the
chromo reached that neighborhood, and roads. Only voluntary labor. Ever?
it was better than the bare walls! But man is ashamed not to do his part. I de
it has gone, and in its place are steel en not see why other communities cannoi
gravings and enjoyable pictures, some do what we have done. ”—St. Paul Pio
of them painted by farmers’ daughters, neor Press.
and some real etchings. And with these
Wisconsin Farmers Fear Taxes.
thingshave come “store carpot,” and
lace curtains, and beautiful lawns, and
Wisconsin farmers are afraid of ar
magazines, and patent leather shoes, increased tax if the agitation for good
all practically unknown there a quarter roads is successful, and they are show
of a century ago.
ing a deep interest in the question.
It will probably be said that the price President Blackstock of the Good Roads
of these things has much declined. So league said recently: “We do not de
it has. Because of the increased demand sire to interfere with the wishes of the
more of them were required. And just farmer on the subject. All wo intend tc
as more good highways are required do is to encourage the building of bettei
Will their cost decrease. Labor saving, roads. Let me give you an example: In
cost saving devices and methods will be Sheboygan county we have 15 towns.
invented and discovered. In some parts These towns have been spending on an
of Illinois in which the road tax is col average $3,000 a year a town on the
lected in monoy and the work is let to roads, or $45,000 altogether. This has
bidders a class of roadmakers has been been going on for at least 85 years,
developed, provided with machines and showing the total expenditure by each
acquainted with methods that have re town during that time has been some
duced by almost one-half the cost of thing like $100,000. The mileage of
making earth roads. This is an impor each town is about 50, and nearly $2,tant poiut apparently overlook* '—as we 000 a mile has been spent. Yet they are
make more good roads they will cost not one bit better today than they were
less.
80 yoars ago, except here and there a
It should not escape consideration patch. Now, I can gravel or place
that, while buggies, carpets, organs and crushed stone on tho roads for between
pictures are not moneymakers not even ^>00 and $800 a mile. ”
,
the bitterest opp -uent of-good i ds has
been able to make it appear that good
MiHRouriaiiH Oppose Road Reform.
highways will not pay a f: ;r income on
Tho difficulty of securing road reform
the investment. The capital put into in this country is illustrated by tho fate
them will not be dead capital. It will of a constitutional amendment which
be productive. Good roads will at the was submitted at tho recent oloction in
least help to pay for themselves. In Missouri. It was proposed to givo coun
fact, they will pa? back all their cost ties with a population of less than 100,and more.
000 tho authority, which they pow lack,
to levy and collect for road and bridge
ALIGNMENT OF ROADS.
purposes an additional tax not to ex
Permanent Highways Should Confer the ceed 15 cents on the dollar.
Tho pro
Most Good on the Largest Number.
vision did not require tho imposition of
No work looking to permanency should a now tax, nor could it bo levied in any
under any circumstances be done upon county unless public sontiment indorsed
existing roads until the same havo beon it, so that there was really no legitimate
newly aligned with due reference to argument against it, nor wTas any at
grades, distances and drainage, straight tempted. But it was a now idea, and it
ening them where deemed necessary, etc. ran up against tho solid wall of old
This might probably lead to some trou fogy ism. Tho result was that 123,618
ble because of the opposition of citizens voters opposed it to 91,141 in its favor,
along the roads whoso direction it is whilo much more than half of tho men
proposed to change. They of course have who went to tho polls and voted for
certain rights which the proper au congressmen did not express themselves
thorities would be bound to consider be either way on this vital question. Evi
fore ordering the change, but even if dently thero is a long campaign of edu
small amounts for damages should be cation to bo wagod in this country be
incurred occasionally it is immeasura fore much progress is mado toward get
bly better that the alignment shoul^ be ting good roads. —Exchange.
Arguments Which Show That Farmers Can
Afford Good Roads.

GOOD ROADS ARE COMING.

WHAT GOOD ROADS WILL DO.

General Interest In the Subject Sure to
Produce Results.

Knock Down the Barriers That Now Iso
late the Rural Population.

It is generally accepted that good
roads have the same effect as shortening
tho distance to bo traveled. Therefore
the man who has shortened the distance
to his market has gained a groat advan
tage. Good Toads mean quicker and
easier transportation and a bigger haul.
They also moan a good deal more for so
cial, moral and financial reasons. They
also mean that the farmer can come to
town and get into quicker intercourse
and interchange with men. Farmerscan
visit each other, and there will be inter
course between communities centered
in agricultural districts.
What is needed in roadbuilding is
not more expense or going into details
and management, but an improved sys
tem. Highway building at present in
most sections of the country is in short
sections under men who are not road
experts, who pass out from year to year
and give placo to others. They cannot
accomplish anything permanent. It is
estimated that at least three-qtfarters of
the money that has been expended in
working out taxes on roads has boon
practically thrown away because the
people do not know how to build roads.
Careful estimates place tho sum annual
ly expended on roads outside of the
large cities at about $60,000,000, near
ly $45,000,000 of which is sunk in tho
mud and dust, caused by inexperienced
roadbuilders. This enormous sum if
judiciously and jfvisoly expended under
the supervision of competent roadbuild
ers would result in thousands of miles
of splendid roadways, which, once ac
quired, could easily be kept in repair—a
source of pride and convenience to the
fortunate community possessing its
share.
That this will bo the ultimate result
of the widespread desire for better high
ways there can be no doubt. The whole
country is becoming aroused to the ne
cessity of smooth and firm roads, which
may safely and easily bo traveled at all
seasons of the year. Farmers, wheel
men, merchants and mechanics are be
ginning to see that what is good for one
class of citizens cannot fail to bo of ben
efit to all. A few years ago good roads
agitation was almost unknown. Now
one can hardly pick up a newspaper that
does not contain a report of the meeting
of some good roads league or chronicle
the introduction of a bill for the im
provement of highways in one of the
state legislatures. This means some
thing. It means that we are to have bet
ter roads.
Many methods are discussed and tried
in various sections, usually with suc
cess as to expenditures and results, but
the main thing is that the public is
alive to tho situation and is bound to
have good roads at tho smallest cost,
and no matter what the cost they will
be cheap in the end.
W. H. Ballinger.

Civilization and culture have always
gone hand in hand with business rela
tion and social intercourse. The more
closely mon are brought into contact the
more they learn to appreciate the good
that is in all and to recognize the com
mon bond which should unite them in
one great brotherhood.
Now, every impassable road is an unsuperable barrier to local advancement,
cutting off intercommunication and
closing all avenuos which lead to social
and intellectual development. For the
highest good of any community it is
quite essential that facilities be estab
lished for communioation with the outsido world, especially with the great
centers of civilization, literature, traffic
and art. This may be carried on by
travel or through the medium of the
mail service, preferably by both, but
bad roads obstruct both.
Good roads will metamorphose the
present unfortunate state of affairs in
country towns and introduce the advan
tages, the polish, refinement and civility
now supposed to exist almost exclusive
ly in cities. The quickened intelligence
and stimulated thought which result
from the constant watching of the po
litical, scientific and religious move
ments going on will largely banish the
mental vacuity which sooner or later
takes possession of those whom circum
stances consign to isolation.
It will be found impracticable, even
in so good a cause, to adopt any revolu
tionary measures involving great and
unusual expense without the interven
tion and assistance of the state. Farm
ers will not vote upon their towns high
taxes necessary to meet the requirement
of establishing and keeping in repair
roads good enough to meet the present
demand.
Whenever we can secure smooth and
permanent highways it will be a posi
tive pleasure not merely to ride over
them with a light team in a springy
buggy, but even to take heavy loads to
market, and the worst dreaded and
most obnoxious phase of rural life will
have become a thing of the past. Then
farmers, instead of being the most dis
contented, fault finding and despondent
of mortals, will be the happiest, most
independent and most envied.—W. W.
Pen dor gas t.

Roadbeds of Clay.

Our roads would now be in better and
more serviceable condition if all the
public work had been done to secure
properly constructed roadbeds without
metaling—roadbec * of clay, thoroughly
nnderdrained, with sufficient sluices,
either of iron pipo or of clay tile, pro
tected at the openings with masonry,
the clay crowned so as to free the road
from water, well compacted with the
roller, and the roads so located that no
grade need be more than 3 feet to the
100. If we had such roadbeds, they
would bo as permanent as any structure
mado by the hands of man. The material will not decay. It will bear up any
load that horses can pull. It is smooth,
firm and elastic.—Colonel D. W. MeClung in Good Roads.
Wood Pavements Tn London.

Wood pavements seem to be growing
in favor in London. Polico investigalions in that city,* extending over 50
ilays, revealed the fact that a horse
tould travel 330 miles on wood pavemeat during this time without accident,
191 on granite and 132 on asphalt. For
every fall on wood pavemeixt four oocurred on granite and asphalt. The new
Tower bridge is paved with wood, and
that material is supplanting stone in
many London streets. — Philadelphia
Ldn-

Convict Labor on Roads.

J. J. Baston, member from the Thir
ty-fourth district, Hennepin county,
thinks that the legislature should do
something to stop the cry which organ
ized labor in the state is making against
convict labor. Mr. Baston is the only
country member of the Hennepin dele
gation and naturally is interested in
good roads. It is his idea that the con
victs should bo called in from the work
which they are now doing for shoemak
ers and others and put to work pound
ing rock for the roads of the state. Sach
a course would interfere with no class
of labor and would soon make a great
improvement in the roads of the state.
—Minneapolis Journal.
Good Roads Sure to Come.

The agitation of the question of better
roads no doubt in the end will accom
plish good results in giving us better
highways of travel, and hence the agri
culturist better facilities for transporta
tion to market the products of the farm.
We have tho worst highways of any
oivilizod nation, and tho improvement
of our country roads would be an impor
tant factor in our national prosperity
I 1and in the development of trade.—LewI iston Journal.
I
______________ _ _____
|
Agitation For Wide Tires.
There has been one thing in particu
' 1lar that theL. A. W. has fought for,
and
that is to compel all vehicles to use
1
’Wide tires It is but recently that it has
begun
to score in this direction. The
‘
Peoria city council has decreed that all
1wheeled vehicles driven over its streets
after
Jan. 1, 1896, shall have wide
1
tires,
the minimum width being 2^
*
inches.
Right on her heels is Cleveland,
*
who
is preparing to pass an ordinance of
J
like tenor. Now that the ball has been
Estarted in the right direction the re
formers
should not let it stop by the
3
>roadside.—Bearing
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- ROADMASTER. (FORMERLY GM^TIuIJSTG- G-TTJST )
Black stallion, white on hind feet, stands 15 1, weighs 1000 pounds, bred by H. D. Warner, Paw
ling, N. Y. Foaled June 1X88, sire Quartermaster 2.21^ by Alcyone 2.27 by Geo. Wilkes 2.22; dam
Ella Bradford by Dexter Bradford (sire of Amelia C. 2.19^, Coeur d’Alene 2.19&) by Rysdyk’s
Hambletonian. Roadmaster has never been handled for speed but is good gaited, has fine style
and a disposition that is perfect. He is a natural roadster, and can cover ten miles an hour easily.
He has produced some very One colts that have the style and courage of the Alcyone’s and will
make nice gentlemen’s drivers. Quartermaster his sire, ig the best son of the great Alcyone and is
a trotter himself and a sire of trotters, and the dam of Roadmaster is a great road mare and can
trot in 2.50 any day. Roadmaster will make the season of 1895 at the low fee of

$10.00 by the Season, payable at the time of first service.
For further information address

A.

L.

Proprietor,

HALL,

BETHEL, JvIE.

A FAST AND

ROYAL BRED

TROTTING

STALLION

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

The standard bred Stallion LOTTERY full brother to Ira 2.24%, and Stan
ford 2.26%, 8 years old, rich chestnut and weighs 1100 pound, is now offered for
sale or will be exchanged for a good road horse. Lottery was sired by Piedmont
2.17%, he by Almont. The dam of Lottery was Irene by Mohawk Chief son of
Hambletonian 10.
LOTTERY is as handsome a horse as ever stood in Maine, and he is not only
a trotter but a sire of trotters.
For further particulars, address

. . VILLAGE FARM . .
C. J. HAMLIN.

HARRY HAMLIN.

EAST AURORA, N. Y.

A. D. HORN,

STALLIONS IN SERVICE, 1895.

Farmincton, Me.

CHIMES, 2.30%.................................................. $200.00 to May 1st
“
“ .................................................. 300.00 May 1st to July 1st.
“
“ ................................................. 200.00 after July 1st.
Privilege of return the following season if mare proves not to be with foal.

J. R. Shedd 2.191-4.

MAMBRINO KING 1279....................... $100.00 with privilege of return.
REX AMERICUS, 2.11%....................... 150.00
“
“
“
HEIR-AT-LAW, 2.12.............................. 100.00 “
VICE REGENT 20,965........................... 100.00
“
“
“
ALMONT JR.,2.26.................................... 50.00 “
“
“
SILVERY CHIMES 20,178.................... 100.00
u
u
“
GOLDEN GATEWAY 16,579 ................. 50.00 “
“
Royally bred Sons of Chimes and Mambrino King, other than those namet
above, will be allowed to serve mares at reasonable prices, when not in active9
training. Send for catalogue.

SIRE OF
Bell R., 2.24; Billy Shedd, 2.30; Effie Wilkes, 2.26; Rispee, 2.30; Bessie Shedd, 2.23%;
Dupage, 2.28; Woodshed, 2.13%; Annie Shedd, two-year-old trial over Mystic Park,
2.22; Elsie Mack, 2.47%, winner of yearling race at New England Breeders’ Meet
ing at Mystic Park, and sire of the dam of Onequa 3, 2.11%.

Son of RED WILKES, sire of Ralph Wilkes, 2.06%; dam BELL ERICSSON,
by ERICSON, son of MAMBRINO CHIEF; second dam by VANDAL, son of im
ported GLENCOE; third dam by PILOT JR., sire of dams of Maud S., 2.08%, and
- Jay-Eye-See, 2.10.

CLAYNOS 4382.
Qirp
Ulluj Onward
VlinaiU) 9 95 1l-1A*,
1st DflHlj ED^lCWOOd]

J

f
S
[

90 in the list. 33 in 2.20 list.
43 Sons, sires of 134 in the list.
Daughters, dams of 26 in the list.

by Belmont, with 1201 descendents in 2.30.

2d Dim. Woodbine,

Dam of Wedgewood 2.19, with 34 in the list.
“ “ Woodford Mambrino 2.21%, with 13 in list.

“ " EXi,
k

Service Fee $50, with the usual return privilege.

R. M. STURTEVANT,

L. J. STURTEVANT,

UNION SQ., SOMERVILLE.

UNION MARKET, BOSTON.

1

Aug 13.

(Sister to Wedgewood.)

'

As a four-year-old, J. R. Shedd had a two mile record to wagon of 5.14. By
breeding, performances and production he is second to none. His colts are dis
tinguished for beauty, intelligence, size, strength and speed. Will be kept for ser
vice in 1895 at MYSTIC PARK.

“ “ Silence, dam of 2 in the list.
•* “ Serene, dam of Alcyrene 2.28%.

StTicL Fee. S25
COLTS AND FILLYS FOR SALE.

J. D. COCHRANE, Saco, Me., or J. B. COCHRANE, East Corinth, Me.

Autograph, 2.161-2
The Greatest Son of Alcantara, Sire of Jacksonian, Race Record
219 1-4 Etc.: Dam, the Great Brood Mare Flaxy, by Kentucky Clay,
Dam of Four in the List.

Autograph is large, handsome, much faster than his record, a beautiful bay,
and has never sired anything but a trotter.
His get are all high-toned gentlemen’s roadsters, handsome and fast.
He is now serving none but first-class mares, and their produce will be de
veloped for speed and low records.
s
He is a race horse, and the sire of race horses, a^d the natural and most prom
ising successor to his great sire.

FEE FOR SERVICE $100, WITH RETURN PRIVILEGE.
Mares kept at reasonable rates. Apply to

MUSTER TTTIuL FA.KJSZE,
„ , ,
. ,
.........
.
Send for catalogue of other stallions in service.

NEW BRAINTREE, MASS.

ABBOTT - WILKES,
RACE RECORD 2.12 1-2.
Brother in Blood to Ralph Wilkes, 2.06 3-4.

SIRE, RED WILKES
RAM MINNIF PATCH FN

»Xkrge'»9and 111 other

performer”

l81RndWilke8,2.13X)by Membrino Patchen, sire of
UnlYlj IVII IN IN I L In I Un LIN dams of Ralph Wilkes, 2.06X» and 112 in the 2.30 list.

TE2RnSZES3

$50.00.

Usual return privileges. Will make a short season in 1895 at Mystic Park, Medford, in charge of
Trainer William Sheridan. For particulors address
W. T. ABBOTT, 237 1-2 Congress St., Boston, or
WUjUIAM SHERIDAN, Mystic Park, Medford.

TURF, FARM AND
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COLONEL PITT 23,164.
2.191-4.

TROTTING RACE RECORD.

2.19 1-4.

I

TV

IS WARRANTED TO CURE THE WORST SPAVIN
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

J

CAN ALSO BE USED FOR

DOWieVJ S

Colonel Pitt (stands 15^ hands, weighs 1050 lbs, a blood bay, both hind ankles white, perfectly
sound and kind, an excellent road horse and fast walker. In 1693, as a four year old, he had 7 weeks
training and showed a mile in 2.30^. In 1894 he obtained a record of 2.19'4, August 22. The next
week at Saco he met with an accident and was retired; barring accidents we expect to mark him in
2.14 or better this season.
He is by Nelson Wrilkes. sire of St. Croix 2,14’4', Fred Wilkes 2.18^, Col. Osgood 2.18X. Col. Pitt
2.19X» Brownie 2.24S(, Johnnie Wilkes 2.26,^, Mattie Merrill 2.2714, Hazel 2.28and Glimmer 2.30.
Nelson Wilkes by Alcyone by Geo. Wilkes. Col. Litt’s dam, by Constellation, sire of Patrol 2.14 V,
Glenarm 2.23^, Tilton 2.24Si, Illusion 2.24^, Junior 2.2714, Kalula 2.2914 and dams of Col. Osgoor
2.18M» Col. Pitt 2-19and Young Watchmaker 2.30. Ilis second dam by General McClellan 2.26,
third dam by General Knox, fourth dam bv Homan’s Messenger. Backed by such blood and such
producers of extreme speed, and hav ng demonstrated his ability to trot fast himself, is it not
reasonable to expect he will sire speed with great uniformity. His colts are all bays, uj headed
full of nerve and have the trotting action of their sire.
Colonel Pitt’s book is now open for Season of 1895; limited to 30 approved mares, at the
exceedingly low price of $35.00 for Season, ca>h or satisfactory note; witn usual return privi
lege when in stud, or money returned, at my option. Season to close July 1st, when he will be put
in training. Mares kept at reasonable rates. Address,

CURBS, RINGBONES, & SPLINTS.
PRICE, $1.00 PER B

Til

.

Bowley’s Quick Relief
Suavin
BEST LINIW,ENT
IS THE

Soreness, Lameness, Galls, Scratches, etc., and it never
fails to cure.

1

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
------ ALSO------

S. S. Andrews, - Mile Brook Stable.

Bowley’s Family Liniment

188 ELM ST.. BIDDEFORD. MAINE.

Is highly recommended.

I

1/ 1 J I AVJ
I\ I I I II I
11111U1.

PRICE, 25 CETTS PER BOTTLE.
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

c

BOVfLEY,

33 Flint Stree, Lynn, IVJass.
We also pr pare the following veterinary remedies :

Condition Powders, Fever Cure, Worm Powders, Hoof Ointment, etc.

Orders by mail attended to promptly.

(Mention this paper when you write.)

ELECTRICITY 2.171.
BY THE

GREAT

SIRE, ELECTIONEER,
Dam

MIDNICHT,

Pilot, Jr.,

by

DAM OF

JAY EYE SEE 2.10.
2nd Dam by LEXINGTON; 3d Dam by GLENCOE;
4th Dam by WAGNER.
STXJ2D

FEE,

_

.

.

_

$1OO

With usual privilege of return.

cromsr

k.

T'hjlykt?. &

WEED’S
WEED’S

T

bro.

LANCASTER MASS.

MAPLE HURST FARM,

IlNIMENT!
LINIMENT!

FOR MAN OR BEAST.

NO HOUSE OR STABLE SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT.
3icycle Clubs, Base Ball Nines, Polo Clubs, Cricket
Clubs, Rowing Clubs, Sparrers, Wrestlers, Run
ners and Foot Ball Clubs, all should use it.

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, STIFF JOINTS,
leadache toothache, cuts, burns, bruises, sprains, chapped hands corns, bunions, lame back, sore
throat, contracted cords, etc., all yield to its magic power. As a

LEG AND BODY WASH
FOR
t has no equal.

TROTTING

HORSES

1 quart of the Liniment, one quart of Witch Hazel, and 3 quarts water, makes 5
quarts of the best wash in use. IT NEVER BLISTERS.

'or Curb, Sprained Ankles, Scratches, Sprains, Wind Galls, Sores,
Ringbone, Thrush, etc., there is nothing like it.
Write for testimonials or information. PRICKS, .25, .50 and #1 per Bottle; $5 per Gal.
lent prepaid to any address on receipt of price. Liberal discount to agents and dealers.

Marufactured by TWEED LINIMENT CO.. Chelsea, Mass.
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farmers of this comrfiunity in years pa d FORTY PER CENT- SHORTAGE IN WES1 -' should not be at all surprised 11 our great
riva’ in stock laising, never fully recov
ERN CATTLE.
depended largely npon stock raising as a
ered from its present decadence as re
- ----------means of disposing of the products < >f
EDITORIAL NOTE AND COMMENT.
The “Live Stock Report” according t el gards this industry, and that it is a questheir farms, and fine herds of Herefoi d
As a means of increasing the fertility and Durham steers and oxen were to I e the Breeder'1 s Gazette recently circulate 1 tion of a camparatively short time when
of the farm we believe nothing offers' seen at the barns of the enteiprisir g among its correspondents an inquiry a s her monopoly of the live stock maiket
processes by the adoption of which so1 farmers of this and adjoining towns ui 1 to the marketable supply of cattle i a will become a thing of the past, and stock
high a degree of fertility and so great a- til the West, by its superior advantage j, their locality to come forward betwee a raising will again be reckoned among
productiveness may be secured, and at■ monopolized this industry and destroye d the dates of March 15th and July 15tl . the remunerative bran dies of New Engthe same time such a satisfactory reve the last hope of the most enthusiast: c The estimate asked for was the perceni r- lang agriculture.
—---------------------nue assured, as does modern dairying. breeder of these fine beef animals, whe n age the number to be marketed in th 0
By adopting this branch of husbandry, they, after some deliberation, decided t 0 above named period, bears to the numbe r
WAYSIDE NOTES.
________
on even a comparatively worn out farm, adopt dairying as the best means of ri >- shipped during the corresponding perio 1
and pursueing it in the most approved relief offering itself; and in the early pai t of 1894, which is called an average yeai
The town of Monmouth in Kennebec
manner, with judgment, sagacity and of the year 1893, an association wa s The returns came in with marked unar * county is, sttrictly speaking, a “farming”
discretion, its capacity can be doubled in formed, and without a cow pledged, a imity of opinion, all showing a decide town and the energy and enterprise of
a few years and the expense of produc suitable building was erected, the necei - shortage. The Gazette in a lengthy ai " her farmers was, in common with many
ing such results will have been nominal, sary machinery was purchased and pu t tide gives a review of the situation 0 other towns in our state, formerly direct
if indeed it can be said to have been any in place and in November 1893, the fat - which the following is a recapitulation ed largely to the growing of beef and
Illinois :
thing. For the cows, while producing tory was started up and 215 pounds c f
fancy cattle for the various markets of
7V;r ceiA
the fertilizer for this purpose, will pay butter were made the first week. Th 3 North and west of Illinois River........................... 7 i New England. This industry having
.................................................. 6
for all they eat, the care bestowed upon patrons were paid a price for their crear , Central and Eastern
from well known causes become almost
Indiana :
them and a profit beside. And their <comparing favorably with that paid b ] Northern, Eastern and Central.............................. 7 1 extinct, Monmouth in common with oth\yestern, Southern andSoutheastern................... 8
owner will not be obliged t^ wait two or ;any other in the state, regardless of ir
er towns, was obliged to select some
Ohio:
8
three years for his pay as in the case of terest
1
or dividends, the stock-holders ex ............................................................................................
* other means by vhich to convert the
Iowa :
stock raising, but will get it as he needs pecting
j
to run it at a loss, as they did, th 3 Noriewestern, Northern and Northeastern... .4 j products of the farm into cash to mainEastern ank South* astern........................................ 6
it in his monthly returns for his butter, first
1
year, in order to give the creamer 7 Southern and Southwestern.................................... 3 > tain the obe.sity of the pocket-book and
4
Central
3
cream or milk, as the case may be.
• ;a good start. The wisdom of their cours Western..............................................................................
............................................................................ 2 [ also the fertility of the farm, which soon
Minnesota :
—:o:—
, iis now apparent as their business ha j
er or later becomes a problem presenting
7
The above assertion is based upon the 1been continually on the inciease, and ii 1 Southern..........................................................................
itself to every faimer who proposes to
Mts^oUKi:
Wes'ern half. South Eissuuri River..................... 8
supposition that the farm is naturally 1894
]
over 2300 lbs. of butter were mad' j' North
of Missouri River............................................ 3 J make a life woik of his chosen occupagood land, such as is worth reclaiming, in
i a week. The juice paid for butter ii 1 Twelve counties, West and Central, on missou; , tion Monmouth on account of favorable
ri River.................................................................... 7
and will respond to liberal treatment. ,January was 20 cents per lb.
ciicumstances has been able to choose
Ka NBAS :
Northeast of Kansas River...................................... 5<
Many such farms can be seen in every
Central.............................................................................. 21 ' dairying, and today by virtue of these
............................................................................. 6; ’ circumstances, many of her farmers aie
town, the occupants keeping one to three
Mr. C. W. Clark has charge of thisfac Eastern
Genekal Average eor Entire Territory. .61
cows, sometimes more, with a heifirand ttory and has had from the start. Mr
enjoying piivileges to which the majority
By the above it will be seen that th< of their class are strangers.
(
a pair of steers and two or three horses; Clark
has had an experience in creamer;
feeding them what hay is cut on the woik of six years, having come lien average shows 40 per cent, shortage ii
We’ remarked above that the stock
j the Western cattle to come forward pre raising industry had become almost ex
farm without any grain feed, and with- from
f
Sanford creamery, which he startec
out any profit. Such a farm perhaps iuj) and operated nearly four years. Ant I vious to July 15th, when compared witl tinct and such is the case, yet occasion
cuts 12 tons of hay. If this is the case, tthe fact of his starting up this factory the actual number marketed from the ally a farmer is found who notwithstand
eight cows can be kept besides the neces- iunder the above conditions and produc same s action last year. This shortage i1 ing the adverse circumstances and con
sary team the first year, adding to this jing, as he did, over 27X ton3 of butte is stated is caused in part, in some 01 ditions attending its .pursuit, still con
number gradually by raising the heifer tthe first year, which paid the patron; the sections reported by the increase ir tinue to breed for the market fine speci
calves, as the productiveness of the farm inearly $10,000, and continuing the busi the value of land; becoming as it is ir mens of the Hereford and Durham steers,
increases; always keeping the amount of rness until now in the satisfactory con nany localities, too valuable for stool and even now make it pay them a living
stock to correspond with the utmost cdition it is in at present, is sufficient evi raising, bik the piincipal reason in mosl profit. An instance ol this kind came
limit of forage to be produced on the cdence of skill, integrity and perseverenct cases see ais to be a short crop of corr under our observation while in the town
farm (allowing from 12 to 16 lbs. of good con his part to recommend him anywhere and forage for feeding purposes. Tbit of Monmouth a short time since.
hay, or its equivalent, to each animal) aand especially to those he has served st can no doubt be removed in time, as t
Mr. W. II. Chick is one of Monmouth’s
then with a grain ration costing about 5well, which from appearances, we liavt result of successive good cjops, but tht extensive and enterprising farmers, is a
ten cents daily, to a cow, at present rreason to believe is the case. The busi first reason given above will continue tc man some 65 years old, and is feeding 34
prices, good results may be obtained; rness of this factory has been so well con exist and must necessarily increase ir head of cattle. Twelve of these are
the cows paying the cost of their grain cducted under its present management importance'as the settlement of these Jersey cows, the remainder are Durham
ration and $12 to $15 per ton for their tthat the first yeai’s loss has been made lands continues, and offers a suggestior cows, heifers and steers, with five Ileiehay—in their butter yield—leaving the 1up with so nething besides; and at tin to the Eastern farmer, which should tenc fords—three heifers and a pair of steers.
dressing and the by-products to pay for eend of another year it is confidently ex to stimulate and encourage him in lay Mr. Chick has a fine and quite extensive
their care.
jpected a satisfactory dividend will be de ing his plans for fu ure operations. The farm on which be lives aud also a farm
above is suggestive also of the courbe tc of 120 acres some 18 miles from home,
~:o:—
cdared.
be pursued in the management of our live where his steers and young stock are
But the question of marketing the but
stock, previous to July 15th, as the fol- summered. Mr. Chick’s method of con
ter is the great “drawback” to many who
An opportunity offering itself, wt lowig from the same source would indi
are considering the subject with a view spent
s
ducting his business, is at once business
an hour or more at the above men cate:
of engaging in the business. And this it tioned
t
like and simplt. His home pasture is
factory and witnessed the opera
At Chicago the receipts of cattle since stocked to its fullest capacity with cows,
is true is somewhat of a serious matter, ttion of churning, working and printing
and in the event that private dairying is the butter, and were highly pleased wiH Jan. 1 show a total of very nearly 500,004 the cream from which goes to the JVlonhead, a decrease from 1894 of 85,00C
selected, from necessity or otherwise, the
t manner in which the work was done, head. In flesh and condition present ar mouth factory, while all else is ti nned
will take time to accomplish satisfactori aand with the neat and tidy appearance rivals are not showing so favorably ae into the 120 acre lot away from home, to
ly. But if, as should be the case, the Qof the operator and all his surroundings. last year. Shortage of feed last fall is remain until needing something from
making its effect felt, and the predicted the barn. This outlying farm cost only
business is engage 1 in with a determina- The machinery of this factory is of the falling
off in the supply of fat cattle this
tion to succeed, and all its details are nmost approved make and of ample di men Bpring is being fully realized. The trend $235 and the tax on the same is only $2
sharply looked after and studied into, to sions,
si
the engine being of six horse power of values has been upward. In the past annually; yet 18 to 20 head of this stock
such an extent tt at a fine artier is made, aand the boiler nine horse; the churn is month good fat beeves have advanced are kept in a satisfactory manner there
fifty to seventy-five cents per 100 lbs., al
the rest is comparatively easy and sue- ccapable
,
of turning out 300 lbs. of butter though as compared with Jan. 1 there is on. In this way his large stock of cattle
cess is assured. And on the other hand, at a single churning and the Fargo work but slight advance. This, however, is is kept at very small expense in summer,
if circumstances should admit of selling e]
er is equal to the task of working it per due to the sharp decline in ^prices for and his home farm has been so improved
the milk or cream at the factory or to fectly in a few minutes. The cream in provisions.
by this course that now a large amount
the city or village customer the matter c<
cold weather is “ripened” with a tem That the West has seen its best days in of hav and forage is produced for their
is very much simplified and the same or perature of 64 degrees and when put in stock raking is evident, not only from sustenance in winter.
similar results attained. There are, no the churn is cooled to 62 and churned at suggestions offered by the above, but
Mr. Chick has by the above manage
doubt, many places in the state, where, that temperature. The butter comes in from many other sources; and judging ment been able, and still expects to be in
if a suitable interest was awakened and al
about 40 minutes, the buttermilk is from the common course of events, we the future, to sell two or three pairs of
a proper effort exerted, an association jdrawn off and the butter washed once.
might be formed, on a larger or smaller The salting is done in the churn, IX
scale, and a factory built and operated, ounces to the pound being used. The
allo wing all within reach of it an oppor- butter is printed and sold largely to cus
tunity of disposing of the product of all tomers at remunerative prices. Two
the cows they can teed, without the labor bhurnings are now done in a day, and
of manufacturing butter, or the care and cchurning
j
is done three days in a week.
vexation of securing a market and ship- What Solon has done other towns may
ping the goods.
d<
do; who will duplicate it?
—:o: —
An instance illustrating what may be
done in the above direction and the ad Rodolfs Liver Pills cure Headache,
Constipation and all diseases arising
vantages resulting therefrom, is given in C<
From a torid liver. For sale by all deal
the “Solon Creamery,” situated near fr
Sploiji village, Somerset county, Me. The ei
ers in medicines.
OTIS MEADER, Kdltor.
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steers each year at two or three years
old. He has at present 14 steers of all
ages from four years old down to calves,
all fine specimens, sho wing that care and
skill is exercised in their breeding and
management. In starting these steers in
life they are allowed to suck until three
weeks old, after which they are fed skim
milk with a little flour aided until four
months old, when the milk is discontinued.
Mr. Chick’s cows as well as his steers
gave evidence of good care and feed; his
grain feed consists of cotton seed meal,
shorts and flour, fed in liberal rations,
His barn though large, was literally
“packed” with cattle and their food, and
will be materially enlarged during the
next year, material being on the spot
with which to do it.
________________
OBJECTIONS TO DEHORNING.

JXZL ALTERS.

n<
no protection, while the animal wi
horns
can use the horns to remove t
h
’
pests from their shoulders and back; a
an animal with horns will gain from 1
tc
to 150 lbs. more than an animal that
d<
dehorned—which I have tested and kn<
whereof I speak.
w
If C. A. M. had not closed this obj<
th
tion with the assertion thathe hadgiv
it a trial and knew whereof he tpoke, i
sli
should have said this was the silliest c
je
jection he had raised; for in all our e
pe
perience with cattle, we do not recolle
of seeing a creature ‘ fight flies” wi
th
their horns. To free the shoulders frc
fli
flies the head is thrown round agair
th
them and the horns serve no purpo
wl
whatever.
7. That I would rather give $5 mo
fo
for a good smooth *teer with horns th;
for the same steer v ithout horns, and
a iman will feed his steers as they shou
be fed and not starve them he will ha
no occasion to remove the horns.
This is no objection at all for there a
plenty of men who would give $5 mo
for the dehorned steer, and the butch
to
/ whom he will eventually fall, willgi1
just as much.

“C. A. M.” of Woodford Co. Ill., gives
in the Breeder's Gazette his objections to
dehorning cattle, which we have considered carefully and have come to the
conclusion that if no other objectionscan
be offered to the practice, it really stands
on a good foundation and may be safely
BISHOP’S CONTROLLING HOBBLE.
adapted by any one. We give below his
objt ctions and our own ideas in brief,
]Mr. F. A. Bishop of Hermon, Me., r
regarding them.
po
ports the sale of his Controlling ETobb
Objection No. 1. That cattle look a vei
very encouraging during the pist si
great deal better without having the mc
months considering the season. It
horns removed.
rat
rather interesting to note the way i
This has no foundation in fact, while w
jj
which
Mr. Bishop invented this devic
in fancy it may be said that a pair of which is proving of so great couvenienc
well shaped, regularly set horns of the an(
and value to those who have bee
proper dimensions are ornamental, yet tro
troubled with breachy horses, cattle c
animals possessing all these are seldom sheep. As usual “necessity proved th
found; but on the contrary ill shaped, m0
mother of invention.” After allowing
irregular and unsightly horns are pre- b
r€
breachy
cow to stand in his barn fc
vale nt, and such are certainly not orna- three years Mr. Bishop started out t
mental. And, that even at their best, so
i the problem. His second attemj
solve
horns are ornamental, is, and may well proved
prc
effective, and from it has bee
be questioned.
d
e5
developed
the hobble in its present pei
2. That when buying a dehorned steer fee
fected condition. Mr. Bisbop has bee
you do not know whether y »u are buving jinn trade
j
at Snow Corner, for the past 1
a two year-old steer or a four-year-old, years, and in addition lias conducted a
but are compelled to take the seller’s ^e<1
fine a small farm as there iB in Ilermor
word.
This objection has no weight whatever His neighbors began to use the hobbl
for it is a fact that buyers who know aa id
K the sale has been extended gradua
now’ it promises to attain consic
their business will not depend for a mo- ly until
1
etable
dimensions.
ment upon the wrinkles upon the horns, eta
The Controller has never failed to sul
knowing that they are not to be relied
due
a breachy animiJ, and is ikewis
upon from the fact that unscrupulous
fvr creatures that are inclined t
personscan change them to suit their useful
use
roam
more
than is for their welfare
purpose even if thAy were reliable in
thus i educe their jieldof milk an
their original state which they 1<dow is Cows
J
not the case, for wrinkles depen I largely it is safe to say that in the average paf
upon the care and feed an animal has ture the animals tread down as mud
while they are forming for their individ- ^feed
ee< as they eat. Here is a double sa\
uality. A creature kept in a thrifty and ing
in^ by the use of the hobble. A ver
strong point in favor of this device i
growing condition continuously from 8tl<
birth, will hardly show any wrinkles at that
^ia while it renders stock quiet an*
it allows them all necessar
three years old, while some will have peaceable
Pea
and is neither cruel or cumbei
longer and larger horns at two years old ^freedom
ie<
some. Mr. Bishop is receiving testimony
than others at four.
son
al8 from all over the country, of whicl
als
3 That dehorned cattle will in the time the following is a sample:
when flies aie bad or the weather is
e
warm crowd closer together and will not
Levant, Mar. 1, 1895.
gain < r grow as fast as cattle with horns.
FF. A. Bishop, Esq.,
Dear Sir:—I had two mares that wer
The natural tendency of cattle while gQ
so breachy no fence would stop them,
grazing is to keep apart from each other, put
pUf your Controlling Hobble on ther
the better to supply themselves with and
and they gave me no further trouble,
food; aud the want of horns would hard- have seen the hobbles in successful us
breachy rows that no fence woul
ly cause them to turn aside from their on
stop and cheerfully recommend them t
natural inclinations in this respect.
ffarmers.
ari
( has. B. Dore,
Supt. Cattle Dept. Ea. Me. State Fail
4. That cattle without horns are more
trouble to keep in an in closure than catAnyone wishing farther informatio
tie with horns.
can
can address Mr. F. A. Bishop, Ilermor
We can hardly understand how this Mai up.
can be; but can readily see how the op
posite might and wi hout doubt is true.
The Genuine Merit
5. That cattle are a great deal w ilder Of Hood’s Sarsaparilla wins friend
without horns than with horns.
wherever it is fairly aud honestly tried
This is an extravagant assertion, as To have perfect health, you must liav
pure
every one who has had experience in de- P
u blood, and the best way to hav
blood is to take Hood’s Sarsaparill
horned cattle can testify, as well as those pure
the best blood purifier and strengt
having had experience with the Polled builder. It expels all taint of scrofuli
Angus cattle.
sal
salt iheum and all other humors, and i
same time builds up the whole syi
6. That on account of the horn flies. the
which are the greatest pests the cattle tern.
have to contend with during the hot
Hood
I
’s Pills are prompt and eflicien
summer months, a dehorned animal has 25 cents.
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MATTERS.

THE USE OF MILKING TUBES.

send me the following from T. J
Now that the Massachusetts approp ld’ C.,You
Springfield, O.:
tion for exterminating tuberculosis 18 “Will you please have Mr. Goodrich state hi
with milking tubes and his estiniat
exhausted and the newspapers haive experience
of their value in making cows milk easier. Als
ceased to publish extravagant statemeiits the risk, if any, in using them; the best kind t
use and manner of using.”
in regard to the subject we can look ba
.
I
experience with milking tubes lead
and see what we may learn by this cob ? meMy
to doubt the expediency of ever ue
experiment. First, we may learn that f
ing them. They have almost invariabl;
travagant amounts of money invited <jx- produced injury. The irritation cause<
travagant methods of expenditure a:Q(] by inserting the tube is nearly certain t
produce inflammation. If it is a hard
fraud in carrying out the purpose in milking cow Bhe will be likely to resen
view. Second, we may learn that the d is- such treatment with vigorous kicking
posing of large amounts of money cau«jes ing after you have tried it on her two o
great efforts to be made by unprincipl e(j three times.
If you will use one have it of nickel o;
men to obtain places of trust in its €>x* silver and perfectly clean and polisliec
penditure to the exclusion of men of smooth. Oil it and insert very gentl;
skill and integrity. Thirdly, we lea,rn not more than an inch.
It is thought by some that bacteri;
that the average man seems to regard an
are introduced into the teat through thi
appropiation as created property a:n(i milking tube. The high temperature o
seems to forget that every dollar mtist the teat causes the bacteria to multiply
be taken from the tax payer, and wh ile rapidly, causing the milk in the teat t.<
be stringy and sometimes very bad smell
much of the tax is paid by the rich th
ing. Be this as it may the effect of th<
in turn have taken their accumulatio ns tube is apt to be bad and I would not ad
and their present incomes from the pi'O- vise its use if the milk can possibly b(
C. P Goodrich.
ductB of the laborer, and if his taxes a,re drawn without it.
The above from the Breedei s’ Gazette
increased the price of labor must d ecrease so that the capitalist may have a is exactly in accordance with our owi
larger income to pay larger taxes. VYe ideas in regard to the use of milking
may learn that as the disease has existed tubes, after considerable experience witl
through all past time and in all parts of them; and we would simply emphasize
the world it is useless to expect that it what Mr. Goodrich says in closing, tha1
can be entirely removed from the face of “the effect of the tube is apt to be bad,”
the earth. Especially as millions of h u- by saying that its effect in our case, hae
man beings are effected by it and if adl been invariably bad, and its use is coranimals on earth effected by it we re sequently abandoned.— Ed.
slaughtered to day others would soc>n
Butter Flavor Without Washing.
the take disease from man. We ha’VQ
How to produce a quick flavor in butlearned that while the use of tubercul in ter is something that is a little unceris a valuable aid in detecting the diseai86 tain. For my part I think the flavor can
it is by no means infallable. We ha^ be improved by not washing, but unyet to learn whether its use will be i n- less it is convenient to churn at a very
jurious to healthy animals. A reaso:n low temperature it would be best not to
able appropriation placed in han is <Df undertake it at all, for it might work
skillfull and reliable men may do muc more injury than good. To expel all
the buttermilk from the butter the folto keep the disease within bounds ar . lowing conditions must be observed:
learn stock ownerB how to care for the ir i The temperature must be down to 44
stock so as to reduce the evil. As 1to ' or 46 degrees when the churning is corn
compensation for animals kill by ord<er j menced, and the cream should stand at
of cattle commissioners the owneirs * that temperature a few hours before beshould have the full value from tlie j ing churned, and if the other conditions
state. Because it is of interest to a Il I are favorable it should churn and gathconsumers of beef and dairy product I er before the buttermilk rises above 56
degrees. The granules should be a trifle
But what is the value of a fatally di 8' coarser than in the other way.
eased cow or a glandered horse? TLie
The butter, after being allowed to
owner iB in constant danger from tlite drain thoroughly, should be worked a
presence of such animals. Not only t;o little before adding the salt; then after
his other animals but he himself and h:is that it should bo worked until the salt
family are in danger of losing health an j is mixed and placed lightly into the
life. And he ought to be thankful t 0 tubs and set away for a few hours, and
then it should be reworked. If this is
state for seeking out and removing thein carefully carried out, the brine in the
from his premises without cost to hinE unwashed should be as clear as that in
Now brother farmers let us continue t 0 the washed, but if the temperature is
investigate, keep cool, don’t get excitecI, too high it will be impossible to get all
don’t kill your best cow for fear she ma y the buttermilk out without washing,
die with consumption sometime in th e and it is only a question of a few days
future, and on the other hand don’t kee p when the butter will become rancid.
As for the keeping qualities of un
a diseased animal with danger to you r
washed butter, I would not advise it
other animals and to yourself and famil y to be made in this way if it was to be
because the state will not pay you foT put in cold storage or even to be kept
the dangerous carrion the full value of a three or four weeks, but if it is to be
healthy animal.
used in a week or ten days or to be ex
♦
Agbioola.
hibited at a convention it is worth a
Stetson, March 18, 1895
trial. And would it not be a good idea
for some of our best butter makers to
experiment on this?
BOARD BULLETIN NO- I .OR 1895.
There is another thing that I believe
We are in receipt of Sec’y. McKeon’ s would improvo the flavor in butter, and
Bulletin No. 1 for 1895, but too late fo r that is to allow the cream to ripen more,
publication last week, and as it calls fo r especially if the buttor is to be judged
answers April 1st, it would be useless t<0 at a convention within a few days after
publish it this week. We are glad, how it is made, for it is well known that
butter is better after being kept ten days
ever, that as this would indicate, th<e or two weeks, but by allowing more
secretary is to favor the farmers, anotheir acid in the cream the flavor would deyear with so valuable a medium of infor“ velop quicker. A butter maker should
mation as the “Board Bulletins” hav<a exercise his judgment and ripen the
proved to be, and hope farmers who hav<3 cream accordingly as to the time the
not been in receipt of the same will avai 1 butter is to be kept.—Address at Iowa
themselves of this source of information j. Convention.
-------- - -we understand this will only require the?
It would be interesting to know just
sending to Sec’y. McKeen, the name anc1 how far cow keepers may safely pin
address of the person desiring to receivej their faith to tuberculin. That seems to
be a matter which, with all their learn
the Bulletin.
ing, the expert cow doctors can give us
That tired feeling, loss of appetite5 no information on.
and nervous prostration are driven awajr
Churn till the grauules of butter are
by Hood’B Sarsaparilla, which maketJ the size of a grain of wheat, then draw
pure blood.
off the buttermilk.

______________________________TURF. FARM AND

DAIEY
A CHURN THAT WORKS THE BUTTER.
New Invention For Which Great Things
Are Claimed.

Following are the cut and description
of a churn which it is said will take in
the cream and turn out the butter fin
ished off for the packing tub. It is a
churn which has in its inside rollers for
working the butter as soon as it comes.
The butter is salted in the churn. The
inventor calls it the automatic butter
working churn.
The machine as shown below has a
portion of the outside taken off so that
its interior parts may be seen.
The inventor describes this churn as
follows:
The churning of the cream is affected
by continuous revolutions of the churn
by a belt passing around the churn body,
or from a pulley on shaft back of the
churn (see dotted lines). This shaft on
which the churn revolves is metallic and
passes through the whole length of the
churn body, is hollow, and designed to
hold Either a heating or cooling medi
um, such as warm water, ice, cold brine,
liquid carbonic acid or ammonia. It is
also wrapped with cotton, linen or parch
ment where it comes in contact with the
cream and butter to prevent adhesion of
same.
Along each side of this shaft extend
a set of butter workers, composed of two
semicurved flat paddles, which are put
out of mesh with each other when
churning, to form a partition by extenda
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the churning, as per large cut. This
pulley engages and operates the pulleys
on the workers. The shafting to impart
this reversing motion by means of fric
tion pulleys may be placed,overhead or
in any part of the building.
Dairy and Creamery.

Beware of so called “butter increas
ers,’’ mysterious machines dr com
pounds which will make cream yield an
alleged great amount of butter. They
are frauds. The only butter increaser
that will do the work is either improved
feed for your cow, an improved cow
herself or machinery which, like the
cream separator, will get the butter fat
out of the milk.
Milk for the butter extractor must be
put through the machine at a lower
temperature than when it goes into the
cream separator. For the extractor
milk at from 70 to 72 degrees is about
right.
According to The Rural New York
er’s balanced ration table, there should
be fed to a 1,000 pound dairy cow 2>£
pounds of muscle makers, 12J^ pounds
of fat formers and two-fifths of a pound
of pure fat to every 25 pounds of organ
ic matter that you feed to the cow.
The result of experiments with the
butter extractor at the Guelph (Ont.)
Agricultural college seems to show that
it drives a portion of either milk or
cheesy matter into the butter and thus
causes rancidity sooner than in butter
made in the ordinary way.
Much damage results from the intem
perate use of a not overclean dishcloth
on dairy utensils. Stiff brushes are far
better.
Dairy and Creamery.

Here’s to the dairy cow, the immortal
dairy cow.
During tho year 1894 every kind of
farm live stock in this country dimin
ished in both numbers and value except
TA QEI I
APPLE TREES. SHRUBS, rNURSER|ES i
only the dairy cow. Jan. 1, 1895, there
IUOLLL ROSE§ AND VINES.
L geneva, n. y. J
were 17,129 more milk cows in the
United States than there were Jan. 1,
WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS TO
1894, and they are 1 per cent higher in
value than they were then.
The increaso in numbers and value of
milk cows in the United States the past
AUBURN, MAINE;_____________________
year shows what kind of rural industry
the farmer is finding profitable. The in
crease of consumption of good butte* is
growing at a great rate, as also that of
THE MOST PERFECT DRILL IN AMERICA.
cream and good cheese. The discovery
The
record
of
the
“New Model” has been so entirely satisfactory, its place as one of
of sterilizing processes will largely in
the leading drills has become firmly established.
crease the use of milk and cream. When
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR.
PRICE $6.50.
the creamery men and home dairies
make butter as sweet, well flavored and
A discount of 50c. will be made if money is sent with the order.
delicious as it can be made, they will
find they cannot make it fast enough to KENDALL & WHITNEY, PORTLAND, MAINE.
supply the demand.
Bulletin No. 7 of the United States
bureau of animal industry deals with
tuberculosis in cattle. Dairymen and
creamery men will find it to their in
terest to send for this bulletin. It con
tains the latest researches of scientific
•investigators of both Europe and Amer
ica and concludes with practical direc
tions as to what to do with infected
cattle. There is no doubt that the tuber
culosis scaro has been foolishly broadened
and intensified, yet still there is a me
dium ground which all cattle keepers
want to take and hold for their own
safety.

AGENTS

BUTTER WORKING CIIURN.

ing them flatwise across the churn (sei
paddles to the right). This divides tlx
ehurn effectively into two sections am
keeps the cream engaged during tlx
process of churning on each side of tlx
partition, in equal quantities. Whili
churning, the cream falls from eacl
section against both sides of the parti
tion simultaneously, twice in each rev
olution, and the force of the concussioi
is spent upon the partition, to the relie
of the belt and power.
When sufficiently churned, the milk ii
run off and the butter confined by mov
able partitions in a corner of each sec
tion, but across or on opposite sides o:
the churn, so one lot of butter will bal
ance the other. The belt is put on t
small pulley on shaft back of churn anc
onajarge pulley on the line shaft (oi
geared wheels are used) to speed th<
churn 300 to 600 revolutions per min
ute. This centrifugal force frees tlx
butter of any surplus milk or v.
r.
The salt is then added to the bu^er,
which is again confined by the parti
tions, and by slow revolutions of tlx
churn they are mixed while granulated.
Before working the butter sections oi
the movable partitions are fixed across
and near the inner circumference of the
churn (as per large cut), and the paddles
k f the workers are put in mesh. The
nead or end of the churn is not loosen
ed or removed from the churn body, bul
instead of this method the workers art
allowed to revolve with and as tlx
ohurn is carried around by the churning
belt. While the butter workers are de
scribing this orbit with the churn the
pulleys which are attached to the shafts
of the butter workers, the shafts passing
through the sides of the churn, are en
gaged by tooth segments fixed on the
churn frame, as shown in the small cut
This causes them to revolve and force
the butter between the paddles while
the butter rests upon them. In the largei
factory churns, where it is sometimes
desirable to have the workers engage
the butter when the body of the chum
may be standing still, they are run by
an independent power, with a reversing
motion, which is connected by a belt tc
a slip pullev on the shaft or gudgeon ol

WANTED

HOMER N. CHASE & CO.,

The “New model” Seed Drill.

Golden Words.

Don’t let any sort of an agent per
suade you into building a creamery, but
make up a company and buy your own
machinery, build your own house, hire
a competent man to run it, and thus es
cape the fate of many who have been
cheated by creamery sharks. Before
starting be sure you can got enough milk
or cream to pay to build a creamery.—
John Patterson in St. Louis Journal of
Agriculture.
__ t___ »
Importance of Cleanliness.

Beforo mi Iking wash your hands thor
oughly. Deadly bacteria get into milk
from dirty bands and from under dirty
finger nails. You would not want to be
responsible for oiurdering a number of
your fellow men, yet undoubtedly chil
dren havo been killed from using milk
that had been poisoned fronp bacteria
from under the milker’s finger nails.

TURF FARM

The exhaustive and interesting cata•
logue issued by the well known firm oi:
Smiths & Powell of Syracuse, N. Y.,,
specialists in the breeding and handling
of Holstein-Friesian cattle etc., whose>
ad. appears in another column of thisi
issue, is before us and is a book of 172!
pages, giving the locality of the cele
brated Lakeside Stock Farm, a descrip
tive outline of their extensive herd of'
Holstein-Friesian cattle, French Coach,
and Standard-bred trotters, Clydesdalei
and Percheron horses. Their arrange
ments in regard to prices is mentioned,
with their guarantees regarding the stock:
sold, their shipping facilities, arrange
ments, etc., and they say that separatei
catalogues of cattle, horses and nursery
stock are issued, and in ordering the>
same, it should be stated which cata
logue is desired.
Then follows short paragraphs of thei
milk, cheese and batter qualities of the
IIolstein-Friesian animals together with
their “Public Tests,” “Average Milk
Records” and “Butter Records,” made
by this herd of cows. By the latter it is
seen that 100 animals average 19.69 lbs.
of butter for a week, with an average of
18.31 lbs. of milk for one lb. of butter.
And the following wonderful record of
butter production given, would seem to
substantiate the claim of excellence put
forth by the proprietors of Lakeside
Stock Farm possessed by their herd:
IN A WEEK

100 cows and heifers of our herd aver
age 19 lbs. 9 6-10 ozs.
90 cows and heifers of our herd average
20 lbs. 6 34-45 ozs.
69 cows and heifers of our herd average
21 lbs. 2 20-23 ozs.
50 cows and heifers of our herd aver
age 22 lbs. 4 4 5 ozs.
34 cows and heifers of our herd aver
age 23 lbs. 16-17 ozs.
22 cows and heifers of our herd aver
age 24 lbs. 3^7-11 ozs.
20 three-year-old heifers of our herd
average 19 lbs. 13 5 ozs.
38 three-year-old heifers of our herd
average 17 lbs.
31 two-year-old heifers of our herd
average 14 lbs.
63 two-year-old heifers of our herd
average 12 lbs. 8 8 9 ozs.
Ten cows and heifers average 100 lbs.
13 5 ozs. of butter lor thirty days.
Twenty cows and heifers average 94
lbs. 2 14 25 ozs. of butter for thirty days.
At one time we had in our stable 54
cows and heifers (the entire number in
stable), all in the Advanced Registry,
whose 7 days’ butter records average 18
lbs. 13 ozs. each.
We trust that all who feel an interest
in this class of stock will at once send
for catalogues to this enterprising and
reliable firm, where all their communi
cations will receive prompt attention,
and satisfaction guaranteed.

MAINE’S OPPORTUNITY.

It is a fact that should be recognized
that Maine butter is still at a disadvan
tage in the Boston market notwithstand
ing the many tons of good butter that
annually finds a market in Boston. New
York and Vermont butter ranks far
ahead of Maine butter although good
judges are compelled to admit that the
predjudico against the Maine butter is
now largely unjust. It is the old story
that a bad reputation once gained is hard
to remove. A well known butter dealer
told us in Boston last week that some of
the finest butter he handles—and his
trade calls for a gilt edged article—
comes from Maine and he admits that
when a customer gets hold of a good ar
ticle of Maine butter he is pleased with
it, especially if he is laboring under the
impression that it comes from a noted
New York or Vermont creamery.
This is the whole matter in a nutshell.
It is all a matter of predjidice of long
standing. Maine butter as a rule is all
right and it is improving fast and if our
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MATTERS.

DAIRY
EDITORIAL NOTICE.

AND

dairymen will only redouble their efiorttS
to excel Maine can once more claim theS
state motto in butter making as in otheir
respects. The prize is certainly weLI
worth struggling for
Just now when nearly evary dairy statee
in the union is struggling with tuber•culosis and our state, is free from it, ouir
dairymen ought to make the most oif
our favored condition in this respect and1
see that the world is made aware of thies
one great advantage. Maine has several<1
points of vantage in this contest and thee
result lies wholly with her dairymen. Lf
they are alert and enterprising Maine carn
be the Queen Dairy State of the East buit
if they neglect their golden opportunityy
they must ever fight a losing battle anc1
in the end be conquered.
Maine dairymen should first see thait
their product is a prime article and th era
see that the fact is spread broad cast tco
the world.

WARNING AGAINST WESTERN CREAMERY
SPECULATORS.
------------

VALUE OF YOUR PRODUCE.

(From the Maine Board of Agriculture.)

Boston Produce Market*.
Beicf—The beef market is increasing in firm
ness, and d al irs say that the next cars they
receive will command still higher prices,
though prices on some cuts were again ad
vanced yesterday. Choice to fancy steers, 9^
(g)10c; good steers, 8},2($
light and cows, 7($
S'.jc; extra In avy hinus, 12V2(g)13;^c; good
hinds, 11*2($12 4c; light, 9($llc; heavy fores, 6z4
(oi7c; light” foie>, 5C$!>'4c; backs, 6^(a)9c; rattles,
3^$5e; chucks, 5@/c; short ribs, 12(O)15c;
rounds, 7*>2(a)9c: rumps, 12.$15c; rumps and
loins, 12 0dbc; loins, 12($20c.
Muttons—The mutton position is pretty
firm, with quotations at: Springers, $5 $3
each; fall lambs, 9(a)10>2c; choice eastern, 9J/2'$
10^c; fancy Brightens, ll-$lP2c: yearlings, 1 ($
812c; muttons, C@)c; choice to heavy Brightens,
6-2($9^c; choice eastern veal, 9($10c; common
to good, 6($8c; Brightens and fancy, 9V2($1j$-2c.
Oats—Oats are about steady. To arrive the
quotations are: No. 1 clipped, 39(a) 9^2c; No. 2,
88^(§Kj9c; No. 2 white, 38($33^4c; No. 3 white,
37>2° 5 No. 2 mixed, 35^c; clipped mixed, 36c.
The spot market is quote I at: No. 1 clipped,
89^c; No. 2, o9c; No. 2 white, 38^2c; No. 3
white, 37^(§)8Jc; No. 2 mixed4 35^ $35^c.
Corn—Corn is stronger, with higher prices
asked, both on spot corn and to arrive. Chi
cago No. 8 yellow and country yellow to ar
rive are quoted at 5 »^(g)54c. The spot market
is firmer at: No. 2 yellow, 54c; steamer yel
low. 53^($54c; steamer mixed, 53($53^2c; no
grade, 5utg)52c, as to quality.
Apples—Apples are in rather small demand,
with quotations at: No. 1 Massachusetts Bald
wins, $3($3 50; No. 2, $2($J 50; No. 1 Maine
Baldwins, $2 5JM2 75; fancy. $3: No. 2, $150 012;
russets, $2 50 «/3: low grade, $2 $2 50. Smail
lots, in a jobb.ng and retail way, are quoted
from 25c to 50c higher.
Meal—Cornmeal is easy, with the market
at: Kiln-dried cornmeal for export, $2 40$
2 45
bbl; cag meal, $1 02.$l 04: yellow gran
ulated, $2 90($31 ground and rolle 1 oatmeal,
$3 90(0)1 35
bbl: cut, $4 8 X $3 75
bbl; rye
flour, $2 50($3
bbl; rye, 50 $(JOc
bushel.
CHEE8E—Cheese is very steady, with quota
tions at: Sage. 12^($13c; northern luli creams
and twins, ll^2<a 12c: jobbing lots, 12($13c; lair
to good, I (a) 0 ■; western choice, 9($ll^c; fair
to good, 7($8e. Liverpool is ca.fled at 51s for
colored and 49 s 6d for white.
Potatoes— the arrivals of potatoes con
tinue full, with the mark st rather easy: Houl
ton hebrons, 70c; rose, 75c; white stock, 70c •
Dakota reds, 60$(Lc; Virginia extra sweets,
$2: Jersey double heads. $2 25.
Eggs—Eggs were a little firmer. Fresh we <tern are quoted at 12>£$13c; southern, 12$
12^c; fresh eastern, JS^iJ^c; fancy Ire-sh and
nearby, 14(0)15e.
Flour—The flour market is rather quiet,
with prices not changed. Buyers take only
small lots.
Butter—The butter market is noted us
steady, at the quotations mentioned yes
terday.
Pork.—A firm pork market continues to be
.reported.
Quotations are firmly held.

We learn that representatives of a
Western firm are in Maine again trying
to stilt a boom for their system of build
ing creameries. We believe it is the
same firm that contracted for the four
creameries built here several years ago,
on the so called “Elgin plan,” which resuited so disasterously for all who took
stock or furnished milk.
We would therefore warn all of our
business men and farmers against taking
stock in their enterprise, or encouraging
them in any way.
Farmers, in sections where creameries
are needed should co-operate with _ each
other in the matter.
Erect their own
building, and purchase their supplies
only of local firms, whose responsibilities
are well known.
______________________
These men are now in Lincoln county
but
are liable to appear in any locality
WAYSIDE NOTES.
at any time.
B. Walker McKeen, Secy.
L. S. Goding of Monmouth, is one olI
A ugusta, April 1st, 1895.
the patrons of Monmouth creamery, and
is evidently a successful one, thoughi
A Prominent Lawyer
keeping a mixed herd of cows. Mr.
Goding has a herd of 14 cows, low grade0 EX COUNTY ATTORNEY OF WALDO COUNJerseys, Durhams, etc., headed by aa
TY, ME., FORMERLY TREASURER OF
Durham bull. Only six of these cows8
DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA.
CO.
TELLS HOW IIE CURED HIS
were giving milk in January and a parit
of these had been milked since the pre
WIFE OF A. DANGERvious spring, yet his cream check foir
OUS GOITRE.
that month amounted to about $40, which1 Rodolf Medicine Co.,
speaks well for the cows and their man
GENTLeMEN:—For the past 25 years
agement, and goes to prove that it is nott my wife has had a large Goitre or bunch
altogether necessary to have a herd oif upon her neck, extending across the
registered Jerseys in order to do a paying5 throat. During this time a cold caused
business producing cream.
an irritation on the outside of the throat
Mr. Goding has been engaged in the3 under the Goitre, followed by a severe
business 10 years, and though making no3 cough, with strangling, similar to the
pretentions to anything above the ordin whooping cough, which would continue
ary, is evidently securing a good degree3 for several weeks, or until the irritation
of success. The feed of this herd of cows5 of the throat subsided; the irritation and
consists of hay, ensilage, cotton seed1 cough returning as soon as a cold was
meal and shorts. One foddei ing of hayr incurred. She used many blood purifiers
is fed in the morning with three pints off washes, paints and other remedies withcotton seed meal and two quarts of shorts,» out the least reducing the size of the
one bushel (about 30 lbs.) of ensilage,» Goitre. Soon after beginning the use of
which by the way is the red cob varietyr Rodolf’s Medical Discovery in June last,
and cut into the silo; at noon and at night the Goitre began to soften and gradually
they have the same amount of cotton1 pass away, only a small portion of one
seed meal and shorts as in the morning,’ side of her neck remaining, the irritation
and a bushel of the ensilage.
and cough which formerly followed a
This course gives Mr. G. good satisfac cold having fully subsided. It appears
tion and by the actual results would to be a permanent cure.
seem to answer requirements, for the
Geo. E. Wallace.
time being at least, and if the amount ofE
________________
hay fed amounts to about four lbs.,i
Cure For Sick Headache.
would be a fairly well balanced ration,’ Thousands of ladies suffer from sick
for medium sized cows, though we shouldI headache caused undoubtedly by disThe best
think a light foddering of straw daily,( ordered liver or stomach.
would be relished and have a favorable5 remedy that can be obtained for this distressing complaint is found in Hood’s
influence on the animal. Mr. Goding has1 Pills. These pills are so mild and gensown orchard grass for the last few yearsJ tie in action yet so thorough that they
and is much pleased with it as a feed[ give perfect satisfaction. They cure
for cows, gets a good sod and with top( sick headache, jaundice, sour stomach
and all liver ills. They break up colds
dressing “every other” year, can produce‘ and fevers and prevent the grip.
more feed to the acre than with any oth■
.... "
=
er grass; will sow two acres the coming
year. We hope Mr. G. will give us a
short article in reply to the question
asked in last week’s issue, giving his ex
perience in regard to raising and feeding
orchard grass.
Mr. G.’s ration, providing he feeds four
lbs. of hay at his morning feed, and his
ensilage feeds each weigh 30 lbs., would
analyize about as follows in digestible
organic matter:
M
H

DIGESTIBLE
NUTRIENTS.

J

g

_________________________ "

3011)8. Ensilage__________
4 lbs. English Hay
4.5 lbs.Cotton Seed Meal
3 lbs. Wheat Bran
Total,
German Standard for
900 lb. cow.
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, r nr*i8 110 pleasure and but little
I rl fc Ia CZ. profit in growing small ber| ries. Send for my catalogue of large va
rieties before ordering elsewhere. I have an
immense stock, the largest in New England, i
Prices 20 per cent less than last season’s. Head
quarters for the Sunnyside Strawberry.
C. S. PRATT,
_
_
_
Reading,Mass.

New Seed Potatoes.

We have a few bushels of the celebrated ‘Early
Northern” potato for sale atjprices from 75 cents
to $1.00 per bushel according to quantity taken.
This potato is unsurpassed Tor earliness, smooth
12.11 1:4.7 skin and a large yield. Quality best. Call on or
address the subscriber or at the store of C. A.
W. P. ATHERTON,
12.15 1:5.4 Cole, Hallowell.
Granite Hill Farm.
Hallowell, Me.

Live Stock Markets.
Brighton, Mass., March 27. — Amount of
on the market at this place and at Water
«stock
town:
Sheep and
Cattle.
Lambs. Swine.
Western..................... 2,037
2,2.1
39.6j5
Massachusetts
.........
126
50
178
JMaine ........................ 392
31
19
New
Hampshire ..28 1
212
8.5
:
Vermont..................... 223
179
8M
Totals...................... 3,032
2,743
43,239
Prices for market beef—A few choice,
i extra, $5.75 $3; first quality, $5.25$5.5u; sec
B;
ond quality, $i.2j(g)5; third quality, $3.ai4.
1 Prices for store cattle—Working oxen, pr
pair,
$6U@140; farrow cows, $10;$22; fancy cows,
j
$5v($(38; milch cows and calves, $J0@48; year
'lings, $8($16; 2-year-olds, $12($22; 3-ycar-olds,
$20(0)32.
! Western fat swine—Live, 4@4^c; northern
hogs, 6c pr lb.
(dressed
Prices for sheep and lambs—In lots, $2, $2.50 a)
i3 each; extra, $3.5v@4.50, or 2(a)4%c pr lb; lambs,
4($5%c; vi al ca ’.‘s, 2>2($6c.
Prices for hiuR, tallow and skins Brighton
4 $5c pr lb; country hides, 3^@1J 2 pr lb;
jhides,
Brighton tallow, 3^@4Uc prlb; pens, 2o $35c
< each; country tallow, 2^($3^c prlb; calf skins,
75($$1
each; dairy skins, 2ix$o0c e ich.
’ Cattle
—Dealers went away s nnewhat (dated
jin the sale of cattle last week, and as a result
1brought up a good line of cattle, a portion of
which
their way to the ma; k
Tao
Jmarketfound
is firm, but advanced prices could nob
]be expected.
Milch cows—Plenty in market and prices are
steady.
f Fat hogs—The hog market has advance 1 ^c
(on northern dress and the western rule steady
*at 4($4%o 1 w.; noi them at 6c d. w.
Blieep—Various lots changed hands at the
,yards,
but the general quality nothing extra.
JButchers claim they are paying steady rates.
Veal calve.-,—The quality was better this
week, and disposals fair. Prices fairly sus
tained.
Live poultry—But little on sale at 10@llc
pr lb.
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AT A T TER S.

DATPY

Shropshires and Oxford Down shoe;
have wool growing well down on th
logs, while the Southdowns hav
smooth, hairy legs.
There is many a time good work fo
farm horses in .winter, .if their owner
will just hustle around and find it
either at home or in neighboring towns
Tennessee is rapidly rising into fain
as a live stock state, especially in th<
production of mules and trotting horses
Sows bred at 12 months old wil
bring vigorous litters. It does not pa^
to breed them till they are at least I
months old.

TUBERCULOSIS.

Hon. Thomas Daggettof Foxcroft, one
of the cattle commissioners of Maine,
spent an hour at the Turf office on Wed
nesday, while waiting for the train to
take him to Skowhegan where he had an
official call.
Mr. Daggett in reply to questions stated
that Maine is comparatively free from
the disease at present, and he expressed
confidence in the ability of the Foard,
with the liberal appropriation granted
them by the Legislature, for the purpose,
to keep it so, a condition which is very
gratifying, and our efficient Board of
commissioners should receive due credit
fur their vigilence.
Mr. Daggett had just returned from at
tending a call in the Western part of the.
state, where it was feared a case of the
disease existed, but it proved otherwise,
and it is to l?e hoped the other cases will
prove the same.
LETTER FROM ELDER VANCE.
Mr. Editor:—I asked Prof. Jordan of
our Experiment Station the same ques
tion that C. F. Cobb has you, and he
answered; ‘ to 1000 lbs. of cottonseed
meal add 1000 lbs. South Carolina Rock
and 100 lbs. of sulphate or muriate of
potash. This will cost, not including
labor of mixing, about $21.00 and is as
good as the fertilizer costing from $30
to $35.”
John Mann says he used a ton of Brad
ley’s Potato Manure on two acres of
potatoes. I wish he had told us how he
uses it—whether a pait or all in the hill.
Prof. Whicherof the New Hampshire
Experiment Station says not over 300
lbs. of phosphates should be used in the
hill and whatever more is used should
be spread broadcast, and Prof. Jordan
endorses that opinion.
I am surprised at the amount of cot
tonseed some of your correspondents
feed without apparent injury. I had
supposed two qts. a day about as much
as was safe to feed.
John B. Vance.
COTTON SEED MEAL AS A FEED.

Mr. Editor:—I would not advise feed
ing more than one quart of cotton seed
meal to the average cow, night and
morning, mix^d with other feed. It
makes a great difference who feeds it and
the animal you are feeding, so it is im
possible to give a quantity that would
suit all animals. You ask why not feed
more? You can if you want to drive
your animal for a short time, but I don’t
think it best if you intend to keep your
cow for any length of time. At the pres
ent price I consider it the cheapest feed
we buy. Iam wintering this winter 30
head of cattle. Seven pairs of steers of
different ages; most of them I hope to
show next fall at the State Fair; 10 cows
and six other young cattle. About 50
sheep, seven horse kind and six hogs.
J. E. Weston,
Starks, Me,
DR. J. ^SUTHERLAND,,
157 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.
Well known in Boston as a
leading Physician in a
Boston hospital.
Under date of April 17, 1893, Dr. J. P.
Sutherland gives the following analysis
of Rodolf’s Cream Emulsion of Cod Liver
Oil: The amount of oil separated by my
analysis was 47>2 per cent., this being
practically the 50 per cent, claimed to be
present. Squibbs ether was used in my
test and doubtless with a little more time
and care I could have separated more
than the 47>£ per cent. I find that it is
wonderfully palatable and in all cases
which I have tried, it has proved itself
easily digested. I frankly say I am glad
to know of the existance of such an
Emulsion.

C. M. CONANT.

F. J. TYLER.

Tyler & Conant,
manufactures and jobbers qf

Agricultural Implements
NEW YORK.

DAIRY SUPPLIES,
ROAD MACHINERY, WIND ENGINE', PUMPS
AND FITTINGS,
Harnesses, Carriages, Road Wagons & Carts.

Incorporated in March 3, 1893.
Commenced Business May 5, 1893.

Nos. 116 and 118 Broad Street,
B-A-ISTG-OTt .TSZTE-

PREFERRED

ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.,
PHINEAS C. LOUNSBURY, Pres,
KIMBALL C. ATWOOD, Sec’y.

Capital Paid Up in Cash, $100,000.00

,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Planet Jr.

ASSETS DECEMBER 31. 1894.

Stocks and bonds owned by the com
pany, market value,
$237,11)0.95
Loans secured by colaterals,
ICash in the company’s principle office
and in bank,
122,122 80
Interest due and accrued,
2,218.25
Premiums in due course of collection, 47,115.00
Aggregate of all the admitted assets of
the company at their actual value, 408,647.00

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1894.
Net amount of unpaid losses and claims, $30,949.87
Amount required to safely re-insure all
outstanding risks,
*
150,577.64
All other demands against the company
viz; commissions', etc.
15,018 35
Total amount of liabilities, except capi
tal stock and net surplus,
205,545,86
Capital actually paid up in cash,
100,000.00
Surplus beyond capital,
103,101.14

IMPLEMENTS.
We carry a line of these celebrated tools,
including:

SEED

DRILLS,

DOUBLE and SINGLE WHEEL HOES,

Cultivators and Horse Hoes.

A. L. & E. F. GOSS CO.,

Aggregate amount of liabilities includ
ing net surplus,
408,647.00

OLDi DR7hALL~
50 HOWARD ST., NEAR REVERE HOUSE,
BOSTON,
regular
physician. SPECIALIST in all female
'
complaints; his methods, both medical and sur
i
gical,
are absolutely safe and successful; Ladies,
married and single, desiring to save time and
■
money,
avoid failure and disappointment by con
sulting
Ha'l. His remedies are absolutely
;sa<e andDr,harmless.
STRANGERS in the city
will find that his facilities for the treatment of
FEMALE TROUBLES are perfect; he has
j
private
accoinmodat:ons, with every appliance
jfor the comfort of those wishing to remain under
his personal care. INFORMATION will be
truthfully
given to ladies and gentlemen seeking
i
advice.
Dr. Hall also pays special attention to

PRIVATE

DISEASES

OF

MEN.

to 9 p. m., Sundays by appoint
. Hours : 9 a. m.
ment.
•

LEWISTON,

MAINE.

WE-:-WANT-:-Y0U
FOR A SUBSCRIBER

If you are not already one.
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1_URR,
Sillier Tlian a Sheep.

I should like to call attention to one
or two things. The present grievous
condition of the sheep industry is duo
not only to tariff legislation—we can
stand that; not only to financial trou
bles, which have affected all industries
more or less; not only by thereceut disastrous drought, which is and will be
the cause of far more calamity and dis
tress than is generally acknowledged,
but by the united influence of all these
causes aggravated by tho insane action
of those—and their name is legion—
who have sacrificed their flocks, regard
less of cost, because of the silly free
wool agitation, and many of these same
people bought their stock recently when
sheep was a word to conjure with. The
sheep has the crodit of being tho most
foolish of animals; there are bipeds who
aro far away more silly. To reason with
such is about as efficacious as to endeavor to stem the rush of a stampeded
mob, and they involve others in the ruin
which they have brought on their own
heads.—Cor. Breeder’s Gazette.
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Effect of Sheep Dips on Wool.

According to Tho American Sheep
Breeder, many westerners are now soriously cogitating on the effect of different dips on tho wool. Free wool has
opened up this important subject, and
tho prediction we have often repeated
that tho lime and sulphur dip is doomed to extinction as a wool ruiner is in
sight of fulfillment. A closer scrutiny
of wools is now taking place, and the
prices will bo fixed by tho quotations of
similar wools abroad. It is thus easy
to see that bright wools will now meet
a readier sale and at better prices,
whereas dingy and inferior clips will be
treated accordingly. Formerly the dis
tinction was not very marked, but now
tho light of the world is turned on, and
tho best wool will fare the host. Take
^>ur advice and seek a dip that doos no
injury to the wool or sheep. Limo and
sulphur do both, and while it is cheap
we tell you plainly that you can’t afford
to uso it now.—Field and Farm.
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Common Sense Horseshoeing.

When you have a sound horse, try to
keep him sound. It will help greatly to
givoa little moro attention to the feet
and shoeing. Some men aro always talking about fitting the shoo to tho foot,
which is right enough, but the secret
lies in getting the foot ready for tho
shoe to be fitted to. When that is done
as it ought to be, it is time to talk about
fitting the shoe to the foot, and not the
foot to tho shoe.
I am not a believer in the too free use
of the knife. Leave the frog alono and
Bee that the shoe does not pinchit. Keep
the heels of the foot down. If tho frog
is healthy, it will then get room to ex
pand. Do not let the toes grow too long.
This is one of tho greatest mistakes.
Moro diseases derive their origin from
long toes than a great many people believo.—Alexander Mair in Breeder’s
Gazette.
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Seasonable Advice.

About this time of year look out for
Bore teats in ewes. If the ewe has a perfectly clean, dry bed, her udder will
not be apt to become soiled and wet.
Boro teats frequently cause caked udders
and make no end of trouble. If the teat
is sore, tho ewowill not allow the lamb
to suckle it, and thus tho udder becomes
distended and caked. If, again, tho
mother sheep has not enough milk for
tho hungry lamb, it is apt to tug and
pull at tho teat as well as to bite it.
Koop watch over all these small points.
When tho teats are cracked and chap
ped, washing them with clean, pure
wator into which a little glycerin and a
drop or two of carbolio acid have been
poured will soon heal them.
Corn is lacking in ash elements, and
khoreforo is not good to feed alone to
growing animals.
A writer who pretends to bo authority
on swine says that when one of his
farm animals dies he hauls it to the
hog lot for the pigs to fatten on. This is
monstrous, horrible.
Disease frequently breaks out among
livo stock from too much crowding.
Give the animals plenty of room.
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MOOD'S~ PILLS cure Liver
Ills, V
Biliousness, -Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
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PINE GROVE STOCK FARM.

STJkLLIOJNT

For Sale or Exchange for property. One of
All advertisements appropriately coming the best bred Wilkes’ Stallions in New England,
under this heading will be inserted, five eight years old, 16 hands, bay, sound, very intel
lines three times for 50 cents, If cash accom ligent and kind. Has some of the most promis
panies the advertisement.
ing and handsomest] colts to be found anywhere.
Would stand him on shares with good party.
wanted
Write for particulars
P. O. Box 3398, Boston.
Situation on a stock farm as trainer and driver,
young stock preferred. Have handled some of the
best young horses ever raised in Maine with good
FOK SALE.
success. Can give good reference. Address
*
E. E. DYER,
Cherry bay horse with small, star, stands 15
Apr 10 *
So. Norridgewock, Me.
hands high and weighs 978 lbs. Sired by Dr.
Franklin; dam by Winthrop Morrill. Was worked
FOK SAFE.
a little last season and could show a 2 40 clip.
Sound as a bell and very handsome. Price $200.
Brown gelding Dr. Parks, bred by Lew Offurt,
C. P. SMALL,
Bourbon county, Ky. Sired by Victor Von Bis
Apr 3 *
Lincoln, Me.
marck; dam by Thompson’s Mambrino, is eight
years old, stands 16 hands high and weighs 1100
FARM FOR SALE.
lbs. Was never handled for speed to my know
ledge ; can show a 2.40 gait to carriage, is an upTn North Yarmouth, Me. 75 acres good land,
headed gentleman’s driver, sound and afraid of no rocks, mill privilege, orchard, one mile to
nothing. Have pedigree guaranteed bv D. Turney, freight siding, two miles to depot, P. O., etc;
Paris, Ky.
H. P. WHITNEY.
2 story house, 11 ro?ms, painted and blinded, in
Apr 17 *
Nashua, N. II.
good repair, ell and barn 38x65 with cellar. In
quire on the premises or write G. W. HUNT,
FOK SALE.
Turf, Farm & Home, Waterville, Me.
tf
A bay mare 8 years old, stands 16 hands, weighs
1100 pounds, sited by Young Volunteer he by
Volunteer, dam by Drummond’s Knox by Genl.
Knox. This mare is all sound and kind and well
broken single or double, and anyone looking for
a first-class gentlemans driver, she will fill the
bill. For further particulars address
J. N. LANDER, Solon, Me.

DICTATOR

Fiistdam Judy by Plato, second dam by Louck’s Kentucky Whip; Third dam Ira
Hawkin’s mare, by a grandson of Imp. Messenger.
NOTE.—Dictator Chief 2.21%, foaled in 1882 at Westland, Lexington, Ky. is a bay
horse 15% hands high, of a superior conformation, and with legs and feet of perfect
mould. He is a horse of great power and his record is not a limit of his speed. In
1889, after serving 63 mares he trotted at Springfield, Mass., in a race time separately,
2.19. With only seven in training last season five entered the list, and the sixth took a
record of 2.33%, and seventh was second in a race in 2.27%.

TO SELL OK EXCHANGE.

WANTED.
To buy low for cash a two-year-old stallion colt
well bred, a pacer preferred, one that will make
a horse that will weigh 1100 or more. Should
like one with some Morgan blood tn him. Ad
dress
II. II. X.
Apr 10 *
Westbrook, Me.

PILOTS FOK SALE.
Matched bay, black points, sound kind and
perfectly broken, 15% hands high, weighs 2000
ibs., beautiful manes and tails, up-headed and
game pair as stands in Maine. Road 10 miles an
our on courage. Sire Black Pilot sire of Pilot
Knox; Lambert dams. I have the goods and
can show them. For particulars address
C. R. BROWN,
Apr 10 *
Springfield, Me.

19,446.
STANDARD.
SIRE YOUNG R0LFF, 8,715.
RECORD 2.21 1-4.
_ , Sire of Nelson 2.09. First dam Fanny Knox, by General Knox, 1.40. Second dam
Dolly Parker by a son of Blue Dick. Third dam Peggy Dorr by Bon urn.
NOTE.—Brown Rolfe, foaled in 1883, is a brown horse. 16 hands high. Brown
Rolfe is bred like Aubine, 2.18, both being by the same sire and their dams were by the
same sire, and he has as much natural speed as Aubine. His first, second and third
dams were producers.

ALSO A THBEE YEAR OLD—A

SON OF NELSON.

I
<

OUT OF A FASHIONABLE BRED DAM.
This colt stands 16 hands high and weighs 1100 pounds.
These Stallions will stand for the low service fee of $25 with return privileges.
Cash or a satisfactory noteat the time of first service.
These stallions are not only bred in speed producing lines but they have size, style
and color, all three being of a beautiful bay, and plenty of courage and disposition
which is perfect for the makeup of the ideal horse. Three finer stallions cannot be
shown by any stock farm in Maine, outside of Sunnyside.
ALSO HAVE A GRANDLY BRED
(

FOK SALE.
Hathorn Farm stock for sale.
This includes
1 icsphorus by Sultan, Canary by Jay Bird, Phil
lip, Flossie, Elfin, and Constance by Greenfield
by Electioneer. Also six colts by Early Bird
2.12% out of well bred dams. Hathorn Farm is
."or sale. This is one of the best farms in the
State for stock purposes. Located in Pittsfield
village, containing about 300 acres, cuts 150 tons
of hav. For further particulars and price call on
or address
DR. T. N. DRAKE,
Pittsfield, Me.
FOR SALE.

Pair handsome chestnut horses, brother and
sister, five and six years old, well matched,
weight 2900, fast walkers, good workers, no
better pair living. Price low. Inquire of
J. H. Black, D. V. S.
Apr. 3 *
Rtadfield, Me.

DAM SUNBEAM, BY NELSON.

JAMES BURROWS

Harlow St.
Bangor Me.

CURRIER & NELSON,
PINE GROVE STOCK FARM, HALLOWELL, ME.

THE SKFTT".
f
(Jim Scott
I Gen. Benton.......................... 1
rThe Seer..................... 2.15%^'
sire of
n o J Lady Benton.
Sire of
23 in.................................... 2-3° z „. „
Seersucker........................2.30
J Electioneer

English Coach Cleveland Bay. 1
Five Years Old This Season.

FOR SALE.

(Belmont

f Redwood.................................1
Sire of
( Blandina
8 in.....................................2.30
Reglin..................................... >
(Matchless..
Dam
Mollie Matchless................... ..
Seersucker 2.30.
Dam of
(By Marble Horse.
(Cephas,............. ........... 2.14%

Stands 16% hands high, weighs 1400
pounds and is a beautiful mahogany bay rhe Serf is a blood bay Stallion, standing 16-1, and weighs 1100 lbs.
Foaled April 19, 1889.
with the best of feet and legs. For

Style, Actiou and Build,
his equal cannot be found in the state in
any horse of his size.

The Seer, sire of The Serf lias a race record of 2.15% and was by Gen. Benton with 23 in the list;
dlam by the great Electioneer with 155 in the list. The dam of The Serf was Reglin by Redvood with eight in the list and she is the dam of Seersucker 2.30. The grandam of The Serf was
Matenless dam of Cephas 2.14% third heat, and one of the gamest race horses Maine
?Vlollie
las ever produced. Every line of The Serf’s tabulation is a speed producing strain and in him is
cconcentrated a union of the fastest and gamest blood to b« found m the state, and individually
is a grand young horse.
The Serf will make the season of 1895 at the Cummings stable, rear of
pio
leal’s Ilotel, Norway, Maine,

.A.T

$25.00

TO

He has been wintered under the charge F?or further information address his owner,
■Wjsze. FL.
of Mr. J. B. Farnham, Stillwater, Me.,
and any further information in regard to
him can be obtained by addressing

ECorway, Twla.ine.

BAYARD^WILKES - 2.13 3-4.

J. B. FARNHAM,
Stillwater, Me

$50.00----- PRICES----------------------------------- $50.00.
Bay horse foaled in 1885, by Alcantara 2.23 by George Wilkes 2.22; dani Barcena, (dam of Bayird Wilkes 2.13%, Alaric, sire of Victor B. 2.20, and Bertha, dam of Diablo 2.09% and J. F. B. (1)
2! 26%) by Bayard son of Pilot Jr.; 2d dam Blandina by Mambrino Chief; 3d dam the Burch Mare
dam of Rosalind 2.23% and Donald 2.27) by Brown Pilot.

or LEMUEL NICHOLS, Prop.
Bangor, Me. (<

Bayard Wilkes (p) 2.13% is the sire of Alfred (p) 2.53%, (trial 2.16%) as a fou’- year-old. He will
mdoubtedly put several into the 2.39 list this season. Bayard Wilkes will stand in the stud during

Anyone wishing to purchase this valu- p895
able animal must communicate with the
above parties within 30 days, as at the
end of that time definite arrangements
will be made to stand him for stock pur
poses.

Carroll, Connolly & Co.,
DEALERS and shippers of

At $50 the Season, with usual return privilege.

GLENARM 2.23 1-2.

0>ne of the best known Maine race horses, and sire of Glenarma 2.28% and Glendale (p) 2.26z%,.
amdgrandsire of Cephas 2.14%, will stand at the same stable at

$15, by the Season with the usual return privilege.
Glenarm is by Constellation (2 40) sire of Patrol (p) 2.14%, and six others in 2.30, by Almont;,
lam Skip (dam of Glenarm2-23%, Independence 2.21% and Highlawn sire of Alta Rosa (p) z.28%)by
GMdeon.
For further particulars send for circulars to

Horses, Mules, Shetland Ponies, _
Carriages, Sleighs, Robes and
Horse Clothing.

Apr. 17. *

WINTHROP WILKES, bay stallion, stands
15\ record 2.45, has shown quarters in 37%
seconds. ETHEL N , bay mare by Nelson, stands
15.2, record 2.41%, can beat 2.30. GENEVA,
brown mare by Nelson, dam by Maine Black
wood. This mare has never had any training but
can show well. Also have severa1 others by
Broadway and Winthrop Wilkes that will be sold
reasonable. For further particulars apply to
Apr. 3
H. E. PETERSON, Bath, Me.

(By Young Consternation.

THE SERF*

FOK SALE.

FOK SALE.
Golden chestnut gelding (pacer), with light
mane and tail; stands 15-2, weighs 1025 lbs.
Sired by King Philip. Seven years old, fine
looker and good driver; has shown quarters in
35 seconds with but little handling.

These are two of the richest strains of blood that can be mingled together. This
colt will be allowed to serve a few mares at the low service fee of $ 1 5.
All interested in good horses are requested to come and examine these and their
stock and be convinced ihat they have not been exaggerated.
Formore extended pedigree send for catalogue.

This horse was bought and imported
from Liverpool, England in August,
1893, by E. Bennett & Son of Kansas
City, they paying $500 for him there.
He is an

_________________________________________ _

A two-year-old bay filly sired by Nelson’s
Wilkes;darn by Winthrop Morrill. Good size;
perfect in style and general make-up, and a
trotter. Her mother is fast and from a family
of fast ones.
John L. Davis,
Readfield,
Apr. 3. *
Me.

OF WILKES.

SON

CLEVELAND BOY!

WANTED.

Men to solicit orders for Trees, Shrubs, and
Vines. Choice stock. Extensive variety. Ex
perience not needed. Apply at once. S. T. CAN
NON, Augusta, Me.

ROLFE.

BROWN

FOR SALE!

For cigars, tobacco or other property, bay
gelding five >ears old, stands nearly 16 hands,
weighs over 1100 lbs., sired by Pickering; dam a
Knox mare. Will road 10 miles an hour, is not
afraid of steam or electric cars; good knee action
up-headed and stylish. Address
P O. Box 822,
May 1 *
Gardiner, Me.

CHIEF.

7,606.
REC0KI) 2.211-2
SIRE DICTATOR, 2.18.

SPEED FOK SALE.

The fast trotting gelding Sable Dudley, record
2.41, was started a green horse last year in six
races, winning one first, four seconds and one
third money, and showed bis ability to beat 2.30.
Is six years old, sound and kind, very stylish and
a great road horse. Can show very fast to sleigh.
He is exceedingly well bred and should easily
FOK SALE.
beat 2.25 next season. This is a rare chance to
buy a fast roadster and a game race horse. Ad
A good sized six-year-old gelding sired by dress, O.B. McKECHNIE, Box 292, Dover Me.
Pilot Startle; dam by Daniel Lambert.
He is
tf
bay, four white feet, can trot a 2.40 clip and safe
for a lady to drive. This horse is all sound and
if you are looking for a gentleman’s driver you
THE HIGHEST OFFER GETS HIM.
cannot find a better one. For particulars, price
Two-year-old brown gelding (sired by The
etc. address
L. A. WITHERELL,
Seer, out of a producing dam with a mark of
So. Norridgewock, Me.
2.35%) all sound and right in every way, good
size.
The one that makes me the first offer by
GID OLTKE FOK SALE.
April 1st. gets him!
Address
Box 29. Cumberland Center, Me.
Gid Moltke (standard bred and registered) by
-----. ...------------------------Von Moltke 4195; dam Vixen by Gideon 145, by Rysdyks Hambletonian, weighs 1100; 16 hands
high, stylish, kind and speedy, color grayish
black with Arabian spots, heavy curly mane and
tail, best of feet and legs. First premium at
Eastern Main* State Fair. He is eight years old
and has some of tlm finest colts to be found any
where. Has trotted quarters in 35 spconds and
requires no boots or weights. Address
4
&
H. A. PRATT,
Old Town, Me.

HOME.

_______________

•

c. P. DRAKE, Lewiston, Me.

REML NELSON,

Penobscot Exchange Stables, ston of Nelson, 2.09, sire of 24 in 2.30 or better; dam by Director, 2.17, sire of DirecCor. Exchange and Hancock Sts.

BANGOR, ME

;um, 2.05X» Direct, 2,05X? etc.; second dam, Pantalette (dam of Epaulet, 2.19), by
T^rinceps; third dam, Florence, by Volunteer; fourth dam, Nell (dam of Batemanf
J.22>4), by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian. Handsome bay, both hind ankles white,
16 hands, weighs a little over 1100 pounds, and was foaled April 26, 1892r
*itands
le will serve a limited number of approved mares, season of 1895, at $100.
For further information address

Look out for our Big Auction Sales „

W. N. GILBERT, Livermore Falls, Maine,
>r L. MOKISON, 93-95^So. Market street, Boston, Mass.

TURF,

AND HOME.

FARM

THE -VERIsZEOISTT ASSOCIATION

THE VERMONT AND NORTHERN NEW YORK

Trotting™ Pacing Circuit for 1895F

Rutland Vt., Aug. 27, 28 and 29, ’95.

i

|

AGGREGATE AMOUNT OF MONEY OFFER D,
REDUCED RATES
ON RAILROADS.

J-»VjV-/VJF

PROMPT PAYM NT ofF
STAKES and PURSES.
•

Plattsburg, N. Y., September IO, 11, 12, 13.
Canton, N. Y., September 17, 18, 19, 20,
Malone, N. Y., September 24, 25, 26, 27,
Enosburg Falls, Vt., August 21. 22.
Rutland, Vt., August 27, 28, 29.
Burlington, Vt., September 3, 4, 5, 6.,

Z\zT©.rslr ID riving JFa.rlr,

Enosburgh Falls, Vt., Aug. 21 &22, ’95r)
$2,500.

•

No. 1 For trotters eligible to the 3.00 class May 1, 1895..............................................................................$300”
No. 2 For pacers eligible to the 2 48 class May 1,1895.....................................................t...................................... 3000
No. 3 For trotters eligible to the 2.24 class May 1, 1895............................................................................... 300
No. 4 For pacers eligible to the 2.28 class May 1, 1895 ................................................................................ 300’
No. 5 For pacers eligible to the 2.35 class May 1, 1895...........................
3000
No. 6 For trotters eligible to the 2.40 class May 1,1895................................................................................ 300
No. 7 For trotters eligible to the 2.30 class May 1,1895............................................................................... 300
No. 8 For trotters ana pacers eligible to the 2.19 class May 1,1895.........
4003
CONDITIONS—Entries in all the above Stakes close May 1,1895, and must be accompanied!
with first payment, 2 per cent of Stake, second payment 1 per cent June 15, third and final pay
ment, 2 per cent Aug. 1, when horses must be named and fully described.
No trotter or pacer is eligible in a class slower than his previous record at either gait. Alll
stakes are mile heats, best 3 in 5, unless otherwise specified.
The right is reserved by notice mailed not later than May 15, 1895, to declare off any of the above
stakes which in the judgment of the Society have not reasonably filled, in which event the entry
money in such stakes declared ofT, will be returned.
An additional 5 per cent will be deducted from the amount won by the respective winners.
No horse shall in any event receive more than one money.
Stakes divided 50, 25,15 and 10 per cent. All entries will be received as absolutely made by the
person entering and as not qualified by any condition otherwise than as herein specified.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern except as herein otherwise provided, with usual
weather and postponement clauses.
Free transportation of baggage to and from trains. Hay, straw, grain and stabling free.

$6,300.

No. 1 Fortrotting foals of 1893 and later, mile heats, best 2 in 3.......................................................... $400
No. 2 For pacing foals of 1893 and later, mile heats, best 2 in 3............................................................. 300
No. 3 For trotting foals of 1892 and later.................................... ••••............................................................. 400
No. 4 For pacing foals of 1892 and later........................................................................................................... 300
No. 5 For all trotters eligible to 2 50 class May 1,1895................................................................................... 500
No. 6 For all tiotters eligible to 2.40class May 1, 1895........................................................................
500
No.7 For all trotters eligible to 2.35 class May 1, 1895.................................................................................. 5C0
No. 8 For all trolters eligible to 2.29 class May 1, 1895..........................................................................
500
No. 9 For all pacers eligible to 2.29 class May 1, 1895.................................................................................... 500
No. 10 For all trotters eligible to 2.26 class May 1,1895................................................................................. 500
No. 11 For all tiotters eligible to 2.18 class May 1, 1895.................................................................................... 500
No. 12 For Free-for-all Pacing Race..................................................................................................................... 1000
A Futurity Stake for foals of 1892, will also bo trotted. Value of Stake............................................... 400
CONDITIONS—In competition for Stakes and Premiums, residents of Vermont, to be eligi
ble, must be members of ihe Association and p.<y a membership fee of $2,00 which gives all privi
leges of entry, and fr< e ticket to the three davs’ meeting.
Non-residents of Vermont arc r< qmred to pay a fee of $2.00 in addition to the regular < ntrance
fee, which entitles them to all the privileges or members, except the right to vote at its meoiing.
In all cases the fee of $2.00 must accompany first payment and nomination. The first pavmi nt of
two per cent of stake must be paid on or before May 1st, 1895, wiih entry. In stakes Nos. 1, 2, 3and
4, for foals of 1892 and 1893, both trotters and pacers, horses must be named at the time of first payment, May 1, 1895, and any nominator may add the names of as many more horses as he pleases by
the payment of one pc r cent additional on the amount of the stake at the time of the first pay
ment, and may start any one of the horses named in the race, by keeping up ihe remaining pajment’for one entry, and declaring which horse he starts at the time of tiie last payment, August
1st. In all other stakes horses to be named at last payment, August 1st. The remaining payments
are one p r cent June 15, a^d two per c-nt August 1st, 1895. No irotter or pae< r is eligible to a
slower class than kis previous record at either gait. All stakes are mile heats, b< st three in five un
less otln rwise specified. The right is expressly reserved by the Association, by notice mailed not
later than May 15th, 1895, to declare any of the above stakes off, or such as in the judgment of the
Society have not reasonably filled, in which event th« entry money in such stake d< clared off, will
be returned. An additional five per cent will be deductei from the amount won by the respective
winners. No horse shall recen e more than one money. Stakes divided into four mon es. 50, 25,
15 and 10 per cent. A [1 entries must be received as absolutel made by the person entering and us
not qualified by any condition otherwise t anas he em. In the foregoing stakes the Association
will pay the sums off< red in the respective stakes -no more, no less. Stakes will be contested for
undei the rules of the Natioi al Trotting Association.
Distance v aived in Stakes Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 for foals of 1892 and 1893, except as punishment
for improper conduct of driver. All entries should be sent to the Secretary and in order to insure
attention,
money must accompany nomination. Hay, straw and stabling free.
'

For entry blanks and information* address
1).
BROWN, Secretary, Brandon, Vt.

. Clinton
County Agricultural Society, Plattsburgh,N. Y.
’
SEPTEMBER IO, 11, 12 and 13, 1895.
jPayments five per cent of Stakes to enter and start, with five per cent additional deducted from
each winner.

$5,000.

First Day, Tuesday, Sept. 10.
No. 1 Guaranteed for trotters eligible to 3min. class................................................................................. $500
No. 2 Guaranteed for trotters eligible to 2 25 class........................................................................................ 500
Address all entries and communications to
Second Day, Wednesday, Sept. 11.
F. W. DR4PER, Sec’y., Enosturg Falls, Vt.
,
No. 3 Guaranteed for trotters eligible to 2.40 class........................................................................................ $500
No. 4 Guaranteed for trotters, loa’s of 1892 or later....................................
500
No. 5 Guaranteed for trotters or pacers eligible to 2.35 class...................................................................... 500
Third Day, Thursday, 8 ept. 12.
No. 6 Guaranteed fortrotters eligible to 2 50 class..................................................................................... $1000
No. 7 Guaranteed for pacers, foals of 1892 or later........................................................................................ too
No. 8 Guaranteed for trotters eligible to 2.30 class...................................................................................... 500
No. 1 For trotting foals of 1892 and later...............................
$300
Fourth Day, Friday, ®ep*. 13.
No. 2 For trotting foals of 1893 and later, mile heats best 2 in3.............................................................. 300
9 Guaranteed for trotters eligible to 2.35 class...................................................................................... $500
No. 3 For pacing foals of 1892 and later........................................................................................................... 300 No.
I
No. 4 For trotting foals of 1891, eligible to the 2.30 class May1,1895...................................................... 3001 1No. 10 Guaranteed Consolation Purse for starters in the 3 min., 2.40 and 2.50 Stakes, that did
not win any part of said Stakes or any other Stake at this meeting.......................................... 300
No.* 5 For trotters eligible to 8 min. class May 1. 1895............................................................................... 400
No. 6 For pacers eligible to 2.50 class May 1,1895.......................................................................................... 400 INo. 11 Guaranteed for trotters eligible to 2 18 class....................................................................................... 1000
No. 7 For trotters eligible to 2.40 class May 1, 1895...................................................................................... 400
CONDITIONS—all the foregoing events elese Wednegda/, May 1, 1895.
No. 8 For trotters eligible to 2.35 class May 1,1895....................................................................................... 400
Payments th* rein to be as follows :
No. 9 For pacers eligible to 2 29 class May 1,1895.......................................................................................... 500
First, Mav 1st, one p u cent of sb*, ke. Seeon\ June l*t, two per cent.
Th id, Ju*y 1st. one per
No. 10 For trotters eligible to 2 29class May 1, 1895.................................................................................... 500 ceDt,
c
when h rse* must be named and fully described. ► ou th and last. Aug. 1st, o: < per cent.
No. 11 For trotters eligible to 2.25 class May 1, 1895..................................................................................... 500
Excef tin No. 10, Consolation, fjr whi h o cntrai c? m ney w i'l ba charged, t n per cect of Purse
No. 12 For trotters eligible to 2.18 class May 1, 1895...................................................................................... 500 will be deducted from each winner.
No. 13 Free for all pacers....................................................................................................................................... 1 »000
Sub criber« liabl- enly fur the amount they hwe actually paid in, but all subscriptions paid in shall
CONDITIONS—Entries close May 1, 1895, when first payment of 2 per cent must be made be
1 forf ited to the Association. Subscribers may transfer their sub^crij ti ns ttfore naming their 1 ones.
Hors*
s e ligible May l*-t, 1895, shal be eligible for the race.
second payment June 15 one per cent, final payment Aug. 1 two per cent, when horses must be fully 1
Rules of the N itional Trotting Associati n to govern, with the usual weather and postponement
named and described.
, „
,
,
__ ,
...
clauses.
An additional five per cent will be deducted from each winner. No horse shall receive more c
All races mi e hpa*s, best three in£ve to harness. M ney divided es follows : 50, 25, 15 and 10 per
than one money in case any are distanced.
cent of Stake or Purse
Money divided 50, 25,15 and 10 per cent.
.
In case of wall over, or hors- distancing the field or any pait thereof, to receive one mone? oily.
In No* 1 2 and 3, distance is waived except as punishment for improper conduct of driver.
The S eiet/reserves the rigl t of returning t e first p \ymenL ia any or all the racci and d ’dann? the
All entries will be received as absolutely made by the person entering and as not q iahiied by
same ofl iu ca(«p they are not reasonably fillca.
any condition otherwise than as herein stated.
In arranging thi programme have made an eflert to give ample time be tween the differ nt event 1
National Trotting Association Rules to govern except as herein otherwise provided.
The right is expressly reserved by the Association by notice mailed not later than May 15, 1895, so
s that every ho se may be started i * at east two races duri g th" meeting.
The
track is pronounced b, hois men to becneef the saf stanlbest half-ai’e t acks they lave
to declare any of the above stakes off, or such as in the judgment of the Association have not rea
ver rode over.
sonably filled, in which event the entry money in such stake declared off will be returned.
Tuero
are about oir hun red large be x stalls, with plank floo s, on the gr unds.
This track is acknowledged to be one of the best half-mile tracks in the country. It is in the
Hay, striw and tabling f c<*.
care of the veteran horseman, E. F. Brownell, which is a sufficient guarantee that it will be in first
Prolessioi
al Sta t rs and compe ei t Judges cmpleye d.
class condition.
,
, , x
,
P onpt payment of Stakes and Pursers.
All regular trains stop at the grounds, and steam and electric cars run to the grounds every ten
Good
tiansportdion
accomodations for hcrscs.
minutes during the Fair.
..
Bear in niinr tluJ the take s close May Is’, and that on or before hd date nomination1’, accompa
In arranging these stakes we shall endeavor to give ample time between the difierent events so
nied
by
fir
t
p
ymeut
must
be ma e, and he rses net to be nanued until July lkt. I) you have net got o e
that every horse may be started in at least two races during the meeting.
vou may have by that time: if not you c n sell you • <hancj, possihlj at a bonus.
Hay, straw and stabling free.
QnowWith
regard to Society’s :lancing, wc lefer with pejmission to any ene cf the four Banks in Piatts- 1
Address all entries and communications to
bburgh
Write to the Secretary for ent'y blanks and ad ’rcis all ce mmunica' ions to
E. W. J. HAWKINS, Secretary, Burlington/Vt.

THE VERMONT STATE FAIR
SEPTEMBER 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1895.
$5,800.

,
’

ST. LAWRENCE COUNTY AGRICULTRAL SOCIETY, _

Write to the Secretary for entry blanks and address all communications to
W. T. BURLEIGH, Secretary, Plattsburg, N. Y^H

County Agricultural Society, Malone, N.mc..CANTON, N. Y., September 17, 18, 19 and 20, 1890. FFranklin
SEPTEMBER 24, 25, 26 and 27, 1895.

$6,550
THE RICHEST STAKES IN NORTHERN NEW YORK.
STAKE 1—For all trotters owned at the time of first payment and entry in Clinton, Franklin, St.
Lawrence and Jefferson Counties, except Flash, eligible to the three minute class at time of first
payment and entry, the sum of $500.
. .
STAKE 2—For ail pacers so owned in said counties at the time of first payment and entry, eligi
ble to the three-minute class at time of first payment and entry, $500.
,
« 4.
STAKE 3—For all trotters and pacers so owned m said counties at the time of the first payment
and entry except Flash, eligibledo the three minute class at such time, mixed race to come off at
least two days later than the above trotting and pacing races, so that same horses may start if enSTAKE60^—For all trotters eligible tQ the 2.30 class at time of first payment and entry, open to the
STAKE^^S^For all trotters eligible to the 2.24 class at time of first payment and entry, open to the
world, $500.
,
4,
x
x 4.1
STAKE 0—For all trotters eligible to 2.21 class at time of first payment and entry, open to the
STAKE 5?^-For all pacers eligible to the 2.20 class at time of first payment and entry, open to the

STAKE^S^For all trotters eligible at timo of entry and first payment to the 2 19 class, open to the
W0r£;ONDITiONS_ The fitst payment, two per cent, must be made on or before the 15th day of
March 1895, with entry, naming and describing the horse entered according to the N. T. A. Rules.
No trotter or pacer is eligible to a class slower than his pre. ions record at either gait. In each of
these stakes any person may add the names of as many more horses owned by him as aforesaid, a. d
described as aforesaid, as he pleases, by adding an additional payment of one per cent on
amount of the stakes at the time of the first payment, and then may start any one of th'* horses
named in the race by keeping up the remaining payments for one entry, and declaring wli.ch horse
he starts bv seven o’clock P. M., the day before the race. The remaining payments are one per
cent June 1st, 1 per cent Aug. 1, and one percent Sept. 1, 1895. The right is expressly reserved by
the Society by notice mailed not laterthan April 1st, 1895, io declare any of the above stakes off. or
such as in the judgment of the Society have not reasonably filled, in which event the entry money
in such stake declared off will be returned. An additional five per cent will be deducted from the
amounts won by the respective winners. No horse shall receive, in case any are distanced, more
than one money. Stakes divided into four moneys, 50. 25, 15 and 10 per cent. All entries will be
received as absolutely made by the person entering and as not qualified by any condition. Oilierwise than as herein stakes will be contested for under the rules of the National Trotting Associ
ation.
COLT STAKES.
The Society also offers Colt Stakes to be competed for, open to colts and fillks that are trotters,
and owned in Clinton, Franklin, St. Lawrence and Jefferson Counties, by persons entering at
time of entry and first payment. Conditions on application.
1. For Trotting Foals of 1893
$250
2. For Trotting Foals of 1892
$300
All entries should be sent to the Secretary, and in order to insure attention money must accompany nomination. JTor entry cards and information, address

H. E. SEAVER, Secretary, Canton, N. Y.

$4750

First Day, Tuesday, Sept. 24.
N
No. 1 2 Year Old Stake, (Trotting) close May 1st.......................................................................................... $200
No. 2 3 Year old Stake, (Trotting) close May 1st....... .....
300 1
v
No. 3 3.00 minute County Race, (Trotters and Pacers).................................................................. f*............ 150
Second Day, Wednesday, Sept. 25,
No. 4 2 24 Stake (Trotting) close*May 1st.....................................................................................
$500
n
No. 5 2.24 Stake (Pacing) close May1st........................................................................................
500
x 6 2.40 Class (Trotting).........................................................................................................................................400
No.
Third Day, Thursday, Hept. 26.
No. 7 2.35 Class (Pacing)......................................................................................................................................... $400
N< 8 2.34 Class (Trotting)..................................................................................................... -J*.........*................... 400
No.
No.
500
N
' 9 2.50 Stake* (Trotting) close May 1st...................................................................
Fourth Day, Friday, Sept. 27.
No. 10 2.27 Class (Trotting)........... ........................................................................................... a............................ $400
No. 11 2.18 Stake (Trotting) close May 1st.......................................................................................................... 500
No. 12 2.17 Stake (Pacing) close May 1st............................................................................................................ 500
CONDITIONS—In Stakes No. 4, 5, 9, 11 an 1 12, entries close Wednesdav, May 1st. Entrance fee
h 5 per rent of Stake. Payable, tvo per cen* or $10 Ma Is1, one pe cent, or $5 Jaly 15th, aud t 0 per
ce or $10 Sept. 1st, wbc" horses mu t be namcel and d scribed.
cent
In Stak s Noc. 1 and 2,' ntrnn e e< ia 5 p r cent. In S ake No. 1. $5 (2 1.2 per cent) must acccmpa
panv
nomination May l‘t, and $5 (2 1 2 j er cert) Jul) 15tli, when nomfnatuns must be named an 1 de
sorbed. In Mo. 2. $7.50 2‘^ per cent.) must accompany nomination May 1st, and $7.50 (2% per cent)
,jr
July
15, when nomination must be named and described.
In these Stakes (Nos 1 anti9 dis s ce is v a ved and any owner or stible mav tart as many colts
as de«)rel in Stake No. 1 a d in Stake No. 2 01 ly ore shall ttart from same ownership or stab e under
th, ten day lule. Mile l eafs, 2 ii 3.
the
.In Pdiscs Nos 3, 6, 7, 8 and 10 all <ntri» s cl s Sept 16, boises to be eligible Sept. 9.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
The right *s reserved by the Society by notice mailed not later than May 15th, to declare off any of
th abov Stakes or such as have net reason 1 1 filled, in wh ch events entr .1 ce money wi 1 be r turned
All Stakes rnd purses will be divided 50, 25, 15 aud 10 per cent of purse an 1 an addi ional 5 per
cent
ce from winne s.
A horie distancing the field or any portion then of, rec. ives but one money.
All races except No< 1 and 2, mile 1 eats 3 in 5.
Subsc ibers 1 able on y fo-1’ e amount paid in. Ot erwisi than above stated National Trottiog A sociation
Rules to govern. Hay straw and tabling free.
so' Professional
Sta Urs and competent J dges.
Prompt payment of aU Stake” and Purs.s.
Reduced rates on all railro ds
Bear in mind that Stakes close May 1st, horses named Sej-t. 1st, class races dote September 16,
])0
horses to be eligible September 9.

Address all entries and communications to
WALTER J. MALLON, Sec’y., Malone,N.Y.

*

TURF, FARM AND HOME.

22

STOP

-A_T

THE

HARRASEEKET ■ HOUSE,
Lately renovated throughout and conducted strictly as a first-class Hotel.

F. W. NICHOLS, Owner and Proprietor,
6w36

FREEPORT,

ELMWOOD PARK,
SO NORRIDGEWOCK.
The new management of the Elmwood Park
So. Norridgewock, will give their opening race:
on July 4th, 1895. Classes and purges will be an
nounced later on.
Per order.

HORSEMEN I
IN 20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
HAVE discovered a POSITIVE CURI
for the SCRATCHES. It cures to s:ay
do as not crack open. I solicit the mos
obstinate case and will cheerfully refunc
the money should it fail in one SINGLT
INSTANCE. There is many a good race
lost, a d much time and labor wastec
by having a horse lame and sore with the
scratches. No horseman can afford t(
be without it. “The expense is small.’
One bottle will last yeai s. No stable i»
complete without this cure.

Write to

H. B. WARDWELL, Proprietor,
OXFORD, A INK

C. F. DWINAL,

d7~V.

S

VETERINARIAN,
^•BANGOR.

-

MAINE

OFFICE-Bangor House Livery Stable.
RESIDENCE

Bangor House.

THE

HORSEMAN’S
HANDBOOK
Intents

Care and management of stallion®.
Care and management of brood nines.
Care, break i lg and develoving of colts.
Management of camp Jgners.
Care of the feet, shoeing and booting.
Care of hordes in sickness.
Rules of the American trotting turf.
Index to rules.
Betting rules
Champion records.
Rules for lading out tracks,
standard mles.
Golden nuggets of information.
Etc., Etc., Etc.

Price One Dollar,
J^^FREE to any one sending two sub
scribers. Address
TURF, FARM AND HOME,
Waterville, Me.

OINTERS,
ARTICULARS,
About Breeding fo' 1895, now ready
on application at

MAPLE GROVE FARM,

One of the Best Bred and Fastest Wilkes Stallions Living Is

HOME OF

Messenger Wilkes, 2.23
Warmer, brother to Sunol, 2 081-4
Rockefeller, 2.29 1-2.
Genl. Briggs, 2.19 1-2

B.F &H.F. BRIGGS,
AUBURN,

MAINE.

Weaknesses of Men
CURED.
Atrophy or Withering
Of special organs stopped, and small or blightec
organs restored ana enlarged. All Nervous
Blood, and Private Diseases of either sex sue
eessfully treated.
New Methods. Quid
' Cures.
Permanent Cures. Cures when
others fail. FORFEIT OF #500 FOR AM
CASE OF SEXUAL DIS KASE WK UNDER
TAKE AND FAIL TO CURE. Consulta
tion Free. Correspondence strictly confidential

The Hub Medical Institute
207 Shawmut Av., cor Dover StM
BOSTON, MASS.

PARKER GUN,
18158
By Jay Bird 2.31%, he by George Wilkes 2.22 and sire of Allerton 2.09%, Early
Bird 2.12%, Jayhawker 2.14%, Merry Bird 2.16%, Betsey Cotton, 2.16%, Isa Belle
2.17%, Minnie G. 2.19%, Sister Ethel 2.19%, Canary Bird 2.19% and 32 others
from 2 20 to 2.30. Dam Widow’s Mite (dam of Blue Dawn 2.21%) by Waveland
Chief (sire of Joan 2.30, Olaf 2.22, Syenite2.29% Waveland 2.26% and Wildey 2.29)
by Ericsson 2.30% son of Mambrino Chief; second dam, Tansey (dam of Butterfly
2.19%, Eagle Bird 2.21 an I Billy Sayre, sire of Galileo Rex (p) 2.12%) by George
Wilke«. Third dam, Dame Tansey, (dam of Prima Donna (p) 2.09%. Busbey'2.29%
and grandam of Castalia 2.29%,) by Daniel Lambert (sire of the dams of Pamlico
2.10, Dandy Jim 2.10%; Baronet 2.11% and 54 other trotters with records in 2.30
or better, and six pacers with records of 2.25 or better. Fourth dam the fast run□ing mare which Dan Mace drove as a running mate with Ethan Allen in 2.15, and
she the dam of Bay Star, sire of Amy Lee2.14, Roxie Lee 2.26% and St. Lambert
2.29%.
No scallion in the stud is the superior of Parker Gun, when individuality and
wealth of producing blood in both sires and dams, is taken into consideration, and
his produce are as good as would be expected from such breeding.
To meet the depression in prices in stallion fees PARKER GUN will make
the season of 1895 at the BATES FARM, Watertown, Mass ,

AT$50THE SEASON
with usual return privilege. Mares kept in stable at $2.50 per week; at pasture
$2.00. For further information address
W. Skinner Watertown, Mass., or George W. Leavitt, Quincy House, Boston,

TURF, FARM AND HOME.

_____

WHY NOT
Get the Best?
Dr. Wood’s Phenomenal
Liquid Blister

THE GREAT

American Veterinary Remedy
Has been extensively used for the past fifty
years. It is undoubtedly the safest and mos
reliable blistering compound ever offered to
horsemen. Emphatic testimonials from the
most reliable horsemen in New England and the
West. Carefullv put up in three different sizes,
2, 4, 6 ounces. Price, $1, $1.50, $2.50, sent by
mail postpaid on receipt of price. All orders
should be addressed to Dr. C. R. Wood, V. S.,
Specialist in Veterinary Surgery. Box 193,
Lowell, Mass.

BOOKS FOR EVERY STALLION OWNER

A TIGHT CSJCK
HOOK
AND A SLIDING
BACK BAND

THE CELEBRATED HOOVER STALLION SERVICE BOOK.
The most complete book for recording stallion service ever placed before breeders. No Pockei
Edition. Send for sample sheet free. No more disputingsires. No more mixing of dams wher
this book is used. Each book contains 100 pages, is substantially bound and will be sent on re
ceipt of price—$2.00 Notk—Tlib book will be sent free to any one sending us four subscrib is ai
$1.50 each.

THE STANDARD STALLION SERVICE BOOK.
The rxist complete Stallion Service Book pu ilidied c mtaininer space for entering one hundred
mares, giving space for full description, p-digr- e (lite of service, date of foiling, etc., with index
complete, neatly bound in leather. PRICE $1.00

BREEDERS’ NOTE AND CERTIFICATE BOOK.
This book contains 75 blank certificates, to be given to owners of mares, csrtifying that said
mare has been bred to a certain stallion. Also 75 notes, suitable for owner of mare giving to owner
of stallion on account of stallion service fee. Tills book is well bound and h is stubs for bith the
notes and certificates—$1.
These books will be sent to any address on receipt of price. NOTE-Either one o
these books sent to any one ^ending two subscribers to THE TURF, FAR&M HOME.
Address

THE TURF, FARM AND HOME, Water, llle, Me.

—o—
D.irt
Express addle
•"Meo
Nashua
< T.ee, u
^ab Express
I Hook ana _
' Jockey
J Pole.
Back Band slides (the only proper way in a heavy harness) and Hook
A Very Attractive Harness for Heavy Work,

and the best selling pattern we ever placed on the market, -all siz'

AL

*

EJREEJD TO -A. SPEED PRODUCER.
r” O
Chestnut Horse, Stands Sixteen

Hands.
By Almont 33, Dam by C. M. Clay, J r. 22.
ALBRINO, sire of Iona 8. 2.17%, trial 2.14, the fastest mure by the records < ver bred in Maine*
Fauntleroy 2.23%, trial 2.18, Arthur M 2.24?,', Albrimi 2.27, Elsmere 2.29%, tr'al 2.'8, Dr. Dix 2.30
Landlord 2.33, Audubon (3) 2 53 to wagon, Albrina 2.27 (2 years 2.43X,) Odd Fellow, one year old, 1.3*
half mile, and grandsire ot Eldora 2.23. Almont, sire of Westmont 2.13%, 2 01
with running mate
Fannie Witherspoon 2.16%, Piedmont 2.17% and 35 others; dams of Winslow Wilkes 2.09%, Alabaslei
2.15, and 72 others. His sons have sired such as Fljing .Jib 2 01, 1.58 with running mate, and dam o
Fantasy (3) 2.08%, (4) 2.06.
Dam of ALBRINO, Maggie Bryan by C. M. Clay', Jr. 22, sire of four in 2 30 and dams of 40 trotten
and five pacers in the 2.30 list. Second dam, Belle Bryan, grandam of Almabel 2.17%, Failnot 2 16%
Monabei (3) 2.15%, full sister of Patchen Mambrino, sire of the game campaigner, Walter E. 2.10, bj
Mambrino Patchen. Third dam, Old Den, grandam of Wild Rake 2.23%, McLeod 2.21%, Olaf 2.22 ant
Eric 2.28%. by Gaines* Denmark by Denmark, son of imported Hedgeford.
ALBRINO is a horse of fine presence, large sized and possessed of great style and finish. His ge
pave tlje same qualities, are excellent roadsters and, as will be seen, are proving fast.
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Will make the Season at 76 Sr ring Street, Dexter.

For terms etc., direct gll correspondence to

„

.

H. G. PARSHLEY, Dexter, Maine.

WE MAKE THE HARDWARE

Nashua Saddlery Hardware
NASHUA,

TXT

We Make Gig, Track, Coupe and Express Trees (
ware—best in the world.

‘ NASHUA” CHECK HOOKS i
The Sale and Change ads. v
so extensively are the best a
Try one and become convinced

caom

STAKE PROGRAMME

FflIUFIELD«WHO
1895.

AUGUST MEETING,
13th, 14th, 16th and 17th.
$3000

IN

PURSES

$3000

FAIRFIELD.
Tuesday, August 13th.
No. 2—2.35 Class, Trot and Pace,
Purse, $500
Wednesday, August 14th.
No. 4—2.30 Class, Trotters,
Purse, $500
No. 6—2.24 Class, Trot and Pace,
Parse, S500

PITTSFIELD*
Friday, August 16th.
No. 5—2.28 Class* Trot and Pace,
Purse, $£00
Saturday, August 16th.
No. 1—2.40 Class, Trotters,
Purse, $500
No. 3—2.32 Class, Trot and Pace,
Purse, $500

CONTRITIONS

Entries Ck^e May 1st, when, lirst payment of one
per cent, must be made, $5. F cond payment June
1st, two per cent >10. Tni
^lymejit July 1st,
two per wnt., $W-wh<n lapses must be fully
named and described. Two per (ent. more from
starters only. An additional thrve per cent, will
be deducted from winners only.
Subscribers may
transfer their subscriptions ’oefore naming their
Huff0//
U°/
0He nOW VOU nUlV
la mt J
!
• If IV >
can
voui- chance,
i ront bonus. M'mey divided 60, 25, 15 and
intf Hie field Jr St?* ' ,f walk,ner or borse distancXvmdv 11*7 I,art th^of, to receive one
races mile heats, best three in
L? Han
’• National Association rules to
far
'tarn e n,le t0 govern. No entry is
t!/!. > ™
+l,Mn amount paid in unless a writ
P?
made to keep the nomination alive,
uire oil’and r< fund money in any stake
*“
8 not till satisfactorily. Usual weather
\ ,
prevail. Proprietor claims the right to
C*Y
«r of programme. Twentj-iixe doH irs
to the fifth horse in each‘race.
Hav,
tabling free. These tracks are only
s apart with good railroad commuinis the week following Rigby at Portaddition to above stakes, liberal
cred for other classes.
at Fairfield. June 11 and
Held June 14 and 15, to
'r

HIRILL. Prop.,
i i tsfleld, Me.
0170 castratedI
by new
rse insured,
noney. RoarString haltt
inary instrules, ecraseurs,
for circulars.
ZE ICT.ER,
Lewiston, Me.

ACTION.
Bay horse, 1000 pounds, sire Onward
2.25J^, sire of 93 in the list. First dam
Nubia by liar >ld, sire of Maud S. 2M%
and 42 others in the list. Second dam by
St. Lawrence. Third dam by Mambrino
Chief. Ac’i »n is the sire of Berdan
2.30’2. trial 2.'J> at foil! years and others
equally as good.
•

Action will mace the season of ’95 at the
subscribers stable in Phillips.

; Terms to warrant,
_

-

$10.00

__

W. T, HINDS, Prop’r.

AMn
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